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PORTLAND DAILY PRESS. - 
I'stablished June 23, 1S02. Vol. 5. PORTLAND, FRIDAY MORNING, JANUARY 5, 1866 r I 
__ 
’ -lerma per annum, in advance. 
PORTLAND DAILY PRESS: 
JOHN T. GILMAN. Editor, 
PUBLISHED AT 82J EXCHANGE STREET, BY 
N. A. FOSTER & CO. 
The Portland Daily Press is published at 
$8.00 per year iu advance. 
The Maine State Press is published every 
Thursday morning, at $2.00 per annum, in advance; 
$2.25, if paid within six months; and $2.50, if pay- 
men be delayed beyond six months. 
Business Cards. 
CUAS. W. LUCY'S 
WEDDING CAKE! 
.... THE- 
CHOICEST TO BE HAD IN THE CITY, 
oan be found constancy on hand, or made to order. 
All orders promptly attended to at 
NO. 91 EXCHANGE ST., Portland, Me 
Decembor 19. dtt 
HENRY P. WORCESTER, 
GENERAL 
Commission & Forwarding Merchant 
jy Merchandise of all kinds bought and sold on 
Northern account. 
Office—No. 12 Campbell’s Wharf, 
Nobfolk, Va. 
fcy Consignments solicited. 
Refers, by permission, to Messrs Messrs. Lowell & 
Senior; Gerrish & Pearson; John Dennis & Co.; 
Clark, Read & Co., Portland, Me. no28iflm 
J. EDWARD GOVE & CO., 
PKODUCE 
Commission Merchants, 
AND WHOLESALE DEALERS IN 
Butter, Cheese, Eggs, Lard, Beaus 
BB1ED APPLES, &c. 
Jfo. 3 Lime Street, Portland, Me. 
Special attention paid to consignment* of all kinds 
of Produce. sep20dlyr 
ROSS & FERNY, 
PLASTERERS, 
PLAIN AND OBNAMBNTAL 
STU000 AND MASTIO WORKEEB, 
Oak Street, between, Congress and Free Sts., 
POBTLAND, ME. 
Coloring, Whitening and White-Washing prompt- 
y attended to. Orders from out of town solicited. 
May 22—dtl 
J, E. FICKETT, 
Dealer in Photographic Goods, 
Mirrors and Engravings. 
Manufacturer of Mirror A Picture Frame*. 
No. 28 MARKET SQUARE, 
JmneUtf ,, Pobtlamd, Mb. 
Deering, Millike;n & Go., 
Successors to G. L. Storer tf Co., 
JOBBERS OF 
Dry Goods, Woolens, 
And Gents’ Furnishing Goods ! 
Manufacturers of and Dealers in 
CLOTHING AND CLOAKS, 
Agents for EMPIRE SEWING MACHINES for 
State of Maine. 
68 ndd 60 Middle St., PORTLAND. 
Sept 7—dtf 
CHASE, CRAM k STURTEVAMT, 
GENERAL 
Commission Merchants, 
WIdgery’s Whart, 
Portland, Me. oc(16dt» 
DANA & CO., 
Fish and S alt, 
PORTLAND, MAINE. 
Lci'HEK Dana, Woodbury S. Dana, 
une Ida John A. S. Dana. 
CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER, 
Fresco and Banner Painter, 
NO. 144 MIDDLE STREET. 
Portland* Maine* 
M urk executed in every pari ol the State. 
juneldtf 
WILLIAM H. CLIFFORD, 
COUNSELLOR AT LAW, 
Solicitor of Patents, 
No, 10H Middle Street, 
PORTLAND, MAINE. 
Ang 25—dtl 
WILLIAM A. PEARCE, 
PLUMBE Ttl 
MAKER OP 
Force Pumps and Water Closets, 
NO. 124 EXCHANGE STREET, 
PORTLAND, ME. 
Warn, Cold and Shower Baths, Wash 
Bowls, B ***** * Sllrer Plated Cocks. 
171 VERY descrintl, n nf Water Fixtures lor Dwel- ls lin/Hm^ HoU.''9- PuW^ Buil.lings, Shops &c., arranged and set up in Ul.?, “»*>*>**. and all orders In town or cotinlrv fa Rfully cxecuied. All 
kinds of JOBBING nro.n/tlfatte MdBEER ly on hand LEAD PIPES, SHEET l, EAD?f1i?.?ER fUMPS oi all descriptions. aprOdtl 
C. P. KIMBALL, 
MANUFACTURER OF 
CARRIAGES AND SLEIGHS, 
PREBLE STREET, (Near Preble House.) 
PORTLAND, ME. 
Sale Rooms, 110 and 112 Sudbury St., Boston, Mass, 
juneltf 
DAVIS, ME8EBVE, HASKELL k 00.. 
Importer* and Jobber* of 
l>ry Good* and Woolen*: 
Ar«*de *8 Free Street, 
F. DAVIS, I 
C. M. MK.sr.RVF, 1 
l. p. iiAsKiLi.. f PORTLAND, MB 
K. C1IAPM AM. ) 
Dress & Cloak Making, 
-AT- 
No. 27 Free St., 
Mrs. M. Hutchins & Co. 
Dec 27—dtf j 
WARREN’S IMPROVER 
FIRE AND WATER-PROOF FEL7T 
COMPOSITION. 
— AND — 
Gravel R ooling 
FOB FLAT HOOFS. 
E. MERSEY, Agent, 
jax)2G<Hf No 16 Union Street. 
JOHN F. ANDERSON, 
SURVEYOR & CIVIL ENGINEER 
OFFICE, CODMAN BLOCK, 
mt'h 17 d&wtf Temi'ie Street. 
DR. P. WADSWORTH, JR., 
Physician and Surgeon. 
Office, 3531-2 Congress Street. 
Residence, Cor. of Oxford and Cedar Sts. 
Nov 7—eodtf 
Annual Meetings. 
Canal National Bank. 
THE ANNUAL MEETING of till- Stockholder* of “Tbe Canal National Bank of Portland,* for the 
election of seven Directors, and for the transaction oi 
any other business that may legally come betore them, will be held at their Ban ins House on Tuesday, the 
9tb day of January next, a! 3 tfclodc P. M. 
declldtd B. C. SOJLEKBY, Cashier. 
Merchants’ National Bank 
OF POHTLAND. 
THE ANNUAL MEETING of the Shareholders in this Bank will be hohlen at tho Bank, on Tues- 
day, January 9, lfcCG, at 10 o’clock A. M.. for the pur- 
pose of electing Directors for the ensuing year; de 
elding whether they will increase the capital stock of 
the Bank; change the par value of the shares to $100 
each, and for the transaction of any other busiuess 
that may legally come before them. 
Per order: 
declldtd CHA*RLES PAYSON, Cashier. 
Casco National Bank. 
THE Annual Meeting of the Stockholders ol “The Casco National Bank of Portland,” ior the elec- 
tion ol seven Directors, and for the transaction of any 
other business that may legally come before them, 
will be held at the! Banking House on TUESDAY, 
the 9th day of January next, at 3 o’clock P. M. 
E. P. GEKKISH, Cashier, 
pec 8.1666. dc9dlm 
Second National Bank. 
THE Annual Meeeting ol the Stockholders of the Second National Bank will be held at their Bank- 
ing Itoom, on TUESDAY, the 9th day of January 
next, at 3 P. M., for the choice of five Directors, and 
ior any other business that may legally come before 
them. 
W. H. STEPHENSON. Cashier. 
Doc 7,1866. dc9dtd 
The National Traders^Bank. 
TIE Stockholders of this Bonk are hereby notified that their Annual Meeting will be held at their 
Banking Room, on TUESDAY, the 9tli day of Janu- 
ary next, at 3 o'clock P. M, to choose five Directors 
for the ensuing year, and to act on any other busi- 
ness that may legally come before them. 
EDWARD GOULD, Cashier. 
Portland, Dec 6,1865.—dtd 
Cumberland National Bank. 
THE Stockholders of the Cumberland National Bank of Portland are hereby notified that there 
will be a meeting of the Stockholders, at their Bank- 
ing Room, on Thursday, the 18th day of January, 
1866, at 3 o’clock P. M.. lor the choice of'Directois 
and the transaction or any other business that may 
come before them. 
SAMUEL SMALL* Cashier* 
Dec. 16.1865.—dclSdlm 
Messrs. W. M. Shute & Son 
Announce the opening of their 
NEW FUR-ROOM, 
At their Old Location, 
173 and 175 Washington St., 
BOSTON’. 
The new sales-room is on the ground floor, occupies 
an area of nearly one thousand square feet, and is 
PERFECTLY WELL LIGHTED. 
They propose to keep a full stock of the best goods 
in their line of business, and respectfully request a 
continuance of the patronage so long bestowed upon 
them. 
Siberian Sables. 
We offer this season a large stock of the above 
choice Fur in the newest styles, and of very superior 
quality. 
We also have a few carefully selected Skins,the best 
imported, which we propose to make up to order. 
W. H. SHUTE & SON, 
JT3 Si. 175 W.aliiaglou Si., Boston. 
Ermine. 
Messrs. SHUTE & SON 
Call attention to their display of RICH EKMiXE 
GOODS, made in various styles, for the street or in- | 
door wear. 
We have also a few sets of same Fur, in very small 
sixes, for Young Children. 
173 At- 175 Washington St.« Boston. 
—--—:--- 
Choice Sleigh Robes. 
Arctic Fox, (Pure White.) 
Canadian Bear, (Jet Black.) 
Superior to any thing of the kind ever offered in thia 
market. 
Alao, ENGLISH RUGS or CARRIAGE BLAK- I 
KETS, In many pretty deuigni. 
W. M. SHUTE A SOX. 
173 At 175 Wsehiugloa 81., Ho.ton. 
Squirrel Cloaks 
OF ALL SIZEb AND QUALITIES, i 
Constantly on hau l. Oik long experience in the u.an- 
ufacturo of these garments enables us to offer (hem 
of the best possible make, and upon advantageous 
terms. 
W. M. SHUTE & SON, 
173 ti 173 Wa.klngtou St., Bouton. 
--- 
American Sable 
Cloak*, Capps, Victorines, 
Collars. Culls, Glove., 
Mitten*. Mulls. 
LARGE ASSTORMENT, PRICES MODERATE. 
W. M. SHUTE & SON, 
173 ti 173 Washington St., Boston. 
Astra chan 
Or [Persian. Lamb, 
In Black or Gray. 
FULL SETS OR SINGLE ARTICLES- 
These Furs are much used as trimming for outside 
garments. We cut the trimming and put it on, or 
sell the skins, as may be desired. 
W. M. 8HUTE & SON, 
173 Sc 175 Washingtoa St#, Boston# 
—-<-♦♦♦-- 
Beaver and Otter 
Collars, Caps, Gauntlets, Mittens, &c. 
FOR GENTLEMEN’S WEAR. 
Choice qualities always in stock. 
Eg* Special styles or sizes made to measure. 
W. M. BHUTE & SON, 
ft 176 Washington St., Boston. 
Engt^h Umbrellas, 
„bloJKAPE RUNNERS,” 
MADE ON FOXv5 PATENT frame. 
NEAT, USEFUL, JDURABLE, 
$5.00 EACH. 
ALSO, 
English Alpacca Umbrellasf 
SCOTCH GINGHAM UMBRELLAS, 
And a great variety of the cheaper grades. 
W. M. SHIITE & SON, 
178 & 176 Washington St., Boston. 
Boston, Nov, 37,1868. dc73tawBw 
Copartnership Notice. 
THE undersigned have this day formed a copart- nership under the name and style of the 
“Portland Tanning Company,” 
for the purpose of carrying on the business of Wool 
Pulling and Tanning Sheep and Calf Skins,and taken 
the 
Factory on Portland Street, 
Formerly occupied by G. M. & A. B. HAYES# 
CHARLES W. HAYES, 
MATTHEW T. VALENTINE, 
BENJAMIN H. HOUSTON, 
STEPHEN HOUSTON, 
#, r, CHARLES THUNBURG. Portland, Dec 15, I860. dc2T<13w* 
Copartnership Notice. 
MR. H. H. RICKER i» admitted a partner In onr firm from this date. 
MORRIS, GREENE Sc SAWYER. 
Portland, Jan. 1, 1866.—dlw 
NOT I CEE XTRA OR DIIUR Y 
Use Pomroy's Patent HEAT REGULATOR, 
And Save One-fourth of your Fuel. 
Sold exclusively by 
J. M. Dickey <6 Co., 74 Middle St., 
Room No. 4, Up Stairs. 
Dec 27—<12 
To Let. 
■vnEW building mat the bead of Center Street, will 
i.S be fitted up .to unit tenants. The chambers will 
be a desirable location for a Dentist, Dress Maker, or 
other genteel business. 
Please apply to MaJU’IN GORE, 
I Dec 16—eotuw At Five Cett(* Saving Bank. 
DAILY PRESS, 
PORTLAND. 
-- 
Priday Morning, January 5, 1866. 
—- -- 
The daily issue of the Press is larger than the. tom- 
\ned circulation of all the other dailies in the city. 
Terms —$8,00 per year in advance. 
Beading Matter on all Pour Pages. 
GOVERNOR’S ADDRESS. 
Gentlemen of the Senate and House of Rep- 
resentatives : 
I congratulate you that we meet under hap- 
pier auspices than have attended the inaugu- 
ration of the government of the State tor live 
years past. By the goodness of Providence 
the clouds of war have rolled away from our 
skies and the sun of peace, shining again in full effulgence, gilds and blesses, with its be- neficent rays, our battle-rent and blood-stain- 
ed country. The mighty conflict of arms has 
ceased, and leaves the government of the Un- 
ion master of the field, its flag floating in un- 
challenged supremacy over its ancient and 
rightful-boundaries. That blot which tarnish- 
ed its escutcheon and was so long our re- 
proach among the nations, has been effaced.— 
The republic, regenerate and enfranchised by the fearful baptism of blood, has vindicated its 
right to be called the land of the free.” The 
mighty armies, beneath whose tread the con- 
tinent has shaken, returning to their homes, 
have been quietly absorbed into the ranks of 
the citizen whence they sprung, again to em- brace their old employments, dissipating every 
apprehension which their vastness excited, 
and allaying every fear that we were to be- 
come the subjects of a military despotism. 
It is our happiness this day to behold en- 
rolled amoug your members, numerous gen- 
tlemen, who at the call of their country, disre- 
garding every impulse but that of patriotic du- 
ty, went forth to do battle in her behalf, nor 
ceased their service so long as it was needed. 
The State is honored by such sons, and her 
councils cannot fail to be strengthened by 
their presence. I bid you welcome to these 
seats, as the representatives of those glorious 
armies of citizen soldiers, which have achiev- 
ed the deliverance of our nation from its im- 
minent peril. 
The year which has closed upon us, filled, as it lias been, with causes of joy and congratu- 
lation, has, nevertheless, been marked by one 
event that will ever constitute a sad page in 
our history. While the people were rejoicing 
in those thick-thronging successes, the har- 
bingers of returning peace, as the light was 
breaking around the whole horizon, the mark- 
ed man of this country, the best beloved of 
the nation, tell by the assassin’s hand. The 
bullet which struck down Abraham Lincoln, 
pierced the bosom of millions, plunged the na- 
tion in mourning and shocked the moral sense 
of mankind. With no sing e quality of char- 
acter or act of his life calculated to inspire re- 
venge, this man, with heart lacerated by the calamities which had befallen his country, yet 
filled with the kindliest purposes towards the 
deluded authors of them, was suddenly and 
wickedly slain. Having filled the measure-of 
his earthly fame, through a period of civil ad- 
ministration the most difficult that ever fell to 
the lot of a public man, denied the gratification 
he might well have promised himself in these- 
rener and more peaceful days then dawniug, 
“with malice toward none and charity for all,” 
he was summoned to go hence. His name 
stands in isolated and unapproachable gran- 
deur, associated with an act of beneficence 
and justice which will shed a halo of glory around it that time cannot efface or obscure.— 
The tears and thanks of enfranchised millions 
will forever ascend a grate till incense to his 
memory. Friend of our country, friend of the 
human race, farewell 1 
MILITARY HISTORY'. 
At the first summons of the nation to aims 
the citizens of Maine, from the field, the shop, 
the ship, the dock yards, the institutions oi 
learning, men of all professions, trades and 
pursuits, rallied with an enthusiasm and alac- 
rity surpassed by no others,to her defence, and 
as the weary years of strife rolled on they ,lid 
not abate their loyalty nor withhold the full 
measure of support required at tiieir hands.— 
Equivalent to three regiments of cavalry, one, 
regiment of heavy, and seven batteries oi 
light artillery, thirty-one full regiments of in- 
fantry, seven companies of sharpshooters, 
, and thirty companies of infantry assigned to 
; regimental organizations, and seven compa- 
; niej of coast guards were raised and mastered i into the service of the United States from 
j Maine. These with the recruits which, dur- 
i ing the war, were constantly forwarded to re- 
inforce their continually melting ranks, with 
the naval enlistments, according to the report 
of the Provost Marshal General of'the United 
States, up to the thirtieth of April, 1865, 
reached the numberof 71,558 men, being more 
than one-tenth of the population and largely 
more than a majority of the heaviest vote ever 
polled in the State. The number of men em- 
braced iu all the calls upon this State for troops 
during the war, was 72,227; leaving a balance 
of but 609 to he supplied when the orders to 
stop the draft were issued in April last. These 
would have been iurnished in a very few days, 
as recruiting was then being prosecuted with 
great vigor and success. I do not hesitate to 
express the opinion that no State contributed 
a larger proportion of its own citizens in fill- 
ing quotas than Maine. 
Since the close of active hostilities in April, 
the following organizations belonging to this 
State have been mustered out of service, viz.: 
The 1st and 2d regiments of cavalry, the 1st 
regiment of heavy artiilery, the 1st, 2d, 3d, 
4th, 5th, 6th and 7th batteries of light artil- 
lery, the 1st veteran, 9th, 14th, 16th, 17th, 
19tli, 20th, 30th and 81st regiments of infant- 
ry, seven companies of coast guards and a 
large number of recruits who had not left the 
State. The 12th and 14th regiments, whose 
terms of enlistment expired in 1864, and which 
were mustered «,ut that year, were subsequent- 
ly reorganized in 1835. The number of com- 
missions issued by the Executive of Maine 
during the war, was 4,295, of which 2,084 were 
by Governor Washburn in 1861 and 1862, 819 
by Governor Coburn in 1883, and the residue 
by the oresent Executive in 1S64 and 1865.— 
These do not, of course, embrace that number 
of individuals, as very many were promotions. 
At this time there still remains In service, 
the following of our organizations, viz: The 
8th, 11th, 12th, 15th, 29th regiments, and one 
battalion of Infantry. Some discontent has 
arisen from the fact that certain organizations 
have been discharged which had bzen in ser- 
vice but a short time, while others, which had 
served longer, have been retained. This has 
frequently, but unjustly, been attributed to 
improper influences. I believe it to be due 
entirely to the accident that these regiments 
belong to the army corps upon which the duty 
devolved of remaining south, and that similar 
results would have followed If it had fallen to 
♦he lot of any other corps to have been as- 
signed to this position. I am assured by the 
Secretary C* War that the remaining organiza- 
tions shall be mastered out and discharged at 
the earliest moment it can be done with safe- 
ty to the interests of the country. 
It is unnecessary, and would he unbecom- 
ing, to speak boastfully of the services of the 
soldiers of Maine. She has no reason to 
blush for their conduct upon pv occasion.— 
All dl«l their duty accordiug to their opportu- 
nity, and very many covered themselves with 
distinguished honor. The inscriptions on 
their battie-tlags which greet the eye of the 
visitor to this Capitol, tell the story of their 
deeds, ... 
I beg leave to express the hope that a full 
history of each of the different military organ- 
izeticms from this State, which participated in 
the war, may be written by some one of their 
intelligent and accomplished members, ol 
whom there were so many. This is the time 
to do it, while events are fresh in the memory 
and there are so many living witnesses to cor- 
rect errors or misstatements. It would be a 
most important contribution to the historic 
annals of the State, increasing in value with 
the lapse of years, and securing justice to our 
gallant soldiers In more ample measure than 
they will otherwise obtain. 
The records of the government exhibit the 
fact that of the so.diers we furnished, eight 
tho sand four hundred and fortv-six perished, 
either being slain in battle or died of wounds 
received of disease contracted in the service, a 
large portion of whom lie sleeping upon the 
fields where the egjyation ot the nation ww- 
achieved, in Pennsylvania, Maryland, V irgm- 
ta,tbe Carolina.?, Floiida and I,ou*si8lis, 
Among the losses we deplore are 
Mji-Usn. Hiram G. Berry, formerly Cclonel of Uie 4tb Infantry, V I led In action. 
Brig. Gen. Charles D. Jameson, formerly Co onel of 2d Infantry, deceusod, Brig. Gen. Hiram Burnham, tormerly Colonel of 
6th Infantry, kitted In action. 
Col. Tlioinn* H. Mam,all. 7th IiUkntry, deceased. 
CoL Calvin H. Ilonty, UtCaraliy, I tiled at Aldle 
Va., June 1.8, ’68. 
Col. Freeman McGUvery, Ut Mounted Artillery, I eledyf wounds, 
tiouAu^ »M.apUD’ Ut “• Arti'lery- kIlled ln 
baMe of Fair Oa“sS' Ucatll> Bth Illfelltl'y* ki!kJ at 
tiou. °°1'1<obert d• Gray, Util Infantry, killed in ac- 
w^unS'j^%; Spon°rd> HU. Infantry, died of 
Inmlin'oitpSrM; B£kmore-14tb Imantry> kulcd 
wounds0l' &tt'Idlen Gootkby, 1st Cavalry, (liod of 
dloj'ofwomS^ l8t Mountod ArtUery’ 
MayfiJ‘V'd"iu Gnrt,’3d Infantry, killed in action 
edoAvouSa ** W' Sabine> l8t Heavy ArtlUery 
tio^.ay^VM.- -'Ior8an> 3! Infantry, kUled in ac- 
killi5d at 
5, '*>T* wbitoomb, 4tU 1 wan try, deceased Oct. 
^lay^^r,Gj°^ert H* Qra>'» 4tb Infantry, died of wounds 
ft^cksbur^May'T& ^ ^ * Si^ivnf P- jon’es, 7th Infantry, killed at Ft. stfr'ens, Washington, d7c. 
deceased*9 **eil " 14obin8ou, 1st Mountod Artillery, 
wounds.^krC*dbidd a Leavitt> 16 th Infantry, died of 
tionN°orv™8.2L- SaWyOT’17tb I«lantry> killod '•> M- 
aeS.)r ®a“Ut>1 T- Kee.-ie, 20th Infantry, kUled in 
memier o? h£hK°;tBaUen> 28tb lDfantry> killed by a 
o^M^orCharlesW.Nute,1st Hoavy ArtiUory, de- 
wo%srs™“2of.MOWlt°n' 29“* Iniimtry’ ** 0f 
»|MurtAlg“^k'“rler- 3Ut InfaDtry’ di6d °‘ 
And staff and line officers to the number of 
f'v° !'l‘“dfd ami fifty too long a catalogue weri upmi 11113 “Ciasion- All of these re soldiers of conspicuous gallantry and each worthy of the highest eulogy, which Ii™lts °f this address will not per- mit. I he residue of the perished tliousands, composed oi non-commissioned officers and 
privates contained the flower and hope of m*ny a h«e. To these vast losses, alike the 
Sm? ,h6r S0!J0W aud !*er pride, Maine points as the sacrifices she has laid upon the altar of her country. Peace to their ashes, 
t.Ueir me,1;ories. am* thanks to God that they have not died in vain 
In addition to these are six thousand siv hundred and forty-two soldiers mustered out <ff the service for disabilities resulting from the casualties oi battle or sickness of the camn How many of them have gone down to un- timely graves, I have no means of knowing nor how many are dragging out a life of lin- 
f,rgtiSUffen,lg-, 1 llav,: eudeavored to obtain 
WaL department, a list of such as perished in rebel prisons, but have been hWo procure it in season for this“o^nu,deal 
*:■sarwsar.a ^  * our State known. I submitn.»tth soIdiers of 
nial is cluet^he n“eC ‘ n^lTe,tes,tim°; 
equally to the more fortnmita |fte ^eac^ an(* 
as the authority of the State in' VS 88 bli.0?*d appreciation and gratitude. ° t ken of Ite Other States are erppfinrr 
their slain, and it is H.?"16? £ 
ereet some endurin' memorial P i,4 We sb?'dd 
dead who have perishedTn o^ “e^Tso™ “ TrecuStuesV1 ™u,d b° Scti-' 
a work of art, worthy tta° State ntS h° aU’ biUt the subject, might he worthy 
complish the object. ThteJfcL"S'* W11 ac' oration is usual amon^ ail Jcommem’ 
and by it is nursed that8 SDiri^ nf ,ons> riot ism ever their refuse fnd dor hour of danger I t-,,, detence m the 
which it can & so °f no mode by 
pense of the State 
P t? done as a^ ^be ex_ 
iieve the people d^ire its nT debt’ and 1 be- 
suitable time, when the Ksces"of^urhe*1 roic martvrs are fresi, :„ I ces 01 our he-
be postponed till recollectiwfonwl6t -V*04 becomes dim, and least of all n,.1 '’11':'fe,s 
a public dufv ,r.. .. ■ ™i let us not slink 
s&sa-s 
sirnp,rett'Sin4hsuda,dCCUned * me tbat a 
has-been ^soMie^o charged p,fl!ervl“ and honorably dis- 
sssasg00- h"famiiy when i,c 
a^’ii tbv. TCl'^nm°numents to the dead and the bestowal of medals ou the surviving 
SM r“°lr^b^ tbe public conscience, for the duty of the State is thus but in part discharged. Many households there are up- on whom penury has laid his chill hand, for their prop and support, the father or hu-band b,S llfe,to.bi3 country. Many sol- diers there are who in the same cause, though tneir liv have been spared, have received such injuries as absolutely to incapicitate. them from supporting themselves or their fam- ilies. The government of the United States bestows a pension upon all these, but so small as to l>e inadequate to their necessities. Un- der such circumstances, I conceive that an 
inoperative obligation rests upon the State to interpose and ameliorate the condition of the sufferers. The impulses of humanity and a sense of duty alike demand it. The orphans of the soldier who has sacrificed all for ills 
country, have aright to demand it. The soldier whose life is about ail that has been spared him, can well claim that he shall not be made either a mendicant or a pauper. Failing to provide for these classes, every suf- terer would be a living reproach to the State. As to the best means of making this provi- 
sion, so that the meritorious and deservin'1 
may be suitably cared for, and at the same time to guard against imposition upon the State, it will be for you to select some of the modes which the philanthropic minds of the 
country have devised, if, as I cannot doubt, you shall concur in the opinions here express- ed. It may be desirable, for the purpose of 
procuring statistics aa to the numbers needing relief, and evidence of the best methods of af- 
tording it, and the limitations by which it shall be surrounded; that a commission shall be instituted, so that final action may not be reached m the present session of the Legisla- 
fre’i4 *s one which can and should be done, and that is to enact a law 
that no soldier of sober habits, incapacited by injuries received in the discharge of bis duty while m the military service, or his family, 
u s\*a require aid from any city or town, shall thereby become paupers or subjected to 
any disability in consequence thereof, and that this provision shall be extended to the families 
of such as have died in the service or in con- 
sequence of injuries received therein. 
The whole subject is submitted to your con- 
sideration, with entire confidence that you will meet it as it deserves, and so dispose of it that it shall not be said that Maine is unmind- 
ful or neglectful of her duty to those who have suffered for their country. Soon after the battle of Gettysburg, under the immediate auspices of the Governor of 
Pennsylvania, a movement was set on foot for 
the consecration of a National Cemetery, and the erection of a monument to the memory of the soldiers who fell in that memorable en- 
gagement. This State, co-operating with the others which suffered upon that occasion, has contributed its share to accomplish the work, 
and the same, now in course of rapid comple- 
tion, will be a fitting testimony in honor of the 
The State authorities of Maryland are mov- ing for a similar object on the battle-fleld of 
Antietam, and Maine has been invited'by the Governor of that State to unite in the eflort. 
In that conflict, as in all others in which the 
Army of the Potomac was engaged, this State 
contributed her proportion of the slain. It is 
due to the memory of those who lie theie, 
that the spot where they rest should be suita- 
bly marked and consecrated. J shgll submit 
the communication irom the Governor of 
Maryland, and commend the same to your fa- 
vorable consideration. 
MILITARY AGENCIES. 
The agencies for tlie care of our soldiers 
have been discontinued and the various organ- 
izations maintained, especially by the ladies of 
the State, for their relief, have closed their la- 
bors. To these, as well as to the noble wom- 
en who have ggpe to the front, and with that 
patience and tenderness belonging only to 
their sex, have watched and waited by the 
couch of the sick, wounded and dying soldier 
in his agony, I tender the thanks and ac- 
knowledgements of tin; State. Among these, 
and as most conspicuous, f do not deem it in- 
vidious to mention the names of Mrs. Samp- 
son and Mrs. Mayliew, who may well be styl- 
ed the Florence Nightingales of Jfaine. The 
United States General Hospital at this place, 
has teen closed by order of the Government- 
The number of patients who have been admit- 
ted and received treatment 111 |t (luring the 
last eighteen months, Is tldrty-scven hundred 
and sixty-four, all of whom, with the excep- 
tion of one hundred and fifty, were soldiers 
belonging to this Start. Of these but eighty- 
oix have died, more ttian two thousand return- 
ed to active duty, eleven hundred discharged 
the service, the residue transferred to the vet- 
eran reserve corps, other hospitals and desert- 
ed ; the number of the last class being very 
small. 
This hospital has been the source of great 
relief to the soldiers and comfort to their 
friends. For the past year it has been in 
charge of brevet lieutenant colonel Derby, to 
whom, as well as to his assistants, I tender 
my thanks for the fidelity and kindness with 
which they have discharged their duties. For 
the present and until the residue of our regi- 
ments are mustered out of the service, a post 
hospital will be maintained here. 
REPORT OF THE ADJUTANT GENERAL. 
The forth coming report of the Adjutant 
General, embracing the operations of his of- 
fice tor the years 1864 and I860, and the his- 
tory of our soldiers tor the same period, will 
constitute a most full and complete compendi- 
um of facts invaluable to them and their 
friends as furnishing the clew by which their 
rights may be effectively secured. It will be 
an enduring monument to the ability and in- 
defatigable industry of that officer. You are 
respecttnlly referred to it for suggestions in re- 
lation to the organization of the mihtia of the 
State. 
FINANCE. 
Passing from these considerations, your at- 
tention is invited to the financial condition of 
the State as it was at the outbreak of the re- 
bellion, and as it is at the close of the year 
1865. On the first day of January, A. D., 
1831, the funded debt of the State was $699, 
600. At the commencement of the present 
year, it is $5,164,500. Tiie difference between 
these sums does not exhibit the amount of 
State expenditure made directly in aid of gov- 
ernment in the prosecution of the war, for the 
debt existing at its commencement has been 
reduced $197,500, and a very large amount 
added to the current revenues of tue treasury 
from the incieased taxation which has been 
imposed upon the citizens of the State from 
year to year, during the continuation of the 
struggle. The expenditure for war purposes, 
embracing the outfitting of the first ten regi- 
ments, bounties, aid to families of soldiers, tor 
sick and wounded and other objects, including 
interest on the war debt, reaches the sum of 
$7,357,572.97, distributed among the different 
years as follows: 
1861 ... $1,008,578 17 
1S62 --- 165,878 60 
1808 .... 642,030 90 
1864 3.784,481 55 
1865 1,756,603 75 
_ 
Of these sums there has been paid for boun- 
ties alone, including scrip issued to soldiers 
since the eighteenth of February last, $4,573,- 
636.00. The amount advanced by cities and 
towns for aid to the families of the soldiers to 
January first 1865, was $1,599,536.66, which 
has been refunded by the State or provision 
made therefor. To this is to be added the es- 
timated sum of $400,000.00, being advanced 
for the same purpose in 1865, which has been 
already provided for by the tax for that year. 
The returns have not been received from the | 
cities and tows, so that the precise sum can- [ 
not be stated, but the estimate is believed to be j 
large enough to cover it. Deducting from the i 
foregoing aggregate the three hundred and 
twenty thousand dollars refunded by the Unf- 
ted States, the State has expended $7,037,072.- 
97 already for the support of the war including 
interest on war debts, exceeding the amount 
of war loans including scrip by $2,217,672,97. 
The expenditure of 1861 was largely for out- 
fitting the regiments raised that year, the ex- 
pense of doing so having been cheerfttlly as- 
sumed by the State in consequence o the ut- 
ter want of preparation on the part of the gov- 
ernment of the United States to meet the ter- 
rible emergency in which it found itself,fits financial credit at the outbreak of the rebel- 
lion being far weaker than at any subsequent 
period of the struggle. The greater portion of 
these advances are still due from the United 
States, and the accounts, at this time, are in i 
process of examination. These claims will be 
pressed to a settlement at the earliest possible 
moment, fold I trust the State may real- 
ize what is fairly due to it. She made the ad- 
vances in an ungrudging spirit, at a time when 
it was uncertain whether there would re- 
main a government to refund. Under these 
circumstances, a liberal allowance of the ex- | 
penditures. though not vouched strictly ac- 
cording to “regulations,” may fairly be claim- 
ed. Beyond all these lor us large amounts, 
returns received irom the cities, towns and 
plantation of the State, under the requirements 
of the law, show that they are in debt, not 
less than $6,556,183, which they have paid for 
bounties. To tills sum is to be added what- 
ever has been obtained by taxation for this 
purpose, there being many towns which have 
so raised a portion of the bounties paid by 
them; and still others which have assessed 
and collected the whole amount without re- i 
course to taxes and are free from debt on that 
account. Putting all these sums together, 
there has been expended by the people of this 
State for the support of the national cause 
$14,098,572, for which they owe to day about 
$12,000,000, saying nothing about private con- 
tributions, which through their liberality have 
continually flowed as freely as water. 
These large debts will be met with unflinch- 
ing integrity, the burden though heavy, being 
lightened by the conviction of its necessity 
and the gftind remits achieved. 
For the year 1865 the total expenditures of 
the State have been $2,872,080.89, of which, the 
sum of $325,113.33 represents the entire cost 
of its civil administration including appropria- 
tions for the enlargement and improvement of 
our public institutions. The civil expenses of 
the government have beeu somewhat, though 
slightly, increased by the war, but the dispo- 
sition to economy has been enforced by the in- 
evitably heavy burdens growing out of the 
struggle. 
I common with the people, the Legislature 
of 1865 was strongly impressed with the con- 
viction that the iunded debt of the State was 
as large as could be maintained with safety 
to its credit. Such was my own view of the 
matter and that the policy of providing for our 
wants by immediate taxation should be adopt- 
ed. To enforce this policy, it became neces- 
sary to levy a very heavy State tax for the 
year 1865. This was accordingly done, and a 
tax of one cent and five mills upon the valua- 
tion of 1860 was imposed, producing the sum 
of two millions, four hudred and seventy-six 
thousand, eight hundred and twenty-one dol- 
lars and twenty-one cents, to meet exist- 
ing deficiencies and provide for the payments 
wuich the treasury would be called to make 
during the year 1866. As this tax was not 
payable till the first day of January of the 
present year, authority was granted to the 
treasurer of State to make temporary loans to 
the amount of one million of dollars, not ex- 
ceeding a year to run, in anticipation of and 
to be paid from the proceeds of this tax. This 
policy, and the establishment of a sinking 
fund to be obtained by an annual tax oi three- 
fourths of a mill upon every dollar of the State 
valuation, producing about one hundred and 
twenty thousand dollars, has had the effect to 
maintain the high financial character of the 
State, her bonds having been sold in the clos- 
est money market of the year within one or 
two per cent, as high as the 7-39 bonds of the 
United States, with all their advantage of ex- 
emption trom taxation and superior rate of 
interest. I cannot too strongly piess upon 
your consideration the necessity as well as the 
value of adhering to this policy of gradually 
paying off the public debt through the instru- 
mentality of the sinking fund. It distributes 
the burden over a series of years and looks to 
its final extinguishment. 
The Treasurer of State, haying funds to 
spare, under the advice of the Executive, in 
conformity with the law, has invested, by pur- 
chasing for the sinking fund, bonds of the 
State to the amount of $100,500.00. These 
weie bought at prices ranging from ninety-five 
to ninety-six dollars on the hundred, and a 
very handsome saving secured thereby. In 
this connection, I would recommend, as some 
amounts will be received from the United 
States in liquidation of our clajms against the 
general government for advances, that what- 
ever is so refunded shall also be added to the 
sinking fund, for the reason that this money 
was borrowed by the State under the authori- 
ty to make loans for war purposes, and, when 
returned, Bhould he applied to liquidate the 
debt as a matter of judicious economy. Under 
the authority to make temporary loaus in an- 
ticipation of the receipt of the State tax of 
1865, the Treasurer of State provided for the 
payment of the liabilities of the State for ad- 
vances by cities and towns in 1864 to the fam- 
ilies of soldiers. The musterlngout of large 
numbers of troops, consequent on the termin- 
ation of active hostilities, lias reduced materi- 
ally the chqrge for aid furbished the families 
of soldiers during the past year, anil the pro- 
vision, thetefore, made by the tax of 1865 will 
be ample. 
'J he amount of script (or soldiers’ bounties, issued under resolve of February 18,1865, is 
$355,600.00, which wifi be payable at the office 
of the Treasurer of State, February J. 1SC7, 
With interest. I would igponimend that by the State tax of the present year its payment 
be provided for. 
I take pleasure in stating that you will be 
able to reduce the State tax of 1860, at least, 
twelve hundred thousand dollars, or about 
fifty per cent, from what It was in 1863, if 
your appropriations do not exceed the estimates 
of the Treasurer of State, which have been 
made with great care by that vigilant officer. 
This will be a very grateiul present relief to 
your constituents, who will be cheered by the 
prospect oi a reduction of their burdens* 
ASSUMPTION OF STATE DEBTS. 
In my address last year I took occasion to 
present certain considerations why the indebt- edness of the States, including all their mu- 
nicipalities, should be assumed by the govern- 
ment of the United States. The importance 
of the subject must be my apology for repeat- 
ing them. The war was lought (or no special 
locality, nor for any particular generation. The 
contest was purely and simply for national 
existence, and to preserve in perpetuity re- 
publican institutions in the United States for 
all time to come, and for the human race.— 
Those who have fallen cannot be restored, tor 
the grave will not give up its dead. The en- 
ormous sacrifice of life, the measureless woe 
caused by the struggle, can never be shared by 
those who succeed us. The pecuniary burden 
can and should be. Men were demanded for 
the armies, and the Inducements offered by 
the national government were inadequate to 
procure them. States supplied the deficiency, 
doing only what necessity required, and which 
had they failed to do, the struggle itself must have been a failure. The law eonscribing sol- 
diers, produced directly the most meager re- 
sults, though indirectly it stimulated States to 
increase their efforts, and through State action and State energy alone, the armies were re- 
cruited. The most efficient means was the 
payment of large bounties. Compelled by tbe Inexorable necessities of the case to this vast 
expenditure, it should be at tha common 
charge of the whole country. Upon the3e considerations alone, the demand for this as- 
sumption rests Upon impregnable grounds.— 
Coupled with these are others of equal weight. The enormous charges of the national govern- 
ment have driven it to lay its hands upon ev- 
ery national resource. Clothed by the consti- tution with the sole power of levying imposts, which in olden time was entirely adequate to the supply of the national wants, there still 
remained an abundant field from wbicli the 
States could gather revenue as their necessi- 
ties demanded. The changed condition of af- fairs has compelled the general government to 
the exercise of legitimate though hitherto un- 
accustomed powers. The act levying excise 
and income taxes penetrates every pocket and reaches every branch of business and industry. Of this no loyal person does or will complain. The act creating a national currency is rapid- ly driving all State banking institutions from 
eqistence, thereby drying up a most important 
source of State revenue. Very large amounts of capital have been withdrawn from taxation 
by investments in the government bonds, in- 
vited thereto by that very exemption. The 
States, accordingly, find themselves laboring 
under largely increased burdens, with dimin- ished means of meeting them. 
But beyond all these and reaching into the 
future, tho time is not remote when the teiTi- 
tories between the Mississippi and the Rocky 
Mountains, which to-day are but a waste so 
far as human habitancy is concerned, will be 
the abode of millions of people, and come as 
States within the pale of the Union. These 
States will have no such inheritance of debts | 
as will oppress the industry of their older sis- 
ters unless the nation comes to their relief, 
but, on the contrary, will furnish attractive 
fields of settlement to citizens of those States, 
who, to escape the onerous taxation of their 
present homes, will seek new ones in these, at 
present, uninhabited regions. We have by 
our blood and our treasure, dedicated this 
country a the abode of liberty; and those who 
are to partake of its blessings have no right to 
refuse, so far as they can, to participate in Its 
cost, and contribute their share to mitigate 
the burdens. 
The growth of the United State? In the past in population and wealth, has been a marvel 
in human history. The decade closing with 
1860 exhibits the most astonishing results.— 
That system of inter-communication by rail- 
roads and locomotives, unknown to the world 
forty years ago, had been largely adopted by 
our people and was just beginning to produce 
its legitimate fruits, in an unrivalled national 
prosperity, when the war oftlie rebellion broke 
upon us. Railroad construction in the loyal 
States has been pressed notwithstanding the 
war, and already the lines are commenced at 
either end which are to unite the Atlantic 
and Pacific. These will bring the fertile re- 
gions which they are to traverse within the 
compass of a far easier journey than our fore- 
fathers, coming from other portions of New i 
England, bad In reaching central Maine. Al- 
ready the vast metalliferous wealth found in 
the valleys and declivities of the Rocky Moun- ! 
tain-, is stimulating enterprise and adventure, 
till the highways across the plains are throng- 
ed with the trains of theemierant pressing 1 
their slow footsteps to the new-found El Do- 
rado. With the railroad to the Pacific com- 
pleted, the imagination can hardly compute ! 
the result. This is the enchanter’s wand, l 
which, in that now remote region, is to build 
cities and populate States, as It has already in 
the nearer west, with a rapidity no statistics 
co' dd have foretold, and where but for its mag- 
ic potency, primeval solitude would now reign 
through a vast domain. The addition to the 
national debt of the liabilities of the States, 
will not equal six months expenditure in pros- 
ecuting the war. That debt, large as it is, in 
comparison with any other in our past history, 
the country has demonstrated its ability to 
carry. The certain knowledge of those yet 
vast and multiplying resources which the gen- 
ius and industry of the American people are 
day by day unfolding, affords confident assur- 
ance that this increase yvill not be sensibly felt, 
in the national finances. The rapid growth 
of the count]? in population and wealth will 
constantly diminish the pressure of the bur- 
den by enlarging the base upon which it rests 
BANES AND CUBBENCY. 
The inflation of the currency at this time, 
is producing injurious efiects upon the busi- 
ness of the country, by stimulating specula- 
tion and enabling comparatively a very small 
number of persons to engross many of the 
leading staples demanded for general consump- 
tion. From this slate of things calamitous fi- 
nancial results may be anticipated. 
For the most part, the power and duty to 
reduce the amount of currency, rests with the 
national government, it haviug swelled the 
volume to an enormous extent by its own is- 
sues. The policy indicated by the Secretary of the Treasury, deserves the support of all 
who desire to return to a stable basis. It is to 
be attended with difficulties, at best. These, 
however, must be met promptly, otherwise 
greater evils will overtake the country. The 
difference between the value of paper money 
and gold is very much less than it was a year 
since, but the prices of commddities have not 
declined relatively or anything like it. The 
large demand coming from the South tends to 
maintain them, but the facility for obtaining 
means to carry on large speculations in conse- 
quence of the great volume of currency afloat, 
is, without doubt, the main cause of the rul- 
ing high rates. The States can do but little 
to affect this matter. 
Under the existing laws of this State, banks 
which since February 24, 1805, have voted to 
surrender their charters and become banking 
associations under the laws of the United 
States, are required to file a bond or deposit 
stocks or other securities with the Treasurer 
of State, to the acceptance of the bank com- 
missioners, to secure the redemption of all bills of banks so surrendering, issued prior 
thereto by the same, or by the association to 
which it has converted itself afterwards, and 
that the bills so redeemed shall not be re-issu- 
ed or again put in circulation, but shall be de- 
stroyed ; provided, however, it shall be made 
to appear that such association cannot imme- 
diately procure of the comptroller of the cur- 
rency of the United States, circulating notes 
to use as currency in the place of the bills so 
equired to be redeemed and destroyed, the 
bank commissioners may authorize such hank 
to re-lssue and aoutinue in circulation such 
bills for a period to be fixed by them, not ex- 
ceeding twelve months after being authorized 
to act as a national banking association and 
not subsequent to the receipt of such circu- 
lating notes of the United States as it shall be 
entitled to receive; with the further provis- 
ion that nothing in the act containing these 
provisions shall authorize any bank to nave in 
circulation bills of all kinds exceeding the 
amount permitted under the act of Congress 
establishing such association. The privileges 
and limitations of this law are prospective, 
and apply only to banks of the State changing 
to national associations subsequent to the pas- 
fpjge thereof. T*le fWbB *or enacting tips law 
grew out of the supposed embarrassment in 
accommodatjng the customers of the hanks 
during the interval between the surrender <jf 
the charter of the bank and the reeeptfop (jf 
the national currency. It a ppears by the re- 
port of the bank commissioners that this re- 
quirement has not been observed In all cases. 
The obligation to comply with fne lavy roquiiv 
iiig wuntjf, if regarded as a condition pi'cee- 
dent to the surrender of the State charter, and 
I am inclined to that opinion, would leave the 
banks failing to give the security, iu the posi- 
tion of not having completed the surrender 
and amenable to the State tax. 
There have been instances of national asso- 
ciations created before the law of February 
24,1805, which have employed the bills of the 
bank from which they were converted, to a 
very large amount, witnout filing any bond,or furnishing any additional security to the pub- lic. It this course of proceeding is tolerated, it may happen that the bills of such banks 
will be issued up to the last day when the sur- 
rendering bank is liable to redeem the same, 
and a large amount of its currency kept afloat, 
having no legal sponsor to redeem it, and 
whose value will depend solely upon the hon- 
or of those who have put it on the public.— This has never been regarded in Maine, as an adequate pasis tor bank circulation. The faith 
?*1110 State is involved to the extent of guard 
toq against a possible abuse of this kind. The 
P~~! ®^cept lor the authority it has given to 
oi .e-m’ Wou*d be worthless, and a control 
I^ould be reserved to it until they a!e retired and destroyed. It will be ior you to look into this subject, and ascertain if there is any danger from this source, and if so to ouard against it, if possible, i would sug- gest in all cases where the bills of a State bank are to be employed subsequently to the surrender of its charier and conversion into a national association, that a State tax be levied 
on such circulation. 
The addition of the State Dote circulation above referred to, added to the national cur- 
rency issued by the banks, helps to swell the 
amount, and I deem it proper that the State 
require the earliest practical redemption of Uiese notes, doing thereby its part in contract- 
ing the vo.ume of the currency, and as a mat- 
ter of safety to the public. 
I would likewise suggest that the banks 
surrendering their charters shall be required to return as often as once in three months, the 
amount ot their bills in circulation, to the 
Secretary of State, until the time allowed for 
the closing of their afiairs expires, which re- turns he shall cause to be published in such 
newspapers and for such time as the Legisla- ture may prescribe. Additional notice should 
also be given of the time when the obligation of banks surrendering their charters, to re- deem their bills, ceases. I advise that this no- 
tice shall be given in each case by the Secre- tary ot State, who shall publish the same in 
certain designated newspapers during the last three months of the existence of the bank 
for such time as the Legislature may provide. The notice now given, at the time of the vote 
to surrender, naturally passes out of the pub- lic mind, but the renewal ot it towards the 
close of the bank’s existence, will arrest pub- lic attention, and secure a return of the bills 
in season to save loss to the community. 
BOUNTIES, ETC. 
The expenditures of the State for bounties 
and other military purposes have rui: up to mil- 
lions, instead of the few hundred thousands re- 
quired for the civil expenses in times of peace. It is not surprising that suggestions aud insin- 
uations of fraud in the disbursement of these 
large stuns, should obtain currency If not cre- dence. By the law granting State bounties in 
1864, cities and towns were not authorized, but substantially inhibited from the payment of bounties, the Slate having made large pro- vision there tor. But these municipalities, moved by the anxiety of their citizens to es- 
cape the conscription, almost universally vot- 
ed lavish sums to fltl Uieir quotas, and ap- 
pealed to the Legislature of 1805 to sanction 
their proceedings, which was done. The ac- 
tion of the cities and towns at the time being 
without color of legal authority, the Execu- 
tive of the State disclaimed all supervision or 
control except to insist that they must be bound 
by law of the State. So tar as thesj corpora 
tions are concerned,the agreement to pay boun- 
ties or sums for the filling of quotas, was a 
contract between them and the recruit or the 
agent of the town, whether a substitute bro- 
ker by profession, or tbe specially authorized 
agent of the municipality, to be enforced in 
the same manner as other contracts, subject 
to the legal rights of the parties. So far as 
the payment of State bounty was concerned, 
every possible precaution was enjoined upon 
the officials having charge thereof to prevent 
the payment of the same to any party but the 
recruit himself, or to the municipal authori- 
ties, who had previously and according to law, 
advanced any portion of it to such soldier. 
The rule In disbursing these bounties, when 
not advanced by the towns—and only a small 
portion was so advanced—was to withhold 
them until the organization was ready and 
about to leave for the field, when the soldiers 
composing it were mustered in a body and all 
paid at tbe same time. Occasionally absen- 
tees did not get their bounty at the time of 
the general payment. The total number of 
these was smaii, and great care was observed 
that they should be paid on sufficient and well 
authenticated voucuers. No well-grounded 
complaint has reached me that the State boun- 
ty has not been honestly and fairly paid. 
Under the circumstances of the case, the 
war being ended, and as the books of this ac- 
count should be closed, I would suggest that 
the Legislature cause a thorough investigation 
to be made into the financial management of 
the State and into all other departments of 
the public service, that the people may leaiu 
whether they have been property and taithhil- 
ly served or not. This is due to the people 
and to the gentlemen who have had charge of 
public aifairs during the protracted struggle through which we have passed and under 
the vastly increased responsibilities imposed 
thereby. 
public nrsTrruTioire. 
For the condition of the various institutions 
maintained by or under the State, you are re- 
ferred to the several reports of the officers 
thereof. Those in the Slate have all been vis- 
ited by the 'Governor and Council the post 
year, and those beyond its limits by the Coun- 
cil. From the examination made they appear to he progressing satisfactorily and still entitled 
to the continued favor of our people. 
An appropriation of $20,000 for building an 
additional wing to the Insane Htepital, was 
made by the Legislature of 1866. The crowd- 
ed condition of the Institution rendered this 
indispensable. The work was commenced 
under the direction of the Trustees, upon 
whom the expenditure was devolved. The 
work done has been of the most permanent character. Causes well understood have made 
the cost much heavier than in former times.— 
When the walls were completed the appro- 
priation had become exhausted. It was of 
the highest necessity that they should be cov- 
ered by a roof to protect what had already 
been done, from Injury by the storms and 
frosts of the coming whiter. The Governor 
and Council having fully examined and con- 
sidered the subject, advised the prosecution of 
the work to that extent, and an advance from 
the Treasury to do it The necessity of the 
case required the erection of the addition, and 
tood economy demanded that what had been one, should not be suffered to incur injury 
from exposure. I can have no doubt that you 
will justify the action of the executive depart- 
ment of the government and make an appro- 
priation which shall finish the structure. The 
number of insane persons in the State Is such, 
aud increasing with its growth, as to make far- 
ther accommodation for them indispensable. An 
additional wing, of the size of the one in pro- 
cess Of construction, will make the present 
hospital as large as it should be.- Patients al- 
ready there are to fill it Probably it may be 
postponed some little time, but its necessity 
will become more pressing every year. The 
erection of another hospital at some other 
point in the State, will without question be 
required to supply the wants of this unfortu- 
nate class. The numbers accommodated by 
the present institution, when completed, will 
be as great as can properly be cared for under 
one Superintendence, and as large as, from 
sanitary considerations, can be grouped to- 
gether. i mention what I believe will, at an 
early day. become a public need, not with a 
view to any action by you, but for the purpose 
of presenting it to the attention of the peo- 
nlq. 
The affaire ol tne State Prison since the ac- 
cession of the present warden, Mr. Rice, have 
exhibited a very flattering improvement over 
any previous period of its history. Under his 
management it has become a self-sustaining 
institution, and that, too, notwithstanding a 
very large diminution ef the number of its In- 
mates, which, at one time the last year, was 
as low as sixty-five, against one hundred and 
twelve at the close of the year 1862. In conse- 
quence of this decline in numbers, the pro- ductive capacity of the Prison has proportion- 
ately lessened, while the expenses ui its main- 
tenance do not fall off in a corresponding ra- 
tio, the same number of subordinate officers, 
overseers and guards being required (or the 
police and management of the establishment, 
whether the number of prisoner* is large or 
small, This Institution, during almost its en- 
tire existence, has been a heavy dreiu upon 
the Treasury, and it seemed to have become, 
in this direction, chronic and Incurable, The 
results achieved by the warden arc due k> 
general skill rul management of the prison, 
the judicious direction given to the labor of 
the convicts, but perhaps more than all, to the 
treatment oi the prisoners. The application 
of corporal punishment hae been entirely dis- 
continued. The effect of this punishment 
Is to degrade the subset** qf it and 
to iudnee a sullen wh eh resists all 
other incitements to labor, a careless 
ness in the perlormance of it, a wasting of the 
material employed and an entire recklessness 
of results. Such has been the experience in tms prison. Pursuing an opposite course, treating the prisoners with kindness instead of 
utality, the amount of work done by them 
increased, the quality of it 
lareed with'mo^l mcome ol the prken en- th/mnr J pnlfrH ben*flcial effects also upon e moral condition of the prisoners A man- agement producing these residts .teeiwee and wiU receive the public approbation Your attention to so much of the report of the Inspectors of the State Prison as r^o.u- meuds an appropriation for stable, cistern and out buildings is invited. I concur in believ- ing the same to he a judicious and proper ex- penditure. 
During the war the number of convicts was much reduced and a singular immunity from crime existed, but the tide which four years ebbed 111 so gratifying a manner, has, with the return of peace, again set in upon us with rearfol force. I am not aware that any change in the penal code is called for, or would add to 
its efficiency, but an increase of numbers and 
vigilance of the police force in cities and towns 
is required and those officers charged with the 
prosecution of offenders are called |upon by this state of affairs to a most energetic exer- cise of the powers confided to them. 
In relation to the Reform School, while my impressions as to its usclulness in its general scope and purpose have been strengthened, I think that some changes In the law prescrib- 
!* the subjects of sentence th“re, 
Bc°!oi!ibe made- By existing laws, the ages ot children sent to the School, are from eight to sixteen years. The term ot sentence is dur- 
ing minority, in every case, subject however to the power oi the trustee, to di charge them 
soouer. It may happen that a boy oi the age of eight years, upon whom the light of moral 
sense has hardly dawned, for breaking a pane of glass, will receive a sentence lor thirteen ye rs while one of sixteen, fora crime involving moral turpitude of which he is folly cm clous, receives a sentence for five years. So iar as 
the sentence is to be regarded as a penalty there is a manifest contusion of degrees of 
guilt, imposing the lesser punishment for 
the greater offence. Again, the association of 
children of tender years, who as yet have not the perception of right and wrong, with those 
who are older and in whom the moral facul- 
ties have a development, but have become p'er- verted by neglect of their education, cannot be 
particularly favorable to the younger, notwith- 
standing the restrictions of the school. I am 
impressed with a necessity of a separation of ttese classes, and in foot, doubt the propriety of making children as young as eight years, the 
subject of penal visitation at all. 1 here may be, and doubtless is, a necesity for public pro- vision for the education and sustenance of 
these little children who may have no parents 
to take care of them, or such as from immoral 
habits are unfit to have charge of them, but it is 
revolting that they should be Uken, at that 
tender age, from parents of a different charac- 
ter. If nothing more b done, measures should 
be taken to secure an absolute separation of 
these different classes of children, and those 
who may be tent to the school for mere 
thoughtless mischief should not be confound- 
ed with such as are in m marked degree crimi- 
nal. It Is Impossible that this promiscuous association can be otherwles than injurious 
to a portion, who, if not brought in contact 
with the viciously disposed, would escape con- tamination. 
1 trust mat you wiU give to the considera- 
tion ol the subject, the careful doiibeartlon 
and thorough scrutiny to which It is entitled, 
nor limit yourselves to the suggestions here 
made. Our public institutions ought to be 
the best of their kind, and whatever aid is to 
be derived from the experience ofoilierStatcs, 
as well as our own, should be availed ol to ac- 
complish this object. 
The Normal School at Farmington, it af- fords me pleasure to state, is in a flourishing condition,equal to the most sanguine expec- tations of Its wannest friends. This institu- 
tion, regarded as an experiment by many, is destined, I trust and believe, to vindicate the 
wisdom of its authors. The number of pupils lias largely increased the past year, 
there having been in attendance during the fall session of 1865, one hundred and fiiteen 
pupils, coming from nearly every part of the 
State, all but three counties being represented. The Governor, accompanied by a committee 
of the Council, visited the school in the month 
of October, without notice to the officers 
thereof and had an opportunity to obsene it 
in its every day workings. I am gratified in 
being able to say that the teachers arc well 
qualified for their po rtions, and p.s.e-^sed of 
that spirit in the discharge of their duties 
which furnishes a sure guarantee of success._ 
A school like this can hardly fail of acliiovin" 
great results. It will become the focus ot the 
educational interests of the State so tar ns 
common schools are concerned. If the pupils of this school succeed as teachers, as we have 
reason to believe they will, it is there that 
teachers will be sought. This fact will attract 
pupils to it. The bringing together of so 
many persons having a common object—the 
learning of the science of teacliing—by the at- 
trition of mind with mind, cannot (ail to be 
mutually beneficial. Of the membeis in at- 
tendance in October, ail who proposed taking schools the present winter have been employ- ed. 
The classes which are to graduate from 
year to year, like the overflow of the river, which fertilizes the valleys on Its margin, wiU shod the beneficent influence of their acquire- ments over our State, returning an hundred fold nil that they have cost the Treasury. I do commend most cheerfoUy, a lair and foil 
trial of this experiment, If experiment it may be called, to the people of the State. 
It is proper to Inform you tha the land set 
apart for the support ot the Normal School, 
was duly advertised by the Land Agent for sale, but foiled to obtain anything like the upset price. An offer therefor was 
subsequently made for it, which the Gov- 
ernor snd Council, upon mature examina- 
tion of the premise], regarded as ju li ving them to adv ss the Lana agent to make a con- 
ditional contract of sale, zubject to the ratifica- 
tion of the Legislature. This he did, and it 
rests with you to confirm it, if. upon lull con- 
sideration of the matter, you shall fli d the in- 
terests of the State will be promoted thereby. Unless this is done, it will be necessary to make 
a specific appropriation from the Treasury to 
sustain the school. 
rue Trustees of the College for the promo- tion of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts 
have not yet decided upon any location lor the 
institution. The lands granted for the endow- 
ment thereof, have, under the advice of the ex- 
ecutive council, concur red in by the board of 
trustees, been advertised for sale. 
In this connection your attention Is called 
to a Resolve approved March 23, 180L ‘•ap- propriating the timber and lumber on a town- 
ship of land for educational purposes.” This 
appropriation was charged with various en- 
dowments to Lerwick, Houitom Limerick 
Presque Isle and St, Albans Academies; amounting in all to eleven thousand dol ars. 
The township designated for the purpose was supposed to be as valuable as anv belonging to the State, not before set apart for other pur- 
poses. The Land Agent has been unable to 
dispose of the timber and lumber thereon for 
an amount sufficients meet the chaiges upon It. The general enhancement of prices has not affected that of the timber lands, thus far When this appropriation was made, it was doubtless the impression of the Legislature that the stipulated amounts could be readily obtained. Exaggerated opinions ol the value 
of the lands, the property of the Stata, led to 
this conclusion. It will rest with you to de- termine what, under the clrctUuSUnce,, shall 
be done, though I cannot withhold the exp es- sion ol the opinion that It was the expectation 
as well as the intent of the LegiiJature that 
the several institutions should have in money, the whole amount of the endowment propos- 
ed. 
I am not aware that any legislation qf a gen- eral character is required upon the subject oi 
the public lands. With regard tq the open loin 
of tue Land Office, you are referred to the re- 
port of the Land Agent. They have been of a 
limited character and will continue to diminish, 
especially if the European and North Ameri- 
can Railway Company shall to far comply a ith 
the conditions ol theooutingent grant made to 
It, as to secure It absolutely. 
EUBOI'EAN AMD NORTH AMERICAN RAILWAY. 
The Interest which hsi been manifested In the extension of our railway system nortl eriv to Aroostook and eastward to the Uritish iro- vincea, by the Legislature heretofore, was 
prompted by a belief of tie advantage to the en- tire State. Whatever can be done to build up 
any portion of the State, not at the expense of the rest, for by such policy nothing is mined as equivalent injury ensues, but addins to the 
wealth and prosperity of any locality hv devel- 
oping new resources or opening new avenues 
for business, is debarring of enc. ura.iment; 
for the growth of a pan. under these conditions, 
is an innreass of the whole. 
Prior to tbs construction of the Grand Trunk 
Railway Vh« position of Mains was one ofex- 
t reins Isolation and its chief sources of business 
ware conflued to its own limits. Tht. enter- 
prise, overleaping natural obstacles has bought 
us in c.mligmty srub the Cana'ms and th- ,er- 
t(|a prairies qt the Western States, enriching 
he regi m through which it passes, creating 
ar ,e lues w i3:e none existed before and pre- 
emmeniy contributing to the growth a al pros- 
perity of ic c <rn nereial metropolis of the State. 
The ratable estates of the city of Portland in 
eighteen hundred and fifty by the State valua- 
ti m, we •; c s10 1 ned at $7,811,561. That year 
the rai road enterprise above referred to had 
ju>t got iaoo successful operation. By the val- 
uation of eighteen hundred and sixty, being a 
period of ten years, the taxable property oj that 
city reached the sum of $21,oo6,UoO, being a 
growth, of nearly two hundred per cent, and 
seven times the amount it was at the close of 
the decade terminating with eighteen hundred 
and forty. This is, for us, a striking illustration 
of the importance of railroads as contributing 
to our growth and prosperity. Without the 
Grand Truuk lloail, Portland, this day, would 
have been comparatively an unimportant place. 
With it she has before her a future gratifying 
to every friend of the State. 
The value of laud or of commodities depends 
upon vicinity to market or facility of access 
thereto. If upon Casco Bay can be found a 
market for buying and selling, as good for our 
citizens as that of Boston or N. York, it cannot 
fail vastly to benefit the State at large. With 
the statistics above presented, we have the pleas- 
ant and certain assurance that such is to be the 
case at a very early day. With these results be- 
fore us, from breaking through the barriers on 
the north-western part of toe State, is there not 
great encouragement to push improvements in 
the nortn-easieru direction, opening up the 
Aroostook to rapid settlement and penetrating 
to New Brunswick and Nova Scotia ? 
The commencement of the Europeon and 
North American itaiiroad has been deferred by- 
causes not in the power of the corporators to 
control The prospect, however, is flattering for 
a speedy beginning of the work, and once com- 
menced it will not be discontinued, the inter- 
ests of the valley of the upper Penobscot being 
too largely involved to admit of Us abandon- 
ment The State lias been generous in her 
grants to this enterprise, making it, of its class, 
the solitary recipient of her bounty. These 
have indeed been contingent, but no one would 
desire to recall them while there is a reasona- 
ble prospect of the accomplishment of the work, 
which must ultimately depend upon the efforts 
of the people, who above all others, are inter- 
ested in its success. Bailroad enterprises in 
Maine, have heretofore required and received 
the energetic and united efforts of the commu- 
nities by which they have been constructed. 
Compliance with this condition will be found 
indispensable to the achievement of this most 
important undertaking. Let it be secured; the 
rest of the State will bid it 
“ God speed” and 
triumph will crown the work. 
It is time that local jealousies and animosi- 
ties in this State should cease. They do not 
contribute to our credit, nor will they increase 
our prosperity. Conceding to every portion of 
it, what it is fairly entitled to, it is alike our 
duty a^d our interest, moving unitedly, to pur- 
sue every line of honorable policy which will 
result in the promotion of the common wel- 
fare. Guided by this* principle, it will be found 
that no antagonisms exist and that what ben- 
efits a part will be shared by all. 
I have heretofore taken occasion to recom- 
mend to the favorable consideration of the 
Legislature, the enterprise designed to con- 
nect the railroad terminus on the Penobscot 
at Milford, with that at Princeton on the wa- 
ters of the St. Croix. The accomplishment of 
this will bring the eastern frontier of the State 
in nearer and easier communication with the 
centre and the west. The country between 
thtje waters Is a wilderness, compelling the 
asking of aid from the State. The road which 
is proposed to be built will place Calais within 
an easy day's ride of Bangor and inasmuch as 
that portion of tnc State has not been largely 
the recipient of grants from the Legislature 
heretofore I can but repeat my commendation 
of it to your favor. 
THE RECIPROCITY TREATY. 
The Reciprocity Treaty, regulating trade be- 
tween the (J. States and the British provinces, 
Will expire, under the notice ofi our govern- 
ment, on the 17th day of March next. It is 
not too much to say that no accomplished ne- 
gotiation or congressional legislation ever af- 
fected the general interests of Maine more in- 
juriously than did this treaty. I refer specifi- 
cally to the products of field and forest. It is 
matter of congratulation that it is so soon to 
terminate. Already, however, we have notice 
that its advocates arc about to besiege the na- 
tional authorities for its renewal In some 
shape. Already are the agents of British co- 
lonial interests hastening to Washington to se- 
cure this consummation. Damaging as it was 
to Maine prior to the war, when we had no 
Internal national taxation, it would be vastly 
more injurious and unjust to put our sorely 
taxed producers in competition with the un- 
taxed industry and material of these provin- 
ces. The idea of reviving free trade in the 
present condition of the national finances, is 
simply preposterous, and to do it with the ar- 
ticles embraced in that treaty, would look like 
a wanton attempt to strike at the special in- 
dustrial pursuits of this section of the Union. 
It is doubtless true that under such a treaty, 
some articles could be thrown more cheaply 
on our markets, and the same is no less true 
of every article embraced in the national ta- 
riff it' it could be imported duty free. The cost 
of labor' is enhanced by taxation of what it 
consumes; what it produces is subject to the 
Barne. When the ingenuity of financiers is 
tried to the utmost to find sources of supply 
for the national revenue, it wifi be hard to find 
a reason for the exemption at the products in- 
cluded in that treaty, which was reciprocal 
only in name. 
The difference between the currencies of 
the United States and the Provinces has op- 
erated, of late years, to mitigate its injurious 
effects, but a return to a speoie basis would re- 
store the old advantage, if the treaty or any- 
thing like it is to be renewed, injuriously af- 
fecting our farmers and bankrupting our lum- 
bermen. 
I am happy to perceive that this project re- 
ceives no tovor at the hands of the Secretary 
of the Treasury, and trust that the effort for 
the renewal may fail. It is not easy to per- 
ceive why these provinces should stand upon 
any different footing in the markets of the U. 
States than other foreign nations, upon the 
principle of fair-dealing with all. During the 
war of the rebellion the United States has 
been the object of ili-conceaied hostility on 
the part of their people to a great extent, and 
on the ground of good neighborhood they 
have no claim to be admitted to our markets 
upon better terms than other people, I dis- 
miss the subject with the remark that the fere 
mere and lumbermen of Maine, who have no 
boards of trade to represent them at Wash' 
ington, have a right to claim your interposi- 
tion in their behalf. 
THE BECBETABY OF WAB. 
During the two years past, the Executive of 
this State has had, necessarily, frequent cor- 
respondence with the Secretary of War, con- 
cerning the defences «f the State and many 
other subjects growing out of military opera- 
tions, affecting the interests of our citizens, 
but especially touching the welfare of our sol- 
diers. 
I take this occasion, personally and official- 
ly, to express my sense of obligation to that 
officer for the promptness of his attention to 
the suggestions I have had th« honor to make 
in the interest of the State, the readiness with 
which he provided against the probabilities or 
possibilities of attack upon our seaboard, for 
the disposition manifested to mitigate the hard- 
ships 01 the conscription so far as possible con- 
sistently with the national interest, and more 
than all, for the humane and kindly consider- 
ation with which he listened to every applica- 
tion of mine, having for its object the relief 
of the suffering soldiers of our State and the 
efficient orders he gave in that regard. 
fi'rom the day on which he entered the cab- 
net of Mr. Buchanan, when treason was stalk- 
ing unrebuked by national authority, and the 
ship of State, her pilot bolding the helm with 
feeble bands and bowing before the tempest, 
was diivlng upon the breakers of dissolution, 
identifying himself with the only councils and 
measures whiqh lighted the gloom of the clos- 
ing hours of lhat administration, up to the 
time when rebellion was crushed beneath the j 
ponderous blows of the military power of the 
count:?) bo effectively organized by him, loyal- 
ty has had no abler or more disinterested ser- 
vitor, nor treason a more determined fo*, than 
Edwin M. Stanton, whose courage never 
qnaiied and whose fortitude never laltered in flie darkest hours of the Kcpublic. 
Placed in a position inevitably bringing him 
offensively in contact with the ambition and 
•elf-interest of individuals an'1 as the right 
arm of the Commander-in-Chlcq through 
whom be exercised his most summary powers, 
he lias encountered a large shore of malignant 
detraction even for a public man; but upon 
this tried and ever-trusted friend of Abraham 
Lincoln, the loyal men 0f this nation will be- 
stow the benediction of “well done, good and 
faithfUl servant.” 
NATIONAL AFFAIRS. 
The restored supremacy of the nation*) *u- thority brings with it difficulties of the grav- 
est character, arising as well from the ruptur- 
ed relations of the revolted States as the new 
relates resulting from the abolition of slave- 
ry, whicu,- almost necessarily, give rise to van, 
ous theories of re-adjustment, the more nu- 
merous as the fjstory of the past slveds no 
light and furnishes £0 example by which we 
may be guided. 
The colored race has been the slave of the 
white from the early settlement of this conti- 
nent. God, in oceans of blood, through the 
tears, sufferings and unutterable woes of tie 
na‘lon, has seen fit to break their chains. We 
are ndw to determine whether these people 
are to rehf'bj among us, and if so what shall 
be their staid’- civilly and politically. The 
solution of the qu»dtion3 involved, is clouded 
by difficulties arising frod?tlie prejudices which 
have gathered against the serd!lc anJ unf°rtu- 
Bate raie during the centuries of ^eir bond- j 
age. One theory Is that which starts with the 
fundamental idea that the two races cannot 
dwell together except in the subordination of 
one to the other. The necessity of this subor- 
dination was the doctrine of that man, to 
whom, though in the grave, the country is 
most indebted for the miseries which have 
been inflicted upon it. He relied upon it as a 
justification of slavery. If true, then in self- 
defence, the white man must maintain the in- 
stitution. Propositions having no other found- 
ation than the sheerest assumption, uttered 
with au air as if ex cathedra and persistently 
repeated, passing from mopth to mouth un- 
challenged, come to be received as first princi- 
ples. The assertion so often made and long 
repeated that the blacks are an inferior race, 
has become a common belief. There are cer- 
tain prominent characteristics which mark 
them as a different race, but these by no 
means establish the fact of natural mte- 
riority, for they do not necessarily affect tbeir 
intellectual or moral organization, rhe igno- 
rance, the propensities, tbe laziness, the inca- 
pacity to take care of themselves, tire feeble 
sense of moral obligation alleged against the 
blacks, are to be considered, and their origin 
traced. Brought to this country in a savage 
state, shut out and forbidden all means of ob- 
taining knowledge except by observation, how 
could they be otherwise than ignorant? If 
they will steal, is it strange that the victims of 
perpetual robbery should lay their hands on 
wliat might come in their way liable to appro- 
priation? Doubtless they have always been 
taught it was impropper to take their master's 
property, but when he was snatching their 
all without recompense, abstract teachings 
would be very likely to fail in the light of such 
an example. Practically forbidden the enjoy- 
ment of the family relation, deprived as it has 
been of all those sanctions which constitute 
it the incentive and guard to chastity, the 
charge of licentiousness can be made with no 
more justice against them than against the 
brute creation. The laziness which shirks la- 
bor is not wonderful when the laborer does 
not receive his reward. How many white 
men would work except upon the compulsion 
of the task-master, if at night a collector stood 
by to receive their wages, from which the la- 
borer should be allowed but a pittance to sup- 
ply him with the scantiest fare and shabbiest 
raiment? The great wealth of the South be- 
fore the rebellion, was due almost wholly to 
the toil of the slave, and the world's history is 
pregnant with proof that the security of ac- 
quisition is the greatest possible stimulus to 
industry. If they are insensible to moral ob- 
ligations, is it not pertinent to inquire how 
regard for these could be expected of a people 
towards whom moral obligations have never 
been maintained, and whose whole existence 
has been fraught with lessons that no such 
obligations existed ? Suppose the like number 
of Elites reduced to the same bondage, under 
precisely similar conditions, who doubts that 
the assertion would be made and accepted that 
they were an inferior race? Whatever there 
Is in the condition of the treedmen giving col- 
or to tiie allegation of inferiority, is it not 
chargable to the bondage in which he has 
been held? 
Mr. Jefferson, one of the wisest and most 
philospbical statesmen this country has pro- 
duced, was inclined to the belief, that, sum- 
ming up all the elements of organization and 
character, the blacks were interior to the 
whites, but even to this belief he gave utter- 
ance with great doubt and hesitancy, as there 
were no sufficient tests known to him by 
which the question bad been tried, to justify 
an authoritative judgment. If in anything 
they were inferior, it was in the highest quali- 
ties of intellectual organization, But admit- 
ting, for the sake of'the argument, the alleg- 
ed Inequality, how does this conflict with the 
comp^fility ef the two races dwelling to- 
gethei™ the same country? Is it true that 
all whites are equal in the endowments God 
has bestowed, or in the acquirements they pos- 
sess ? Qn the contrary, with every race and 
tongue, there are gradations of physical and 
intellectual power iu individuals, but these 
differences create no disturbance in society, 
and all of its adjuetmentS are made easily and 
without disorder. If the learned and accom- 
plished can live in tbe same community with 
the ignorant aipi the rude; if wealth and pov- 
erty can stand side by side, each respecting 
the rights of the other when they ape of the 
same complexion, why may not the same har- 
mony exist when there is a difference of rag- 
es? If inequalities notoriously existing 
among the so-called master races do not pre- 
sent the harmonious arrangement of society, 
it should require thp t§st gf actual experiment ! 
to induce a belief that the same differences }p 
another race would be attended with different 
results. 
Mr. Jefferson, contemplating the abolition 
of slavery and speculating upon the difficul- 
ties attending it, conceived that the resent- 
ment of the oppressed race, stimulated by the 
recollection of the prong? they bad endured, 
would excite them to take vengeance on their 
masters and that this state of feeling contin- 
uing, would make the residence together of 
the two races in a state of freedom incompati- 
ble with the safety of either. Is it affirming too 
much to sgy that this apprehension hrs proved 
groundless? The disposition of the black 
race is, tor the greater part, mild and forgiv- 
ing, and when it is considered that this vast 
multitude of ignorant beings bavu been svuL- 
denly set at liberty, it is astonishing that so 
few excesses have taken place or have been so 
easily corrected. 
The first great demand of this country is fot 
labor. From the very foundation of our gov- 
ernment, it has been our policy to invite the 
freest immigration from every portion oflhe 
earth. The allurements of a free government; 
the ease with whjch citizenship has been ac- 
quired! the facility for obtaining gheap and 
fertile lands; the readiness pith which em- 
ployment tor unskilled labor even could be 
procured and the vast commerce which has 
brought them so cheaply to our shores, has, in 
forty years, swelled the number of immigrants 
to only equal those of the hlacfc population of 
the country to-day. Yet with all this tide of 
life flowing in upon us, labor has been in read- 
ier demand and commanded a higher price in 
the United States thgn ft) an other portion of 
the civilized globe, and the need )s still press: 
ing for more. The tnventlvo genius of man 
has been and is constantly on the rack to de- 
vis# machinery and processes in every depart- 
ment of life, which shall increase production 
and dispense with 9* giye greater efficiency to 
human labor. 
With the south the very first necessity is ta- | 
bor to till its fertile soil. The freedman, ig- 
norant gs he may be in all else, is well-trained 
in her agriculture. The southern climate, un- 
friendly and enervating to the whites, Is con- 
genial to the negro by reason both ot constitu- 
tional organization and long acclimation, and 
no imported labor could compete with his'at 
ail, even if the substitution could be made in 
a day without post or inconvenience. The de- 
mand at the south fpr labor in the production 
of rice, tobacco, cottop «04 sugar, outruns ail 
others in an immeasurable degree and nothing 
but the blindest rage could prompt a desire for 
the deportation of the fi-eedman. 
Nq doubt the crudest notions, at this time, 
are entertained by the blacks in regard to 
their rights and tfletrpplatipns to their former 
masters. The first lesson for {hep, ajjd they 
are learning it rapidly, is that freedom does 
not mean idleness, hut that it brings to them 
the necessity of labor with the right to retain 
the fruits of it. There can hardly be a ques- 
tion that in the course of a brief period of 
time the demoralization of labor existing at the 
south, will corrected. The wants of existence 
force the most unwilling to toil, and the incen- 
tive which ti)P freemugu Pow feels for the first 
time, that be is bis own and the {gjjor ot his 
bands is not to be snatched from him, will 
achieve the same results with him as with the 
white. The laud owners of the south must 
be gager to resume the cultivation of their 
plantations, stimulated alike by necessity and 
the loye of gain, T}je white needs what the 
black has to sell—labor; ami ibc black wants 
whafthe white man has to give turn—employ- 
ment. When the necessities of buyer and sell- 
er are both pressing, there is ordinarily but 
little difficulty in arranging terms. 
The proposition to remove the blacks from 
the south would be like taking out the wheels 
which move the complicated machinery of our 
factories, or dismissing the operatives and ex- 
pecting the spindles to turn and the shuttles to 
tty. I dismiss ft as uuwl'se, unphilosophical, 
impracticable and al^suyd, involving ruin to the south and calamitous consequences fo vast 
national interests. 
If, then, these people are to remain at their 
gncient homes, and the tenacity with which they filing to them stamps folly and falsehood 
upon the assertion that the north was to be 
oyerrun by them, the duty devolves upon the national govei-ninont to assure io them the 
rights attaching to that freedom 'which, 
through its action, they have attained. This 
clearly, can only be secured while the relations 
of the rebellious, slavehoLling communities to 
Union are held in suspense, and before they 
resume the political status existing anterior to 
the rebellion, lor the States of the American 
Union are not under the surveillance of the 
general government, touching their powers af- 
fecting the rights of their citizens, except in a 
very limited degree, and the regulation of the 
right of suffrage, for instance, rests with them 
exclusively. Ill fact, t he jr power is so great to 
affect the civil and political rights of their cit- 
izens, that in any one an obnoxious class may 
be to persecuted as to render its condition 
quite as Intolerable as that of servitude. The 
denial of the right to gjve testimony in courts of justice, or enforce ifeUArtmp* tj)£rein as ?nit- 
ors, the omission to give the sanction yf jfjw 
m the marri.'.je and family relation,'ttie Intro- 
duction of obstructions to the acqUi'Hlou of real estate, and in a great variety of other methods to make distinctions against such a class, Is within the power ol our (State govern- 
ments. 3 
The regard in which the colored race has 
been held by the citizens of the late! slave- 
holding communities, has not, probably, been 
improved by recent events. Tire pai- they 
have borne in the straggle which lias termin- 
ated in their emancipation, cannot tan to ex- 
cite feelings of resentment on the pat t, ot the 
whites untriendly to them, and though the 
new condition ot affairs may be accepted, ii is 
accepted only and because it has been enforc- 
ed by the military power of the Dation. To 
declare the slaves free, and under such cir- 
cumstances remit them to the unrestrained 
control of their former masters, with such 
powers in the State to oppress, would be but 
mockery, delusion and cruelty, “ keeping the 
promise to the eat, but breaking it to the 
hope.” It is said that the exercise of such 
powers a3 are above referred to, has never been 
practised in free States, and should not be an- 
ticipated ? True, but in no free state has there 
ever existed a temptation to the perpetuation 
of such injustice, and, besides, in the free 
State the ballot is held by so many hands that 
it would be only the audacity of madness 
which should attempt it. It is the ballot in 
the free State, mightier than the sword, that 
protects liberty and stifles even the conception 
of tyranny. 
What we are at liberty to anticipate, after 
the attempt to overthrow such a government 
as ours, he would be a very wise man who 
could set the limit. 
The country lias reached a crisis m its at- 
fairs, most momentous. rte settlement of 
the questions of this uay, is pregnant for good 
or for evil, and any adjustment which ignores 
the demands of justice and freedom, faithful 
service and unbending loyalty, will give rise to 
controversies as sharp, bitter, and, it may be, 
as calamitous as any we have experienced. 
The reconstruction of the “insurrectionary 
States” and the restoration of their relations 
to the general government, is a part of the 
great problem forcing itself on the people of 
this nation. Precedents and analogies are 
wanting to give us any clue to the solution.— 
How stands the case ? The life of the nation 
was assailed for the avowed purpose of estab- 
lishing a government, the corner stone of 
which was to be human bondage. The mon- 
strous effort failed and with it has gone forth 
the fiat irrecoverable that in the United States 
slavery shall be known no more. The rebel- 
lion was terminated by no treaty nor com- 
Eremise of any sort whatever; it was actual- und literally crushed out by military power. 
The revolting States held out till their powers 
of endurance and effort were utterly exhaust- 
ed. They were absolutely overrun and 
subjugated, no more and no less. The 
terms granted on the surrender of their 
armies have been and will be punctil- 
iously observed on the part of the gouernment, 
hut these did not even Imply a restoration of 
political rights and only covered the personal 
security of those composing the armies. In 
the reconstruction of those communitities, 
what is obviously the first requirement of 
common sense, common justice and common 
prudence in the disposition of political power 
to persons therein? If any number of the 
citizens of those States sufflicient to establish 
and maintain a government which should not 
giance to the flag of the nation, are not these 
the persous to be entrusted with the recon- 
struction of them to the exclusion of such as 
were not; and should not loyalty, genuine loy- 
alty, be the first qualification demanded to 
authorize a participation in political afiairs? 
By loyalty I mean that sentiment which promot- 
ed yon, gentlemen, who have just returned I 
Ifoip the go® strife, to take your lives in your 
hands and go forth to the defence of yourr 
country. I mean that devotion to her cause* 
which has moved our people to lay down their 
lives by myriads in her behalf. I mean that 
spirit which regards no sacrifice too great to 
preserve her life and maintain her authority. 
I mean by loyalty, a love of country which 
surpasses the affection of a child for a parent. 
I mean that patriotism, which, holding our 
government to the best ever devised by man,.* 
or vouchsafed by heaven to any people, de- 
sires no other and will except no other and is 
willing to risk all in its defence. I do not 
mean treason whitewashed by legal formulas. 
Tp this requirement I can conceive but one 
answer, In that mighty struggle, who were 
the fast and only friends of the govern- 
ment in ihq rebellious regions? Excepting 
the State of Tennessee, outside of our military lines there were none but the slave to do* 
homage to the flag of the Union; or, if any 
others, so few* an exceptional as hardly to be 
taken into account in this solution of this 
.problem. That in these” rebellious communi- 
ties there are men enough who maintained 
their loyalty to the United'Stafes through the 
struggle, who lent no willing aid to the effort 
to overthrow the government, outside the ser- 
vile class, to justify the re-establishment of 
governments in those States spa the restora- 
tion of political relations within the Uuion by 
and through them, is a fact, the certain assur- 
ance of which would be as gratifying- as l be- 
lieve it to be improbable. If then there are 
not white loyalists enough to establish govern- 
ments in these States and tq restore them to 
their former relations, is this privilege to be 
accorded to rebels and traitors? Treason, 
under the constitution and laws, is the highest 
of oriro&s- It has been said that “ft should 
be made infamous.” Thus far it has been no 
more dangerous to those-who have been guilty 
of it. than to those who haye resisted it. The 
battfe-fleld apd camp have had equal perils 
for all. 
A judicial condemnation of a(i engaged if* 
the rebellion, It is Impossible to have: hut the 
judicial finding of the guilt in every individu- 
al case, would not add strength to the convic- 
tion of the universality of its existence in the 
rebel States. This statement is not made be- 
cause of any belief or desire that the govern- 
ment of tue United States should exercise its 
just powers to punish these subjected people, 
enormous as have been their crimes. The in- 
numerable multitude of our people slaughter- 
ed ppon the battle-fields of the rebellion; our 
brothers who have perished bv thousands, the 
victims of a 'merciless and calculating cruelty 
in the prison pens and stockades of the south; 
fjjq enormous debt with which the industry of 
our country l)48 beep laden, constitute an ag- 
gregate of crime so vast as to seem like the 
frightful phantasms of a delirious dream rath- 
er than a living reality, and surpasses the pow- 
er of human justice to avenge. 
Xfce President of the United States, In the 
legitimate exercise of his authority, has grant- 
ed amnesty to large classes of offenders, ex- 
empting them from the penalties attaching to 
their crimes. This is a merciful, humane, and 
Christian exercise of his prerogative. So far 
as affects the civil rights of those embraced 
therein, it commands the approval of the coun- 
try, He has, also, in very numerous instances 
granted pardon to individual supplicants. Be 
it so. Doubtless, far better this than that the 
bloody assizes of England, the revolutionary 
tribnnals of France or the receDt scenes in Ja- 
maica should be re-enacted here, to crimson 
fire pages of pur history and blot our fair fame 
as a Civilized and Christian nation. But 
should the relieving men from the penalties of crime*draw after it and clothe them with po- 
litical rights to the exclusion of such as have 
not offended, but who at all times and under 
all circumstances have been loyal and helped 
to maintain the government at Hie extremist 
peril to themselves? Such a conclusion 
would be anomalous: but to go farther and 
say not only so but that these loyal people 
shall be disfranchised and subjected to the 
power of those whose attrecious attempt 
against the government was prevented in a 
great degree from succeeding by the services 
of these loyal people, is the grossest perver- 
sion of justice. If, however, the revolted 
States are slilj tq be regarded as States of the 
Uniop with rights uximpai-ed, what regains 
lor them but to resume, in their own good 
time, their relations with it and enter the na- 
tional councils to exercise the well-defined, 
well-understood powers of States belonging 
thereto and within their own Iimit3, enjoy the 
authority which has always pertained to them 
heretofore? Conaeding this, the national 
government needs not concern itself with re- 
gard to the citlzens ot these States, for their 
rights, subject to the limitations of the Consti- 
tution of the Union, are under the control Of' 
the States. It is for them to determine for 
{hemselves the extent ol the elective franchise, 
the qualifications for office, to establish or neg- 
lect systems of education, regulate the tenure 
of estates, to declare the course of judicial pro- 
ceedings, who may be suitors and witnesses 
and prescribe 'btj conditions thereof fo {lie 
same unquestioned manner as heretofore, and 
exercise all their ancient powers except that 
they cannot restore the institution of slavery. 
To this extent, however, the logic of no loyal 
man has reached, whether in private life or ex- 
alted station. 
The President of the United States has set 
forth various conditions as precedent and in- 
dispensable to the 'return of the revolting 
States to relations with the Union. These 
are: 
1st. To declare their ordinances of seces- 
sion null and void, ab initio. 
2d. To repudiate the debts contracted in 
aid of the rebellion. 
8d. To enact laws for the protection of the 
colored man’s rights as a free man. 
4th. To ratify the amendment of the con- 
stitution abolishing slavery. To the spirit and purpose of fhese condi- tions, no loyal man would enter a dissent. In 
regaid to the first in order, it is to be remark- ed in passing that the pretension of the right of secession, has been scouted by the nation: 
it ha! l^en stamped in tli dust under the heel 
of ifs power; the tcun fired from Fort 
Sputter was 4 nationfil protest agifef. it; thd 
"grander at AppoihattG* Cqui * jjnuse blotted 
it out forever, no act of a Stake ran add ■ 
force or solemnity to its exi!nct!05i 
If, however, it is legitimate to impose these 
conditions, or either of them, antecedent to 
ttie rehabilitation of these communities as 
States, whence is the power derived that 
limits itself to these exactions ? If the United 
States government has the power thus to deal with the the insurrectionary States,’’ does not 
the same power authorize the imposition of 
any other conditions demanded by justice or 
national safety? 
It has been said that an attempt to inter- 
fere with the right of suffrage might as well 
be made in Pennsylvania as South Carolina or 
Mississippi. It so, then why by the same rea- 
soning, did not a peremptory mandamus issue 
to Kentucky, New Jersey and Doleware, to 
ratify the amendment of the constitution abol- 
lisliiug slavery, as well as to require Georgia 
and Florida to do so? The demand upon the 
revolted States that they shall pass "laws of 
a particular class and ratify constitutional 
amendments, imposing these acts os condi- 
tions to their return to the Union, is the ex- 
ercise of a power not to be found in the con- 
stitution of the United States, and can only 
he justified or defended on the ground that 
having revolted against the government they 
have forfeited their relations and rights as 
States of the Union. If this be not so, if they 
have not so forfeited, then the imposition of 
any „erms whatever is an usurpation of au- 
thority quite as glaring as it would have been 
to make a demand upon the non-concurring 
loyal States to ratify the amendment of the 
constitution abolishing slavery. Holding these 
views, and it being the duty of the United 
States to guarantee a republican form of gov- 
ernment to the States composing it, is it not its 
right in re-adjusting the relations of the re- 
volted States to require such changes in their 
organic laws as shall make them such in fact? 
Is it not both the right and the duty of the 
national government to forbid the creation by law of castes, and to secure equal rights to all who have not treasonably offended? A sol- 
emn obligation rests upon this nation, that no discrimination shall be made on the basis of 
a difference of complexion, and much more 
that those who have proved themselves almost 
the only iricuds of the government in its dire 
extremity, shall not be the subjects of limita- 
tions which are not imposed upon those whose only claim to loyalty is that they are embrac- 
ed in the terms of the Presidential Amnesties, 
or have pardons in their pockets under the 
great seal of the United States, while (he blood of our countrymen has scarcely dried 
upon their hands. 
Ihe restoration pf the relations of the re- 
volted States to the Union upon any other ba- sis than that of limiting the exercise of po- litical rights to the actually loyal population, 
or one which shall Call to secure the recogni- tion of the colored race as freemen havin'* 
equal rights and obligations with the whites, 
or omit to provide for their moral and intel- 
lectual culture so indispensible to the citizen 
of the free state, cannot ba contemplated ex- 
cept with the profoundest alarm. The san- 
guinary examples of other countries admon- 
ish us of the difficulties of obtaining an en- 
largement of rights to classes who are under 
the ban of privileged orders. We want no 
such contests here. Having the power now to 
guard against their occurrence, if the oppor- tunity is omitted, it will only he readied a^ain 
if at all, through fresh torrents of blood,’ the thought pf which makes the heart glow sick. 
Justice, humanity, good faith, national honor 
and national self-interest, alike forbid that we 
should fail to improve it, 
Ihe difficulties which surround this sub- 
ject and perplex its settlement, result from the 
complex character of our government, and are 
aggravated by the prejudices existing against the oolored race, as well in the loyal States as in the South. That they will he overcome, as 
as have all (hose which have beset our coun- 
try in its perilous path through the days of the 
rebellion, conformably to the principles of justice, would {be a distrust of Providence to 
doubt. To the action of tua great council of 
the nation the eyes of si are turned, as with 
it must rest the,inauguration of the measures 
which a vast majority of those who stood firm- 
ly on the side of their country in its peril, re- gard as indispensibie to its own security and the maintainance of good faith to its now oth- 
erwise helpless allies. 
The objection to investing the colored race 
with thp elective franchise, growtng out of their ignorance, is one having great force, but applicable alike to the white man ot the same 
intellectual condition. To obviate this, there 
may be a necessity for postponing their full investiture with this right until they, in com- 
mon with other ignorant persons, shall be fit- ted by education for its exercise. The stimu- 
lus this would impart to the educational effort of both raoos would be of incalculable benefit. 
In the meantime, as a measure of security to the nation, the constitution of the Union 
should be so amended as to limit the right of national representation to the legal number of 
suffrages in each State, and to define who 
shall he electors, hi the Sates, of President 
Vice-President, and Kepresentatives to the’ 
Congress of the United States. The fathers 
of this State, nearly fifty years ago, in framing ■ theconstitution under whieh w» l»*re esoiroS 
bled to take upon us our respective official func- 
tions, planted it upon the broadest basis of 
l equal rights and impartial justice. Adopting the prinaipie and practice of universal suffrage by giving the ballot to all, they provided a sys- tem of universal education which should fit 
all for its intelligent exercise. During our ex- 
istence as a State, no person ever proposed to 
curtail it of these fair proportions, no voice has been raised to invoke their change. By these 
principles, 1 believe, the people of this State 
will stand, and, while asking the boon of im- 
partial justice for others, they cannot be re- 
proached with denying it themselves. 
Conclusion. 
I beg leave to express to the people of Maine 
my profound acknowledgements of the honor conferred upon me by repeated elections to 
the chief magistracy of the State, and to thank 
them tor their cordial support of my adminis- 
tration, to which, alone, is to be ascribed any 
success that may have attended its efforts to 
uphold that cause whtoh has, thus far, so sig- 
nally triumphed. At the close of the present 
year my connection with public affairs will 
cease, and I shall most gladly return to that 
retirement from which I was originally so un- 
expectedly called. To be chosen in times of 
such public exigency to take the helm of State 
is eminent distinction, and if, at the end of my official term, I ietain the confidence of the 
people, which has thus far cheered and sup- 
ported me, it will be the amplest reward for 
all the harassing anxieties and labors which 
have pressed upon the position it has been my honor and my lot to fill. 
Rendering due homage to that Good Provi- 
dence which has so signally blessed our 
country and our State, I invoke His wisdom 
for the guidance of our councils and the di- 
rection of put steps, 
Gov. Oony’s Address. 
We lay betore the readers of the Press this 
morning, the 3d annual address of Gov. Cony 
to the legislature of the State. We have read 
It with considerable care, and take pleasure in 
commending it to the careful attention of our 
readers. 
Its length is simply tremendous, and is about 
the only thing connected with it that recon- 
ciles us to the probable fact that the worthy 
author is not to give us more state papers char- 
acterized for the same candor, clearness and 
ability that have marked those which have al- 
ready emenated from bis pen. The Governor 
is a good financier, an able statesman, a clear- 
headed thinker, a perspicuous and rather pol- 
ished writer, an urbane and genial gentleman, 
and a true economist in everything but the 
use of words in his annual messages; but this 
is a fault by no means peculiar to Gov. Cony, 
for nearly all of our Governors follow in the 
same path, and impose annually upon news- 
paper men a tax that sometimes calls forth 
from fractions compositors language not abun- 
dant in Prayer Books or other yrorks of a de- 
votional character. 
Seriously, the address of Gov. Cony is an ad- 
mirable document. The statements are clear 
and direct, the arguments forcible and just, 
the exhibit of our State affairs clear and well- 
defined, the views expressed upon national af- 
fairs, and particularly ppoq the groat problem 
of the hour, sound to the core, with no weak- 
ness, no back-down tendency, no evinced dis- 
position to swerve a hair’s breadth from the 
principles on which the Governor was elected, 
and in the spirit of which the country has suc- 
cessfully gone through the fiery-furnacc of a 
(bur years’ civil war. 
In some respects, it Is only foir to state that 
the address does not show the same degree 
of polished style and careful grammatical con- 
struction that were exhibited, in an eminent 
degree, in the first two messages from the 
same pen; and yet, while we make tins quali- 
fication, we would be equally explicit in stat- 
ing that the message is not devoid of passages 
of surpassing beauty and pf genuine elo- 
quence; an eloquence that not only capti- 
vates the head but touches the heart. 
gy The people of Leyden, Holland, recent- 
ly mode a raid on the cats of the town, and in 
one night slew some six hundred. The f-line 
rat*, of late multiplied to such an extent 
in that city as to become a regular nuisance.— 
We wish somebody in Portland would start a 
similar movement. 
ITEMS OF STATE NEWS. 
A large and! valuable school-house in 
Sears port village, nearly opposite Hon. Wm. 
McGilvery’s house, was destroyed by fire on 
Sunday last, about noon. 
Fire is still burning upon the ruins of 
Parrott & Bradbury’s warehouse, (in which 
was a large quantity of oorn and fiour) destroy- 
ed by the great fire in this city on the 17th of 
last September—more than three months ago. 
—[Augusta Farmer. 
GklT* The Bangor Whig says that on Tuesday 
evening the remaining buildings of Gen. G. G. 
Cushman, on liis farm two miles north of that 
city, were destroyed by fire, together with a 
quantity of hay and other produce. His dwell- 
ing house was burned about a year ago, and 
had not been rebuilt, Mr. Cushman in the 
meantime having fitted up a portion of his sta- 
ble for a residence. 
Capt. Henry M. Johnson, of the steam- 
er Nautilus, died at his residence in Newburg 
Wednesday morning. His age was about 28 
years. 
The editor of an obscure sheet on the 
Kennebec is very anxious to have us tread up- 
on his spreading coat tail, for his own especial 
benefit, but we shall do no such thing. He 
entirely over-estimates his importance in sup- 
posing our former allusion referred at all to 
him. 
ORIGINAL AND SELECTED 
63?“ Captain Hagstrom, a Swede, has in- 
vented a needle-gun, which fires ten shots in a 
minute aud does not get fool after a hundred 
shots. 
63?“ An order will shortly he issued hy 
which disabled soldiers, instead of being dis- 
charged, will be retained for light service now 
performed by able-bodied men. 
63?” A person was asked, the other evening, 
to sing The Three Fishers,” but he excused 
himself because he hadn't run over his scales 
lately. 
6y The Madison (Wis.) Journal has a hor- 
rible story of the death, in spasms and great ag- 
ony, of two children, from drinking the milk of 
a cow which six or seven years ago was bitten 
hy a rabid dog. The animal had shown no 
symptoms of the disease until since the death 
of the children. 
63?“ Somebody having sent a communica- 
tion to the Boston Transcript, a large part of 
which was written in Latin, is reminded by 
that journal that a live newspaper cannot be 
published in a dead language. 
63?“ Palsy has done for the gallant Hooker 
what the rebels could not do. “Fighting Joe” 
is a complete wreck. 
63?“ The Hon. A. J. Fergusson Blair has 
succeeded the Hon. George Brown as Minister 
and President of the Canadian Executive 
Council, and was sworn in at Montreal on 
Wednesday, the 3d of Jan. 
63?“ Iu the recent.Congressional election in 
Nevada, every county went Republican. 
6S?“ The Christmas Tree was first introduc- 
ed in Germany by the Archduchess Henrietta, 
wife of the late Archduke Charles, some fifty 
years ago. Let the little folks make their best 
bow to the Archduchess. 
63?” The Quebec Mercury completed the 
sixtieth year of its existence on the 30th ult.— 
It was originally started in 1805 by the grand- 
father of the present proprietor. The paper 
shows as yet no signs of age, but is as hale and 
vigorous asaever. 
63?” The Empress Eugenie, during her pres- 
ent stay at Compiegne, is attracting much com- 
ment by the great simplicity of her dress. Her 
majesty received her numerous visitots on the 
day of their arrival in a dress of cashmere.— 
Her ladies in waiting affect a like plainness in 
their attire. As the example of the lovely em- 
press has had much to do with causing the 
present general extravagance ofstyle.it is to 
be hoped that her efforts in the way of reform 
may he equally effective. 
63?” Confederation has received another se- 
vere blow in the provinces. Mr. Hebb, the 
Opposition candidate for the county of Lunen 
burg, Nova Scotia, has been elected by a ma- 
jority of 900 votes over his opponent, Mr. 
Zwioker. Mr. Hebb is pledged to oppose Con- 
federation, while Mr. Zwicker, had he been 
elected, would have supported the Quebec 
scheme. At last election the Government can- 
didate. whose death caused the late vacancy, 
had a majority of 700. 
63?” A few evenings since, Miss Mary Mere- 
dith, in preparing the artioles of dress necessa- 
ry for impersonation of Pauline in the Lady 
of Lyons,” at the Newbern (N.C.) Theatre, ac- 
cidentally omitted to jmt into her basket a 
pair of shoes. She did not discover the omis- 
sion until after she reached the theatre, and 
was nearly ready to go on. There was time to 
repair the error if the little darkey who waited 
upon-her would hurry back to her lodgings and 
get them at once, so the servant was immediate- 
ly sent. But the curtain rose on the first act 
before the little darkey returned, and Beau- 
seant, (Mr. Rogers,) was doing the agreeable in 
his best style to the fair Pauline, (Miss Mere- 
dith,) when he and the audience were some- 
what discomposed by the appearance on the 
stage of a character not mentioned in the bills. 
It was the little negro, who, advancing across 
the stage to where Pauline was sitting, present- 
ed the shoes,-neatly wrapped up, saying, “I 
run all do way, bliss Mary, but I guess de'se is*' 
um 1” It is needless to say that the “house” 
screamed. 
Maine Insane Hospital. 
We have before us tbe Reports of the Trus- 
tees and Superintendent of the Maine Insane 
Hospital for tbe year ending December 31 
1865. 
From tbe report of the former we learn that 
the health and comfort of the inmates of this 
institution compares favorably with any for- 
mer year of its history. A new wing has been 
erected the past year at a cost of $26y400, for 
which an appropriation of $20,000 was made 
by the Legislature, last winter. It is estimat- 
ed that the cost of finishing the interior, and 
fUmishing it will amount to $25,220, and for 
this amount, and the excess of cost C$6,400) 
of the exterior, over the appropriation of last 
year, the Legislature will be called upon to 
provide. 
From the report of Dr. Harlow, the Super- 
intendent, we gather the following facts : 
The general health of the household has 
been remarkably good; casualties of a serious 
nature and all epidemics have escaped us. A 
merciful Providence has kindly meted out to 
us the amenities of life, and we trust some 
progress has been made in the treatment of 
those requiring hospital aid. On the 1st of 
December, 1864, we commenced the year with 
two hundred and fifty-tour patients—one hun- 
dred and twenty-eight males, and one hun- 
dred and twenty-six females. There have 
been admitted during the year one hundred 
and forty-two—eighty-seven males and fifty- 
seven females, making the whole number un- 
der treatment three hundred and ninety-six— 
two hundred and fifteen males, and one hun- 
dred and eighty-one females. There have 
been discharged during the year one hundred 
and nineteen—seventy-three males and forty- 
six females, leaving two hundred and seventy- 
seven in the hospital at the close of the year— 
one hundred and forty-three males and one 
hundred and thirty-four females. 
The following was the condition of those 
discharged; recovered, forty-seven—thirty-one 
males and sixteen females; improved, twenty- 
five—thirteen males, and twelve females; un- 
improved, twenty-ttoee—.eigliteqp males and 
five females; died, twenty-four—eleven males 
and thirteen females. 
The patients under treatment for the twelve 
months past have suffered comparatively little 
from acute sickuess. The necrology of the 
Institution is much less in proportion to the 
number treated than for many years previous, 
being a traction less than six per cent., and 
less than nine per cent, of the daily average 
in the house. The causes qf death In those 
who have died were: consumption, ten; diar- 
rhoea, three; epilepsy, two; apoplexy, one; 
general paralysis, one; exhaustive mania, one; 
congestionot the brain, two; pneumonia, one; 
gastritis, one; dysentary, one; and one by ac- 
cidental drowning in attempting to swim the 
river. One died in December, one in January, 
one in February, three in March, one in April, 
four in May, one in June, one in July, six in 
August, three in October, two in November. 
The percent, of rpqpvefiqscomparesfavorably 
with that of other years. Probably several of 
those discharged improved would have been 
added to the list but for the anxiety of friends 
to remove them, and our quasi approval in or- 
der to make room for more urgent cases al- 
most daily applying for admission. The ma- 
jority of those discharged unimeroyga, were 
bartnW proiSauIy incur^J^ jafi S£$ ftt- 
TOreti or Urged their removal fpr the sate rea- 
son. Acoording to the record of eases, the 
civil condition of those admitted the past year 
is as follows: thirty-five men and twenty-three 
women were married; forty-nine mtn and 
twenty-six women were single; four were 
widowers, and five were widows. 
The following were the assigned causes of 
insanity of those received during the year: 
111 health,thirty-four; over exertion, fourteen; 
intemperance ten; masturbation eight; epi- 
lepsy seven; domestic affliction seven; religi- 
ous excitement four; perplexity of business 
four; puerperal four; disappointed affection 
three; injury to head three; loss of friends 
two; excessive use of tobacco two; decay of 
old age two; critical peaiod of life two; expo- 
sure two; fear of draft one; general paralysis 
one; injury of spine one; sun stroke one; un- 
known twenty-eight. Since the opeumg of the Hospital in Octo- 
ber, 1S43, two thousand nine hundred and 
nine have enjoyed its benefits. Two thousand 
six hundred and thirty-two have been dis- 
charged ; of whom one thousand one hundred 
and ninety-five recovered, five hundred and 
ten improved, four hundred and eighty-three 
were unimproved, and tour hundred and forty- 
five died. 
Recent Publication. 
Blackwood’s Edinburgh Magazine for De- 
cember is received from the Iiepublication office of 
Messrs. L. Scott and Co., New York. It contains 
Part First of the “Memoirs of the Confederate War 
for Independence,” which are as brilliant and vera- 
ciouB as ever; Part Nine of “Miss Marjoribauks,” a 
very readable story; “The Handy House-Book,” 
“Sir Brook Fossbrooke,” Part Saven; “Our Invisi- 
ble Capita];” “A Brace of Travellers;”an article on 
“Educators;” and Part Nineteen of “Cornelius O’- 
Dowd upon Men and Women, and Other Things in 
General,” with the Index of the volume for the 
year. 
The Practical Entomologist. A Monthly 
Bulletin. Published by the Entomological Society of 
Philadelphia, for gratuitous distribution among 
Farmers and Agriculturists. No. 3, is now ready 
for distribution. Those wishing to receive a copy 
regularly can do so by sending with name and ad- 
dress 12 cents to pay the postage for one year. Ad- 
dress E. T. Cresson, Corresponding Secretary, 518 
South Thirteenth St., PhilaiPphia. 
SPECIAL, NOTICES. 
One of the Oldest Remedies 
Known to Medical Science* 
The Bengal Dispensatory says the “effects of 
Hasheesh are popularly known in the South of Africa 
Turkey, Egypt, Asia Minor, India, and all the adja- 
cent territories, and in the popular medicines of these 
nations wre find it extensively employed for a multi- 
tude of afflictions.” “In a standard treatise of Mate- 
ria Medfca more than six hundred years old, it is de- 
scribed as one of the most valuable of all known 
medicines.” 
THE HASHEESH CABTDF 2 
Now imported and prepared by the Sylvan Oriental 
Company, is the only pleasant and reliable prepara- 
tion of the article ever offered to the public and will 
soon take the place of all other remedies lor 
RHEUMATISM, 
ASTHMA, 
NEURALGIA, 
COUGHS, 
COLDS, 
RESTLESSNESS. 
And all diseases oi 4he Nervous System. 
For sale by all Druggists. Sent by mail with hill 
directions on receipt of price. 
Price—Large Box $1.00, with 15 cents for postage; 
Small Box 50 cents, with 6 cents for postage. 
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Agents for Maine. 
Dec 5,1866—SNdly 
The First National Bank 
OF PORTLAND. 
INTEREST ON DEPOSITS. 
THIS Bank will issue Certificates of Deposit, pay- 
able on demand, bearing interest at lhvorable rates. 
W. E. GOULD, Cashier. 
Portland, Nov. 13,18C5.-dtf 8 w 
COLGATE'S HONEY SOAP! 
THIS celebrated Toilet Soap, in such universal 
demand, is made from the choicest materials, is 
mild and emollient in its nature, fragrantly scented, 
and extremely beneficial in its act upon the si in. 
For salt by all Druggists and Fancy Goods Dealers 
june31dlyr 
PORTLAND 
PHOTOGRAPHIC GALLERY, 
ALONZO S. DAVIS, Proprietor, 
No. 80 Middle Street, Portland, Me. 
Copying done in the best maner. dec29U. 
Chilblains Can Be Cured! 
Vex CHARLES’ LINIMENT. Follow the Dircc 
tiona gtrictly and we warrant a cure. 
For sale, Wholesale and Retail, by 
BURGESS, POKES Sc CO., 
General Agents, 
80 Commercial Street, (Thomas Block,) 
dec27dtfs n Portland, Me. 
Boston Stock List* 
Sales at the Brokers Boaju>, Jan 4. 
American Gold. 14.>l 
U. S. Coupon Sixes, 1881, coupons off......... 104| 
United States 7 3-lOtlis Loan, 1st series. fju 
do small. 994 
do 2d series. 99 
do 3d senes. 984 
United States Five-twenties, 1862. 105 
do 1864. 102? 
do 1865. 102 
United States Debt Certificates, July. 991 
U nitcd States Ten-lorties. S3| Boston and Maine Railroad. 116 
Eastern Railroad. 99j 
MARRIED. 
I = 
In this city, Jan 4, by Rev E C Bolles, Capt Edw. Stmonton. of Washington, D C, and Miss Annie E 
Hilton, of Portland. 
In Gorham, Jan 1, by Chaplain J R Adams, Mo'- 
ville H Manson, M D, late Asst Snrg 5th Me lteg, and Miss Lizzie L Moody, both of Limlngton. in Hallowell, Dec 25, .1 Newton Chase, of Sacca- 
rappa, and Ada G Gray, of H. 
In Augusta, Doc 11, Howard H Rich, of Portland 
and Flora F Blanding, of A. 
--- 
DIED. 
In this city. Jan 4. Ruben A, son of George W and Annie E Beal, agod 2 years 8 months. 
^'Funeral on Saturday afternoon, at 2 o’clock, from residence on Quebec street. 
In Danville, Dec 28, Benjamin W Orne, aged 64 
years. 
In Freeport, Jan 1, Mrs Mary Swift, agod 86 years 9 months. 
In Scarboro, Jan 3, Mrs Irene Donnell, aged 82 yrs 
and 6 months. 
In Bath, Jan 3, Mrs Alice, wife ol David Percy, 
aged 68 years 11 months. 
Miniature Almanac.January 5* 
Sun rises.7.30 | Moon rises.9.46 PM Sun sets.4.42 | High water.1.45 PM 
MARINE NEWS 
PORT OF PORTL1XD, 
Tbnrsdar, January 4. 
ARRIVED. 
Steamer Lewiston, Knight, Boston. 
Steamer New Brunswick, Winchester, Boston tor 
Eastport and St John NB. 
8ch Panther, (Br) Holden, St John NB. 
Sch Freeport, Rich, Calais for Boston. 
Sch Venus, Heosey, PembroKe ior Boston. Sch Julia Ann, Rich, Bucksport for Boston. 
Sch Col Simmons, M&tthows, Bellas! for Boston. 
Sloop Wave, Natter, Roc tland. 
RETURNED—Sch Star of the Sea. (Br) Tower, from St John NB for Boston, in distress. Reports, sailed from Portland 21st ult, and when oiT Cape Eli- 
zabeth, was struck by a violent squall from the NW 
which nearly threw the vessel on her beam ends, lost 
deck load ot wood, wash d boat Irom the davits, and 
split jib; was. blown oft shore and was not able to 
regain this port until Wednesday evening, having 
been out two weeks. Some oi the crew are slightly 
frost bitten. 
CLEARED. 
Barqne Chas Edwin, Maddocks, Alatanzas—Isaac 
Emery. 
Brig Angier H Curtiss, Merriman, Alatanzas—E Churchill & Co. 
Brig L T Knight, Wish, Matanzcs—Isaac Emeiy. Brig Mechanic, Merriman, Matgnyas— Thomas 
Asencio & Co. 
The new barqne building at Harpswoll by Norton 
Stover, is nearly finished and ready for launching. 
She is a tine vessel of about 350 tons, owned by par- 
ries in H arpswell and Portland, and is to be com- 
manded bn Capt Tbos Bibber. 
The new brig building in Clark’s yard at Kenne- 
bunk, is receiving the finishing touch, and will be 
launched in a lew days. She will register about 300 
tons, is owned by parties in Portland, and will be 
commanded by Capt York, formerly of the schr Star- 
light. 
FB434 SIERCHANTS EXCHANGE. 
Ship Ellon Maria, of Boston, at Apalachicola tor 
Liverpool, was burned on the 22d ult with 1500 bales 
of cotton on board. 
DISASTERS. 
Brig Celia M Carver, Treat, from Bucksville SC lor 
Searsport, before reported wrecked, had very rough 
weather, during which sprung a leak ami strained the vessel badly; on the 23d ult, about 70 miles ESE 
of Thacher’s Island, was capsized, but afterwards the foremast was broken aud she righted. On# of the 
crow, Thos Bancrott, was drowned when tha vessel capsized. The rest, Capt F IV Treat, Edmund Mat- 
thews, James McCrcavy, Augustus Rivet, and John Connor, remained un fhe wreck. After a week ot in- 
tense suffering, the atevard, John Connor died On I the morning of the .Ust. the Emma V, from Char- lottetown, fell in With tho wreck and rescued the re- maining men. They were all In tlm last stains of starvation aud so weak they co.-\g-^iy move. The two seamen, who are badly frozen. were sent to the hospital at Chelsea, and the captain and mato procured a boarding place elsewhere. The captain's feet and ■ands wo Vfrdly Trost.biften. Ship Jcjmte iHjtht, from Bangor nr Kew Orleans, 
wNPof}?'! *° h»v« boon wrecked on Cary»fotf Reel, [The JH»a, new vo8soi 0i in? teas, rated Al, 
Dutlt at Brewer and owned (u Rangor, and this was 
hSlSpTT&U, Burlbfft, at New York from 
London, had hoavy weather on the passage, lost saUa, 
&«. The last twelve days had only seven mgn (It *» 
duty, the remainder being frozon and otherwise dis- 
abled. Had five deaths. 
S Jh Emblem, Shortwellt of and l'rora Wiseasset tor 
To don, struck on Avery's Rock, 29tli ult and billed. 
She was got oft' 30th and towed into Kockport by schr 
Ea >tern State. 
DOMESTIC PORTS. 
GALVESTON—Ar 20th ult, barque Hunter, York, 
New York; J C Nichols, Blanchard, Havana. 
Outside the bar 23<1, barques Engle, Hunter. Ibis, and Jessie Coffin, bound in, and the A Carlton, bound out. 
brig Nebraska, Einorv, Boston. 
°™:*ANS—Cld 20th ult, barque Adelaide, 
2lBt' ,Jrlg AmvrlcuUulon. 
h?-22',' AquMticclk, Blgbv, New 
Woodward, New York. Clil22d, ^‘P Kochester, Patten, Liveipcol; brig 
20t"-8hip Nu,:,iuam 
(late Griffin) Turks 1 sland. 
* * Uont’1 artnUgc’ 
Below, brig Mountain Eagle, Hughes, from Balti- 
more. In the offing, a ship supposed the Southern 
Rights. 
RICHMOND—Sid 31st, sch H K Duuton,Jameson, 
New Bedford. 
Ar 1st, sch H McLeod, Eaton, Calais. 
BALTIMORE—Below 2d, at quarantine, brig E P 
Sweet, Chad bourne, 45 days irom Palermo. 
Cld fid. sch Helen Mar, Nickerson, Portland. 
Sid 3otli, brigs J & H Crowlev, lor Matanzas; Am- 
brose Light, for Charleston; 2d, Omaha, do. 
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 2d, barque Caroline Le 
mout, Bowker, Rio Janeiro. 
Ar 2d, sch S Wilson, Nowell, Boston. Sid ftn Delaware Breakwater 1st, barque Deborah 
Pennell, for Rio Janeiro. 
NEW YORK—A r 2d, brig Canima, Richardson, 
Bangor; sclia Willow, Fanning, Lubec; Daybreak, Cousins, Bucksport. 
Cld 2d, sch Cameo, Elwell, Elizabethport. 
Ar 3d, sebs C A Farnsworth, Sawyer, Ponce; Com Tucker, Lowe, Elizabethport lor Providence Cld 3d, ships North American, Towart, Liverpool; Sardis, Scott, Mobile; sol* A Richards, Arear, Vera 
Cruz; Avon, Scars, Indiauola; Clara Jane, barker, 
Boston: A J Dyer, Rogers, Elizabethport. 
NEW LONDON—Ar 1st, sch Harmonia, Bennett. 
Calais for Bridgeport. 
In port, schs Richmond, of Bangor; Robt Smith, 
of Portland; Banner, of Calais; Joseph, oi Belfast: 
Ganges, and Zicova, of Ellsworth, laid up tor the winter. 
Below 2d, sclis Lamartine, Bragg, Calais for New 
York; Saxon. Cassidy, ftn New York for Pembroke: 
Christina, Richards, from d > for Boston; Col Eddy. 
Coombs, do for Portland. 
MYSTIC, CT—Ar 2d hist, brig J Leighton. Brown. 
Darien, Ga. 
NEWPORT—Ar 2d. schs Adelaide, Delano, Port- i land tor Norfolk, Va; Engineer, Willard, Providence 
for Baltimore, (or Portland, according to wind.; 
Ar 3d, schs Christina, Richards, ftn New York for 
Boston; Franklli. Wallace, Millbrklge for N York: 
Hannie Westbrook, Wallace, Elizabethport lor Port- 
land: Vesper, Brookings, Gardiner for Norfolk: F 
Treat, Clark. New York for Frankfort; Hattie E 
Sampson, Blake. Philadelphia lor Portland. 
HOLMES’S HOLE—Ar 1st, sch Ruth H Baker, 
Knight. Philadelphia. 
Ar Ws barque Andes, Bailing, Im Philadelphia for 
Portland; sch Sea Breeze, Coombs, Elizabethport for 
Boston. * 
In port 3d, barque Andes; brigs Sarsh Goodenow, 
Crimea, Valencia, Caroline E Kelley; sobs Ocean Ranger, Eliza Frances, Anna Gardiner, L Walsh, 
C H Hodsdon, R H Baker, and Sea Breeze. 
EDGARTOWN—Ar 30th, schs Mary Fletcher .Tra- 
cy, Philadelphia for Boston; 2d inst, brig Alex Miltt- ken, do lor do. 
BOSTON—Cld 3d, ship Lawrence Brown, Janvriv., 
Calcutta; brigs Birchard <£ Torrey. Turner, Charles 
ton; Hyperion, Lewis. Portland, to load for Cuba; 
sch Watchmate, Crabtree, Ponce; Tyrone, Perry, 
Harrington. 
Ar Ith. sclis Orion, Hart, Belfast; Magnum Bo- 
nuro, Rich, do; R S Warren, Warren. Deer isle. 
GLOUCESTER—Ar 30tli, schs George E Prescott. 
Mills, Boston for Vinalliavcu; Champion, Claik, fm 
New York for Portsmouth; Brilliant, Carter, Rock- 
land for New York; sloop w ary Eliza, Sawyer, from 
Plymouth for Portland. 
Ar 1st, schs Jas Henry, Oliver, New York for Kcn- 
nebunk; Connecticut, Carl, Elizabethport for Ban- 
gor; Flora King, Cook, Providence lor Calais. 
FOREIGN PORTS. 
At Melbourne Ooj 24, bliip Cathedral, Melcher, ftn 
Boston. 
At Callao 12 li nit, ships Montebello, PatRn, irons 
Rangoon, ar 7th; Suliote, Soule, from Chinch as, ar 
7tli; Commodore, Otis, and Euterpe, A ref, fcr Cliin- 
chas; and others. 
At Chinchas 26th ult, ships Montpelier, Watts; B 
Thayer, Cartney; Mary, Hall; Berkshire, Berry; 
Sliatmuc, Soule; Wm Woodbury, Sawyer; S Curl- 
ing, Mohan; Rose Standish, Hutchins; Grace Sar- 
gent, Mitchell; Mary O’Brien, Vesper: Western Em- 
pire, Crozier; T JSouthard, Bishop; Britannia, Lit- 
tle, and Topgallant, Phillips, ldg. 
Ar at Havana 4th nit, barques Orsini, Smith, trom 
Cardiff; H D Stover, Pierce, New York; brig Clara 
M Goodrich, Look. St John NB; 25th, barque Ada G 
York, Davis, do; Dencv. Smith, Portland; brigs LUf Houghton, Morton, St John NB: Sally Brown, Mat- 
thews, Ellsworth; |scli Dacotah, Pai tridg<% Boston 
27th, barque Josie Nicholas, Nicholas, New York; 
brigs R setta, Jack. Portland; E A Bernard Crowell 
New York. 
Sid 22(1, barqne Phitena, Davis, Apalachicola; brig 
Star of Faith, Peak, Tabasco. 
Ar at Matanzas 24th ult, barques Henry P Lord. Pinkham, Portland; T Cushing, Rogers. Soars port: 
brigs Cambridge, Smith. St John NB; Giles Loring, 
Soule, and RS I tassel, Hassel, Portland; 27tli, John 
Brightmam. Grav, do. 
Sid 25th, brig Thos Connor, York, Portland. 
[Per steamer Hermann, at New York] 
Ar at Hong Kong Oct 24, Dorcheeter, Fulton, from 
Swatow 
Sid Oct 28, Midnight, Crosby, Whampoa. 
Passed A idler Oct 25, Panama, Soule, from Wham- 
poa for New York; Northern Crown. Saunders, from Nagasaki lor London. 
Sid ftn Mauritius Nov 13fch, Ellen Morrison, for Queenstown. 
Liverpool, Dec 18. A telegram fro u Ceylon states that the ship Euterpe, Story, from Madras for L vet 
pool, had arrived with both masts cut away, bavlitg been struck by a typhoon, and would have to dis- 
charge. 
SPOKEN. 
Dec 10, lat Hi N, Ion 14 W, ship Ganges, Potter, ftn Loudon for Calcutta. 
New Advertisements. 
Limited Partnership. 
THIS certifies that Francis E. Faxon, of Boston. in the commonwealth of Massachusetts, ltoland 
Cutter, of Sudbury, in aid Commonwealth, Alva Shnrtleff, Junior, of Park, in the State of Maine 
and Sylvan Shurtlefi, ot Portland, in said Stale 
have formed a Limited Partnership pursnan(,t" th> Statutes ot the said State of Maine, tinder the firm 
name ot A. A S. SHUKTLEFF, lor tho purpose of 
carrying on the business ot manui'actuiing and deal- 
ing in Boots and Shoes. Said partn rship is to have 
an established place of business in said Portland, and 
also in aid Paris. The said Francis E. Faxon is a 
special partner, and as auch has contributed in sash 
to tho common stock of said partnership, as capital, 
the sum of Twenty-five Thousand HoHsrs; and the 
said Roland Cutler is also a special partner, mtdas 
such lias contributed as capital to the same, in cash, 
the sum of Twelve Thousand and Five Hundred 
Dollars. The said Alvah Shurtlaff, Jr., and the sain 
Sylvan Shurtief'are general partners. 
Said partnership is to commence on tho third day of January, A. It.TSfi J, and is to terminate on the 
31st day of December, A. D. 1S6S. 
FRANCIS E. FAXON, In. gd 
ROLAND CUTLER. [l. a.1 
ALVA SHFRTLEFF, Jr., in. s.l 
SYLVAN SHUKTLEFF. (n. g.j Witness by Geo. T. Aug ell, to all four. 
State of Massachusetts, ) 
County of Suffolk, ] M. 
Cifcy of Boston, ) 
Be it remembered that on tbis third day ot Janu- 
ary, iu the year one thousand eight hundred sixty- p|x, before me, the tmlmmad, Geo, T. Angell, a Commissioner, resident in .the city of Booh n, duly 
commissioned and qualified by the executive author- 
ity and under the laws ol the State oi Maine, to take 
the acknowledgement ot deeds, &c., to be u?ed or recorded therein, personally appeared Francis E. 
Faxon, Boland Cutler, Alva' SburtleiT, Jr., and Syl- 
van Shurtlcff, named in the foregoing instrument, 
and severally acknowledged the foregoing toetrtt- 
ment to be their free act and deed, before me. 
!—*1 In witness whereof I have hereunto set I* s. [ my hand, and affixed toy official seal the day ) and year afoccforesaid, 
GEO. T. ANGELL, 
Commissioner for Maine in Boston. 
Jan S—d2t—w6w8 
200 Moscow Beaver 
OVERCOATS! 
FOR SALE 
VERY LOW 
-BY- 
S. B. A. Lufkin & Co., 
94 MIDDLE STREET. 
Jan 5—<l2w 
For Sale. 
Ahorse, carryall, sleiuh, harness, ROBES, BLANKETS, SADDLE, and BRI- 
DLE. 
The Horse is nearly C years old, very last (in color) and is a very promising animal. 
The Carryall Is light, good style and stands with- 
out tying. 
The sleigh is a prime one, and has often been a 
mile in three minutes. 
Harness nearly new, and other fixings in good 
condition. 
They will be sold altogether or separately and may 
be seen at J. P. Libbv’s Stable, Center 8t. 
CHAS. PAYSON. 
Jan y 5,1866—tf 
CORN ! 
10,000 KIELS HIQH MI^» N0.1 For 7»ale by 
TWITCH BIX BROS. & CHAMPI IJf, I 
! 
Jan 5,1866—i!2w 
82 Commercial Stre.*. 
KING & DEXTER, 
Successors to Chase, Littlefield <fc Co., 
Importer a of on<l Dealer* la all kind* ol 
Hardware and Window-Glass, 
17S SitddU audits Federal Sit. 
i Jan 5, ’cc-dlrr 
Notice. 
ALL iwsons having claims against, or indebted to (he Estate of the late TUOS. B. JUNES, are requested to call and adjust 1 lie same with 
T. II. W ESTON, 
103 Commercial Street 
Portland, Jan*y B, ISfiG.-dSw w ‘ 
Wanted. 
A YOUNO MAN, 18 years old or more, to trnril- in a Wholesale I>rug Stove. Auulv at 149 Middle 
St., between 10 and 12 o’etoek A. M. 
_ 
W. P. PHILLIPS dt CO. 
Jan 5—dtf 
Lost. 
ON Thursday afternoon, a pack*"- containing a bine dress waist and T£“ fiXwnfbe smubly rewarded » y Ua( ^ 
w .... irHiZt 
Friday Morning, January 5, 1866. 
PORTLAND AND VICINITY. 
IS" Advertisers will benetit themselves, as well as 
accommodate us, by sending in their advertisements 
at an early hour in the day. 
Mew Advertise incut a To-Day 
SEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN. 
Hardware —King A l exter. 
Overcoats—S. Is. A. Lufkin & Co. 
Notice—T. II. Wes ten. 
Wanted—Hoy. 
For Sale—Clias. Pavton. 
Partnership—A. & s. Shuttles'. 
Lost—Pack are. 
Cora—Twitchell Brr g. & Chirr plin. 
U. S. DISTRICT COURT. 
DECEMBER TERM.—WABE, J., PRESIDING. 
Thursday.—Charles A. Willett & als., li- 
bellant, vs. Frank O. Moses & al. 
After the examination of some witnesses, 
further proceedings were suspended in order 
to take the deposition of Capt. Giles, who is 
quite unwell at his home in Bath. 
MUNICIPAL COURT, JAN. 4. 
John Smith, the veritable John, wanted a 
wood saw, and took one belonging to his 
neighbor, which was thought to be very im- 
proper conduct by the court, who ordered 
John to pay throe dollars and costs. His 
funds being low, John was obliged to take up 
lodgings at the “Parker House.” 
Grand Entertainment at Gorham. 
To the Editor of the Prett: 
An entertainment, consisting of tableaux, 
vocal aud instrumental music, &c., took place 
at Gorham Tuesday evening, Jau. 2d, in the 
Town Hall. The hall was densely crowded 
with an intelligent and enthusiastic audience. 
The selections were chaste, and went off in 
the most unexceptionable manner, while all 
present appeared delighted. I would particu- 
larly notice, “Trial of Queen Katherine,” “Es- 
ther and Ahasueras,” “Saul and Witch of En- 
dor,” “Lion in Love,” “Shake Hands.” Mbs 
S, in “Consolation,” won golden opinions fbom 
all. 
The music, ftirnished by High Street choir 
of your city, was all that could be desired. 
The instrumental music, by Mr. Carter, did 
great credit to that gentleman. Miss Barrows 
was well received; while Miss Pierce and 
Messrs. Buck and Elliot need no word of com- 
mendation. Mr. Elliot’s “Merry, merry fat 
man” brought down the house with applause. 
By request the tableaux were repeated on 
Wednesday evening and were greeted with 
another well-filled house. 
Great improvements were made in the dis- 
position of actors in “Shako Hands” and 
“Faith,” and the w hole programme was, if any 
thing, better received than the evening previ- 
ous. Miss W-d, of Portland, who presided 
at the piano, played charmingly. Her selec- 
tions, made with judgment and good taste,, 
were brilliantly executed, and won the most 
generous plaudits. 
In brief, the whole affair was rendered 'with 
a grace and finish we seldom see equaled. 
The proceeds, amounting to about $150, are 
to assist in purchasing an organ for the Con- 
gregational Society. g. 
Gorham, Jan. 4,1866. 
Scott’s great sensational Tabeleanx. of the 
Streets of Boston will open at City Hall Satur- 
day afternoon and evening. These tableaux 
are truthful to the scenes they are intended to 
represent, and with faithful fidelity, the 
most startling scenes of city life. The lessons 
taught by Mr. Seott, who has been for the last 
eleven years connected with the Boston po- 
lice, and for the past two years a detective, are 
of much value on account of their great inter- 
est and moral tendency. 
Simple but Kpfkotual.—The entire free- 
dom from ail deleterious ingredients renders 
Brown’s Bronchial Troches f or Cough and 
Voice Lozenges, a safe remedy for the moat 
delicate female, .or youngest child, and baa 
caused them to be held in the highest esteem 
by singers and public speakers generally. In 
coughs, irritation of the throat caused by 
cold or unusual exertion of the vocal organs, 
in speaking in public, or singing, they produce 
the most beneficial results. mwl f 
The B. F. C-—This company drew quite a 
large audience last evening at Cummings’ 
Hall. It was their third entertainment, and 
the plays went off finely. The auditors were 
highly gratified. There was quite a theatrical 
air in all the appointments, and the characters 
were well sustained. They seem to be on the 
full tide of successful experiment. 
Masonic.—The following are the officers of' 
Star in the West Lodge, No. 86, Unity, elected 
Dec. 26,1866: Isaac Whitaker, W. M.; E. E. 
Bugley, a W.; Nelson Vickery, J. W.; Hale 
Parkhurst, Treas.; J. F. Parklumt, Sec.; B, 
B. Stevens. S. D.; Mial Dodge, J. D.; M. H- 
Garcelon, Chaplain; Charles Taylor, Marshal; 
J. Wiggins, Tyler. 
International Line.—The steamer New 
England, was successfully launched yesterday 
afternoon from Dyer’s yard at Cape Elizabeth, 
and is now at the wharf of the Portland 
Company’s Works, where her machinery is 
being placed on board. 
Bad Case.—Yesterday the police picked 
up a man in Cotton Street who was very bad- 
ly bruised on the head and face. His name is 
Rowe, and he says he was knocked down by 
two men. But the Impression is that he had 
imbibed too much vile whiskey and fell in the 
street. Be was taken to the Police Office, and 
Dr. Foster was called to dress his wounds. 
At the annual meeting of Ex-Amerir.a Hose 
One, held at their hall Wednesday evening, 
Jan. 3, 1860, the following officers were elected 
for the ensuing year:—President, Charles E. 
Chace; Vice-President, George W. Pridham; 
Secretary, John W. Lane; Treasurer, Frank 
Hotey. 
Released’— Aaron A. Bradley, colored, 
lately convicted by a military commission in 
Savannah for using seditious language, and 
sentenced to one year's hard labor at Fort Pu- 
laski, has been released on parole, by order of 
the Secretary of War. 
» 
A WONDERFCL CHEMICAL Tot._Tha 
Eggs of Pharaoh’s serpent. Do not tail to see 
them. At Grosman Jc Co.’s Drug anil Ch' m\. 
cal Store, 75 Middle Street. 
Mechakios’ Asbembliks.- last As. 
T*** theco.n* wUl or me off thjg eveni 
at Mechanics’ Hall. 
Ariel®, AHO i j—jn nljnj that the 
next ssenP-^y comeg 0(f next Tuesday even- 
ing, Jar 0Ul 
Reconstruction. 
Says the Bangor Times: 
Of course the law making power is vested in 
Congress, and it is and ought to be indepen- 
dent of Executive dictation. But we think it 
would be well if that body should consult the ‘•will” of the President, and give due heed to 
| his recommendation beiore passing laws ou the subject of reconstruction. Anil does not lhe Press agree with us in so thinking? 
We “agree" that Congress should be vouctfe- 
ous towards the President, of course, and care- 
fully consider his recommendations. But the 
duty of courtesy is mutual, and we are not 
called upon to say whether it was exactly 
courteous towards Congress, when that body 
hail appointed a joint-committee to consider 
the whole question of the status of the late re- 
volted States, and their claims to full restora- 
tion anil representation, and the conditions on 
which suck restoration should be consummat- 
ed, for the President, at precisely such a junc* 
ture, before this committee could make a re- 
port, to relieve his provisional Governors, .mil 
to do all In Ms power to put the state Miachi- 
nory in regular operation. Il'e think it would 
have been, certainly not discourteous in the 
President, to have held on a little anil not pre 
cipltate events, but allow Congress an oppor- 
tunity to taka an observation. Does the 
Times take exceptions to this ? 
Notes firom the Capital. 
Augusta, Jan. 3,1S65. 
To the Editor of the Ereee: 
The chairman of the committee to receive, 
sort and count the votes fur Speaker, had just 
made his report as I entered the Hall of Rep- 
resentatives this morning: “Whole number oi 
votes 141; necessary to a choice 71; James M. 
Stone has 12S; Edward Wilson has 12; Blank 
1.” The scene was somewhat impressive.— 
Below the galleries, on each side ol the hall, 
on gold and black tablets, are seen the names, 
Berry,” Jameson,” “ Marshall,” and othei 
mai tyr heroes of the war. Edmund Wilson, 
the standard bearer of modem Democracy in 
the House, “ has twelve votes,” and I passed 
on, thinking that better suited to the time and ! 
occasion would have been other tablets, in- 
scribed, Smith, Fairfield, Anderson and Dana. 
In the Senate, the President, unanimously 
chosen, was returning, in a brief but graceful 
speech, his thanks to the Senate for the honor. 
Verily, the times have changed. 
The caucus for the nomination of Depart- 
ment officers and Councilors, will take place 
to-morrow evening. No change is proposed 
in the former/while among the latter but two 
will remain, Hon. Marshall Pierce, of the first 
district, and Hon. Hiram Buggies, of the sixth 
district, the latter becoming chairman of the 
board. Hon. Charles Holden, ot your city, is, 
it is understood, to be succeeded by Hon. S. F- 
Periey, of Naples. Mr. Farwell, of the filth 
district, by Hon. E W. Stetson, of Damaris- 
cotta; Mr. Lyman, of the seventh district, by 
Peter Dunn, Esq., of Ashland. No selection 
has as yet been made for the fourth district 
(Kennebec and Somerset), in place of Mr. 
Starks, and in the third district, which is to be 
represented by a selection from Frauklin Co., 
there is a tie in the delegation, three for Hon. 
W. H. Josselyu, of Phillips, and the same 
number for Hon. Horace B. Prescott, of New 
Sharon. Neither side seem disposed to relin- 
quish their favorite, and a failure to compro- 
mise the matter may result in the return of 
Hon. Rufus Prince, of Androscoggin, who has 
represented the district during the last year. 
The legislative session will unquestionably 
he quite as short as that of last winter, and no 
needless delay will be made by the members 
in entering upon the work before them. Two 
or three cases of contested seats in the House 
will occupy the attention of that body for a 
few days, that of Alexis Cyr contesting the 
seat of Daniel Page, of Fort Kent, being the 
most important, as it involves certain points 
never before presented in either branch of the 
Legislature, the particulars of which I regard 
as of sufficient interest to make the subject 
matter of a future letter. 
Yours, Wanderer. 
The following are the remarks of Gen. Vir- 
Bin on assuming the duties of President f 
the Senate. There are some inaccuracies in 
the Journal’s report of the speech: 
Senatobs:— I cannot enter upon the offi- 
cial duties with which you have just charged 
me, without tendering to you my earnest 
thanks tor this distiguished honor. 
You do not expect me to add honor to the 
position which has been so highly honored by 
so many distinguished citizens; neither do 
you expect me to dishonor it. I cannot do 
the former, and I will not do the latter. 
1 have no doubt that each of you duly ap- 
preciates the weighty responsibilities attach- 
ing to you as Senators; and while it is no part 
of my duty to discourse to you concerning 
your State or National obligations, it may not 
be improper for me to remind you that this is 
the first meeting of the Senate of Maine sinoe 
the commencement of the new epoch in 
American history; for how fresh is the recol- 
lection that since the adjournment of the last 
Legislature,.the great, accursed slave rebellion, 
with all its infernal enginery of treason,” 
has, through the strong right arms and heroic 
souls of a million and a half of our youth, 
who have so valliantly trodden the wine- 
press” of a thousand battle-fields, succumbed, 
and we have arrived at the first bright spot 
beyond the gloom—always visible to the patri- 
ot—where we can catch a partial view at last, 
of the sweet countenance of the Angel of 
Peace. 
Most nobly have the saviors of the Republic 
performed their duties; and never will the 
voice or the pen of the patriot tire in their 
praise, or cease to acknowledge, in a befitting 
manner, the if unchallenged claims to our love 
and adoration. 
But, .Senators, the organized brute force of 
the rebellion being crushed, as to our forefath- 
ers alter their war, so now to us comes the cri- 
sis which is to measure and test the wisdom 
and statesmanship of the nation as it has nev- 
er been tried since the formation of the Con- 
stitution, Instruct your representatives in the 
National Legislature to see to it that those 
rivers of precious blood shed by your sons and 
brothers, and those mint3 of wealth expended, 
shall not turn out to have been shed and spent 
in vain. Now that the great primeval cause 
of the terrific conflict is removed, admonish 
your agents in Congress to see to it that this 
“ sum of all villainies,” in ali its aspects its 
airy and arrogant chivalries,” its conventional 
dreamings, its bastard imitations of lordly 
bearings, and its northern sympathetic iucan- 
tations, be destroyed in its very spirit, and es- 
sence, and that American citizenship ;sliall so 
construct its iron roads across its grave, that 
its resurrection shall never have alocal habi- 
tation or a name in the most airy imagina- 
tion of the blindest worshipper of caste in 
Christendom. 
Senators, again thanking you for the confi- 
dence implied in my being selected as your 
presiding officer, X will now entertain any mo- 
tion appropriate to the further organization of 
this body. 
I3Y TELEGRAPH 
-TO THE- 
EVENING PAPERS. 
Three J>ay» hater from Europe. 
New York. Jan. 4. 
The steamship Hermann, from Bremen via 
Southampton 20th, lias arrived. She experi- 
enced terrific gales throughout the passage. 
She passed the Allemauia oif the Needles. 
GREAT BRITAIN. 
Sir H. Storks and Mr. Roundell, Secretary 
to the Loyal Commission, also Mr. J. G. Gor- 
ham, Advocate Deputy for Scotland, who acts 
as counsel for the sufferers in the late outr 
break, sailed per steamer for Jamaica Dec. 10. 
Sir H. Storks has been appointed Governor of 
Jamaica. 
The Governor of Richmond Bridewell had 
been dismissed. 
The Lord Lieutenant of Ireland had re- 
fused to appoint a commission of inquiry into 
Stephen’s escape. 
The cattle plague was increasing. 
The Jamaica Commission was formed in 
order to watch the progress of official inquiry, 
and furnish Mr. Gordon and others with legal 
assistance. 
The London Times says McCulloch’s report 
to Congress Is a very able document. It is 
remarkable among similar American official 
documents, as being grounded on sound finan- 
cial principles. The most striktng point is his 
confidence hi inviting the action of the Exec- 
utive for a loan for funding the paper curren- 
cy. Whatever may be the cause of the finan- 
cial discussion, the current session of Congress 
will be watched by England, which is much in 
the same position. 
BELGIUM. 
Leopold II. took the constitutional oath be- 
fore both houses on the 17th. He made a 
speech, thanking foreigners for their sympa- 
thy. 
The Senate’s and Deputies’ address to the 
\7ing will express a desire for concord. 
j Wpooi, Dec. 20.—'The steamship City of 
Baltimore arrived at Queenstown hwlay. 
Mr Aftertv ftnnerly a captain m the Con- 
federate anny ana / subject of the United 
States, has been put on tr>al lor Fenianism at 
Cork. The judges held that his being an alien 
was fatal to the indictment, and the jury rend- 
ered a verdict of not guilty. 
The Grand Jury, at Cork, had indicted T. 
Duggan, O’Donovan, John Cassey, Jus. Moun- 
tain; and A- Nichols, Jr., for treason and 
felony. 
There has been a slight increase in the 
deaths from cholera in Baris, 
A treaty of commerce between England and 
Austria had been drawn up and would be 
signed immediately. 
Count Eubenberg, concerned in the innrder 
of Ott, Prince Alfred’s cook, had been sen- 
tenced to five and a half years’ confinement 
Pvt the question generally to your friends 
as to wh3t preparation they use for their teeth, 
and the response, nine times out of ten, will 
be, Sozodont. ’Tis no longer necessary to 
impress its mei its upon the public mind; ex- 
perience has taught the world that, as a means 
of beautifying and preserving the teeth, invig- 
orating the gums, and giving a pleasant aroma 
to the breath, it ha* no rival in either hem- 
isphere. 
BY TELEGRAPH, 
TO THE DAILY PRESS. 
Friday Morning, January 5, 1866, 
----- 
Legislative Union Nominations. 
State House, Augusta, 1 
January 4,1866. ) 
The following Union nominations were 
made by acclamation this evening by the 
Legislative Caucus: 
Secretary of State,—Ephraim Flint, Jr., of 
Dover. k 
Attorney General, — John A. Petere, ot 
Bangor. 
Treasurer,—N. G. Hiteliborn.of Stockton. 
Land Agent,—Isaac It. Clark, of Bangor. 
Adjutant General.—John L. Hodsdon, of 
Bangor. All are the present incumbents. 
The Councillor nominations are as follows: 
1st District, Marshall Pierce, of Saco; 2d Dis- 
trict, S. F. Perley, of Naples; 3d District, J. A. 
Porter, of Strong; 4tli District, Dennis Moore, 
of Anson; 6th District, E. W. Stetson, of 
Damariscotta; 6th District, H. Buggies, of 
Bingor; 7th District, E. G. Dunn, of Ashland. 
From Mexico. 
New Yobk, Jan. 4 
The steamer Vera Cruz, from Vera Cruz 
24th ult., and Havana 29tli, has arrived. 
The Empress had returned from Yucatan, 
arriving at Vora Cruz on the 20tli. The visi- 
is said to have been very satisfactory. 
The Imperialists claim to have gained an- 
other victory over the Republicans under Di- 
az, on the 4th ult., near Comitlila, in which 
the famous leader Thomas Sanchez is reported 
killed. 
Maximillian had appointed Don Laris Aroyo 
Assistant Secretary of Foreign Affairs, and 
Don Manual U. Cumha Reis exclusive Super- 
intendent of Introduction into Mexico of coo- 
lie laborers. 
Gen. Quitanilla and his private Secretary 
were assassinated on the 27th of November, 
on one of the highways, by the military escort, 
with the object of plunder. 
The Republicans have taken possession of 
the town of La Paz, Lower California. 
The announcement is made of the final 
prevalence of peace in the Department of La 
Sierra and Huastica. 
Eight hundred French troops, whose terms 
of service had expired, were to leave Vera 
Cruz on the 24th of December. The arri val 
of others from France was daily looked for. 
It is reported Maximillian’s Minister of For- 
eign Affairs recently stated that the only hope 
of the Imperial government rested on the suc- 
cess of its bonds in the London market. 
Destruction of a Steamer by Fire. 
Washington, Jan. 3. 
Assistant Secretary of the Treasury Chan- 
dler, Harvey and Waterston, have reached 
Wilmington, N. C. Their business is to ex- 
amine into the alleged cotton frauds in the 
South. 
Soon after midnight the Steamship Fairfax, of the Atlantic Steamship Company, lying at G Street wharf, was discovered to be on fire in 
the vicinity of the boiler. Efforts were at once 
made to suppress the dames. This, however, 
was unsuccessful. Shortly after one o’clock 
the bow and stern were enveloped in flames.— 
The presence of the steam engines gave some 
hope of saving a portion of the vessel, but how 
much is not yet ascertained. The Fairfax ar- 
rived yesterday afternoon from New York, and 
was laden with merchandise for Washington 
and Georgetown merchants. Fortunately all 
the freight had been taken off before the fire 
was discovered. A portion of the furniture 
and personal effects of the captain and crew 
were no doubt destroyed, although much was 
got off The vessel was valued at #75,000. 
from Washington. 
Washington, Jan. 4. 
It appears that the statement in relation to 
Romero, the Mexican minister, on the occa- 
sion of his visit to the Executive Mansion on 
the 1st of January, is incorrect. So tar irom 
the diplomatic corps having neglected him, as 
currently reported, it is now known that he 
not only agreeably converse.1 with the mons- 
ters whose governments have not, but with 
several of those whose governments have rec- 
ognized Maximillian’s government. The 
Spanish republics, and, it is believed, Russia, 
are also included in the former class. 
The steamer De Soto will return to Wash- 
ington with the Secretary and Assistant Sec- 
retary of State. The vessel will touch at Ha- 
vana, Vera Cruz, and at such other points as 
the Secretary may designate. 
The detail of the court for the trial of Capt. Semmes has not yet been prepared. In the 
mean time persons present at any capture of 
vessels by bim, are requested to report the' 
facts, with their names and address, to John 
A. Bolles, Esq., Naval Judge Advocate Gener- 
al, Washington. 
From Arizona. 
Sajt Fean cisco, Jan. 4. 
Advice3 from Fort Yuma, Arizona, state 
thot a large number of Mexican Refugees are 
assembling in that territory, preparatory to 
marching into Sonora, reinforced by the Cow- 
pas Indians. Nearly 200 Apaches had enter- 
ed the Mexican town of Somerita, and plun- 
pered the merchants in a merciless manner. 
The food at Fort Yuma was insufficient for 
the garrison. 
Snow storms had rendered the roads impas- 
sable. Prescott City was blockaded by snow, 
and the inhabitants threatened with starvar 
tion. 
A grand council of the Mariposa, Pinio, Mo- 
have and Y'uma Indians had been held for the 
purpose of forming expeditions against the 
Apaches. 
New Yorh Chamber of Commerce• 
New York, Jan. 4. 
At the regular meeting of the Chamber or 
Commerce, the Executive Committee reported 
&t the proposition made by the Boston of Trade, to hold a National Cotton 
Growing Conveuto devise means to secure an 
increased production of cotton in the Ufited 
States, and suggesting the propriety of gov- 
ernment interference. The Committee states 
that it is firmly pursuaded that any interfer- 
ence by the United States Government, save 
for the preservation of order and protection of 
relative rights of labor and capital, would mar 
rather than facilitate she production of cotton. 
Nor can they believe that a national conven- 
tion would be productive of beneficial results. 
The Committee believe the best means of ob- 
taining the desired end is to direct the atten- 
tion of capitalists to this promising field of 
profitable investment and leave it to their sa- 
gacity to secure the desired results. 
A Special Committee reported a memorial 
to Congress to extend the time fixed in the 
statues for the limitation for the collection so 
as to exclude the period of rebellion. 
Heavy Gales at Sea. 
New York, Jan. 4. 
The ship Ottawa, Capt. Archer, experi- 
enced a succession of terrific gales throughout 
the passage. Wm. Watson, seaman, and Wm. 
Duud, quartermaster, were both severely in- 
jured at the wheel, their ribs being broken. 
The sails, boats, hatchways, skids and every- 
thing on deck were washed away by heavy 
seas, which broke over her. It was nearly an 
hour before the hatch was secured, the men 
being repeatedly washed away, with hammer, 
nails, <fec., and the boatswain was seriously In- 
jured in the attempt. 
On the 23d ult. the gale reached its might. A tremendous sea swept the decks fore and 
aft, washing overboard Charles Dyson, fourth 
officer, William Collins, quartermaster, and 
John Munday, ordinary seaman, breaking the 
trysail, which struck Mr. Mitchell, first officer, 
breaking his shoulder, and injuring several 
others severely. 
The Fenian Congress. 
New Yoke, Jan. 4. 
The Fenian Congress to-day appointed a 
committee to confer with the Fenian Senate, 
and adopted a resolution directing the Presi- dent of the Senate to report directly to Con- 
gress. 
Mr. Roberts replied to the Committe who 
waited on him, that he did not recognize the legality of the Congress, but was willing the books and papers of the Senate should be ex- 
amined. 
Mr. Kiiliam’s finanancial report is ready for 
the Congress. 
Col, O’Mahoney s address was read to the 
Congress this afternoon. 
Col. Meehan has written an appeal to O’Ma- 
honey and Roberts to resign simultaneously. 
Rev. Dr. Cummiug, of Stephen’s (Catholic) 
Churoli, died suddenly to-day. 
From Mexico, 
New Yobs, Jan. 4. 
Mexican advices state that Gen. Ignacio 
Mendizaval has given in his adhesion to the 
Imperial cause. 
The Emperor Maximillian had sent the Em- 
press of the Frenoh a Mexican medal of merit 
in recognition of her noble example In visiting 
the cholera hoepitals of Paris, 
A religious ceremony was held at Guada- 
loupe Hidalgo on the 12tli ult. Fifty thousand 
persons were present, mostly Indians. The 
Emperor, Marshal Bazioe and the Minister of 
State also attended. 
Another Bank Defalcation. 
St. Aabans, Vt., Jan. 4. 
The singular disappearance ol Mr. Hnbbell, 
the cashier of the Wissisqui Bank of Sheldon, 
Vt., is at last accounted for. He turns out to 
be a defaulter in a large sum. The amount is 
stated as high as seventy-five thousand dollars. 
His embezzlements began years ago, but have 
been so covered by false entries anti false foot- 
ings as to elude observation until yesterday. 
Tbo accounts ol the affairs of the bank have 
to-day been examined by competent account- 
ants, and the assets are believed to be suffi- 
cient for the redemption of the bills. Bill- 
holders are so informed. 
Hubbell is reported to have been a fast and 
extravagant liver, his expenses exceeding those 
of almost any man in Franklin Oouuty. His 
whereabouts are still uuknown by the officers 
of the bank. 
Massachusetts Legislature, 
Fortress Monroe, Jan. 4. 
The brig Ida, from St. John for Baltimore 
lias arrrived here in distress. She went 
ashore on Smith Island on the 2d int. and 
filled with water. 
■ \ Washington, Jan. 4 
The inner works of the steamer Fairfax 
were almost entirely burned out, but the hull 
is not damaged. Loss estimated at $25,OCX). 
It is uncertain how the fire originated. 
Buffalo, N. Y., Jan. 4 
A dispatch has been received from Albany, 
saying that there is no hope of a reprieve for 
Camsigton the murderer. He is to be hung 
here to-morrow. 
Cleaveland, O , Jan. 4. 
The Ohio Fenian State Convention was 
held here on the 1st inst., and declared in fa- 
vor of Itoberts and Sweeney. 
Detroit Board of Trade, 
Deteoit, Mich., Jan. 4. 
At a meeting of the Board of Trade yester- 
day, Horace H. Day, of New York, spoke at 
length in favor of the Niagara Ship Canal. 
The Board passed resolutions, assuring Mr. 
Day of its co-operation, and appointed a com- 
mittee to conifer with the other boards of 
trade with a view to such joint action as shall 
give the country the benefit of Mr. Day’s sys- 
tem of transit, provided that it is considered 
the most leasable plan. 
A telegram, received here to-day from the 
Secretary of (he Treasury, says the act of De- 
cember 18 does not apply to American cattle 
transported from one point in the United 
States to another. There is no delay or ob- 
struction at this point to the shipment of live 
stock. •. 
‘From Capo Haytien. 
New York, Jan. 4. 
Advices from Hayti to Dec. 24 confirm the 
report of the bombardment of Cape Haytien 
and the rout of the rebels. The place was se- 
riously damaged. All foreigners in town took 
refuge on an American war vessel. A num- 
ber of prominent rebels fouud in the house of 
the British Consul were captured and shot. 
Another eatlrquake shock was felt at Porto 
Rico at midnight of the 10th of December. 
No serious damage was sustained. 
From St, Domingo* 
New ioBK, Jan. 4. 
Havana advices state that another another 
revolution has taken place in San Domingo, 
Gen. Balz is now President of the Republic, 
and President Cabral has accepted a military 
position under the government, under which 
Gen. Pedro Guiiluiio, who seems to have man- 
aged the whole affair, is the practical head. 
The revolution was peaceful. 
Disastrous JFier. 
Chicago, Jan. 4. 
A fire InJRacine, Wis., this afternoon, des- 
troyed the Racine House, Titus Block, the tel- 
egraph office, the Episcopal church, six or 
eight stores, and other property. Loss $100,- 
000. 
Death of Gerard Hallock. 
New Haven, Ct., Jan. 4. 
Gerard Hallock, the founder, anj for many 
years the proprietor of the Journal of Com- 
merce of New York, died in this city at 9.30 
this evening. He was 66 years of age. 
P(r«. 
Detkoit, Mich., Jan. 4. 
The woolen factory of It. Garndiner & Co., of Jonesville, Mich., was entirely destroyed by fire yester.iay. Loss 260,000; insured for 
$25,000 in the Hartford, Phoenix, Arctic anrl 
Manhattan companies. The factory will be 
rebuilt at once. 
New York Markets• 
_ New Yobk. Jan. 4. 
Cotton—steady; sales 2,509 Middling Uplands at 52 
® 53c. 
Flour—10 @ 15c lower; sales 7,200 bbls. of State at 10 ® 8 70; Round Hoop Oldo 8 SO @ 10 30; West- 
ern 7 40 ® 8 75; Southern, sales 8 50 bbls. at 900 @ 15 00; Canada, sales 350 bbls. at 18 35 @ 11 25. Wheat—2 @ 3c lower; sales 2,000 bushels Amber Canada at 2 40. 
Corn—lcjowei! sales 36,000 bushels Mixed West- 
ern at 94$e. 
Oats—quiet. 
Beef—more active. 
Pork—lower; sales 835 bbls. new Mess at 29 371 ffi 29 873. 
Lard—lower; sales 1,250 bbls. at 151® 183c. Whiskey—dull; sales 50 bbls. Western at 2 26® 
2 28. 
Sugars — firmer; sales 750 libds. on private terms; Porto Kioe 133c.; Muscovado 111 ®t23; Havana, 
2,150 boxes atl2jc. 
Naval Stores—dull. 
Petroleum—dull; sales 100 bbls. crude at 38c; 1,500 bbls. .etlned, bonded, at 60. 
Freights to Liverpool—dull. 
Stock Markets, 
0 
New York, Jan. 4. 
Second Board.—Stocks steady. 
Amei lean Gold. 143| United States coupon Sixes, 1881, ex. in.,.104* United States 5-20,1865...T..105 
Treasury 7 3-10.98| United States one year Certificates, new issue_984 Missouri ix . 78| 
Canton Company.45* 
Cumberland Coal Co. 45 
Chicago and Rock I sland.1082 New York Central. 97 
•Rri .962 
Hudson.,108| Read"ng.1064 
Michigan Southern .74I 
Cleveland and Pittsburg. 852 
Chicago Markets. 
___ .. Chicago, Jan. 4. Flour—dull. 
Wheat—active at a decline of 4 @ 3Ac; sales at 1 24J 
@ 1 26 for No. 1, and 89 @ 89$c lor No. 5. 
Com—dull at 45c for No. 1. and 38c for No. 2. 
Oat dull at 25 ig} 25£c. 
High Wines—advanced lc; sales at 218 @ 218$. Provisions—active; mess pork declined 50c; sales 
at 9.5 50 @ 26 00: clear pork 30 00. 
Green Hams lower: sales at 15 00 @ 15 25. 
Lard—£c lower: sales at 16$ ® 17c. for steam, and. 
174for kettle rendered. 
Hogs—Dressed hogs 25 @ 50c lower; sales at 10 05 
@ 10 50. 200 live hogs at 8 50 @ 9 50. 
Receipts — 3,800 bbls. of flour, 26,000 bushels of 
wheat, 19,000 bushels of com, 20.000 bushels of oats, 
15.000 hogs. 
Shipments-3,800bbls. flour; 1,600 bushels wheat, 
6.000 bushels oats. * 
Cincinnati Markets. 
Cincinnati, Jan. 4. 
Flour— unchanged. 
Wheat—shade lower. 
Hogs-unsettled; prices nominal at 12 00; receipt* 
13,600. 
Mess Fork—nominal and offered at 29 00. 
Green Meats—dull and upward; hides atlScfbr prime. 
Lard—dull; prime 18c. 
Whisker—steady at 2 24. 
Gold 142}. 
Review of the Cotton Market. 
New Orleans, Jan. 3. 
Mill Bros. & Co.*s cotton report of December 20th 
says: 
Our advices from all points confirm us in the opin- 
ion that the estimates of the total supply given in our last circular were not too high, inclining ua to outside 
figures, viz.: 2,100,000 bales. The course of trade 
has been a good deal changed by want of the custom- 
ary rise in the rivers. Instead of the receipt of 100,- 000 bales weekly, the average has been restricted to 
60.000 bales. Information now from all points is that 
the rivers are rapidly rising, and the receipts are al- 
ready ou an increasing scale. 
Receipts here and at Mobile for the weeks ending December 15th, were 22,1G9 bales; December 22dl 
35,084 bales, and December 29th. 27,20' bales, 
Receipts at all points, and the cotton forwarded 
North, already amount to 1,369.00. bales, thus con- 
troverting Secretary McCullock*s*}stimate of 1,300,- 000 bales for the entire supply of old and new. There are no signs of a serious falling off in the re- 
ceipts at any point, and the effect of the rise in the 
rivers will be to protract the delivery of the staple to 
a comparatievlv late day. The question rises, will 
not the strength of the large holdera at Mobile and 
N*w York be exhausted before the first felling oft' 
takes place; and can that strength continue if cotton 
continues to be piled up in tho poris. Already the 
stock held at the leading points exceeds 500,000 bales, and is daily increasing; whereas the total foreign 
exp rts since the first of September, amount to only 
300.000 bales. Down to the latest dates liom all 
points, so 1'nr as the present indications can be trvst- 
ed, they think it not unreasonable to anticipate a 
crop lor 180(1 and 18C7, of 1,500 000 to 1,800,000 bales: 
whereof not less than one-lialr will be obtained in the 
country, or say 230,000 bales from the Atlantic States 
and Florida, and 1.3000,000 to 1,500,000 bales from 
the other Southern States. 
Cotton quiet; sales 3,200 bales at 51 for middtlng. Gold 144£. Checksion New York £c discount. 
Commercial. 
[Per steamship Hermann at New York.] 
LIVERPOOL COTTON »%ET, Dec. 20,-Cot- 
ton steady and unchanged sales on Monday and 
Tuesday 17,000 bales, including 5,000 to speculators 
ami oxiiorters. 
LIVERPOOL BREADSTUFFS MARKET, Dec. 
JO.—Flour dull ;wd oasier. Wheat quiet and steady. 
t171 mixed 20b 0d @ 80s 6d. LIVERPOOL PROVISIONS MARKET, Dec. 20.— 
and steady. Pork inactive and un- 
®aoon very dull and easier. Lard dull and 
UnvRlxJallow inactive and steady, aJ»t2«SSK:>I^PROI)UC'e MARKET, Dec. 20.— Ashes stead^ j Potg ^aR rffi 42h 0d; Pear’s 39s. Sugar q Ooffeoquio'- Rice no sales. Lin- 
inlrit.8^.1 011 qolct and Steady. Resin steady. ^Plrl'f Turpentti» stpall sales at 21s tor French, Petroleum rett^ud Sb 2d Ur is 4d 
loni>QN money market,Tieo. 20,-Consois closed at 87$ 87$ for money. 
AMERICAN SECURITIES—The latest saIas watm 
assRas^if* **•*'** 
Miscellaneous. 
QUARTERLY REPORT 
-OF THE- 
Merchants* National Bank 
Of Portland, January 1*1, 1866* 
Dr. 
Loan and Stocks,.$477,545 GO 
Real Estate. &,082 87 
Due lrorn other Banks, 54,516 37 
U. S. Bonds aud Securities,. 350,200 00 
State and National Bank Bills,.-. 27,830 00 
U. S. Notes and Currency,. 84,648 2S 
Specie.... 1,865 60 
Cash it ms,. 45,847 02 
$1,068,535 70 
Cr. 
Capital Stock,.$300,000 00 
Protit and Loss,.... 43,414 31 
Circulation. 45,000 00 
Due other Banks,. 76,537,54 
Deposits,. 603,583 85 
$1,063,535 70 
CHAS. PAYSON, Cashier. 
State of Maine* 
Cumberland, ss.— 
Portland. January 3, 1866. Personally ap- 
peared Charles Pay son, Cashier, and made oath 
to the truth of the above statement by him signed, 
according to the best ot his knowledge and beliel. 
Before me, H. ILSLEY, 
Jan 4—d3t J ustice of Peace. 
QUARTERLY REPORT 
—OF THE — 
Casco National Bank of Portland. 
Jaaaar j 1, 1866. 
• LIABILITIES. 
Capital Stock. 800,000 60 
Profit and Loss,. 152,813 82 
Circulation,. 272,000 00 
Deposits,. 078,687 11 
Due other Banks,. 3,671 46 
Outstanding circulation, Casco Bank. 166,811 00 
$2,062,983 39 
BESOUBCES. 
Notes Discounted,. 1,009,929 20 
U. S Securities,. 622,700 00 
Cash Items,. 32,831 00 
Notes of other Banks,. 11,419 00 
Specie and other Lawful Money,. 164,919 10 
Real Estate,..... 10,000 00 
Due from other ranks,. 221,185 09 
$2,062,983 39 
Jan 4—d3t 
Quarterly Statement 
-OP THE- 
Canal National Bank 
Of Portland, January, 1866. 
LIABILITIES. 
Capital Stock. #00 000 
Circula'ion. . 331 915 
Deposits,.1. 538 06141 
State Bank. Circulation,. 140 $80 
Profits,. 119 353 18 
Due to Banks,... 7 514 02 
$1 737 748 61 
ASSETS. 
Loan... $835 736 32 
Real Estate,. 500 
Cask Items,. .. 21 147 46 
Due from Banks. 27 109 16 
U. S. Securities,. 703 278 #» 
Lawful Money. 149 977 
$1 737 748 61 
B. C. SOMERBP, Cashier. 
Jan 4—dlt 
Dissolution of_Copartnership. 
THE copartnership heretofore existing under the firm and Btyle of 
TYLER, RICE <£ SONS, 
is tlits ilar dissolved by mutual consent. The affairs 
of the late firm will be settled by N. W.RICE & CO.. 
171 Congress St., Boston, and they are authorized to 
sign the name of the firm in llnni'Wi-'". 
SAMUEL TYLEB, 
N. C. RICE, 
N. W. RICE, 
ALEXANDER TYLER, 
E. L PICKARD. 
Boston, July 1, 1863. 
Copartnership. 
The undersigned have this day formed a copart- 
I ncrship under the firm and style of 
N. W. BICE & CO., 
For the purpose ot continuing the Hide, Leather and 
Coramimon Business heretofore conducted by TY- 
LER, RICE & SONS, 171 Congress St., Boston. 
N. W. RICE. 
E. L. PICKARD. 
Boston, Jany 1, 1806, ja4dlm 
—.. n 
Notice. 
I The Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of the 
I Machias Water Power and Mill Company^ 
! will be held at the United States Hotel in Portland, 
l on Wednesday, the 24th day of January inst., at 3$ 
o’clock, P. M., lor the choice of a Board o* Di- 
I rectors for the ensuing year, and such other offi- 
cers as the By-Laws of the Company require; and 
lor the transaction of such other business as shall le- 
gally come before them. 
IGNATIUS SARGENT, Clerk. 
Machias, January 4,1866. iseod2w 
An End to All Things! 
There will soon be an end to the use oi the then- 
sand and one articles now in use for the hair, com- 
posed of Lac Sulphur, and Sugar of Lead, Castor 
Oils, and Alcohol, ruinous to health as well as to the 
hair. 
I am satisfied (after an experience of twenty-five 
years in the Hair-Dressing business) I have discov- 
ered a medicine that will 
Cure all Diseases of the Scalp. 
There is no Oil nor Alcohol in my 
Hungarian Balm! 
And yit it will keep the hair moist longer than any 
article composed of oil; by four applications it will 
stop the hair from falling off; In the worst casos oi 
lover in forty-eight hours. To be had at 
74 Middle StM Cor. of Exchange St., upstairs. 
SSfAgents wanted in every town in the State. 
All orders promptly attended to. 
Address, 
J. M. TODD, 
Jan 4—eod4w Portland, Maine. 
SMITH & REED, 
Counsellors at Law, 
62 Exchanse Street, 
Portland' Me* 
MANASSEH SMITH. THOMAS B. BE ED. 
ja4dtf 
For Sale. 
KAA AAA FT. HACMETACK PLANK 
UUU UUU and TIMBER, for sale by 
C. S. CLARK, Agent, 
Smith's Wharf. Portland, Me. 
Jan 4—dim 
Dissolution of Copartnership. 
THE copartnership heretofore existing under the firm of 
Randall Woodbury, 
is this day dissolved by mutual consent, and the busi- 
ness of the firm will be settled at the old stand by 
either of the partners. 
J. F. RANDALL, 
W. H. WOODBURY, 
JOHN RANDALL. 
Portland, January 1, 1886. 
The undersigned will oontinne the business at the 
store lately occupied by Randall & Woodbury, un- 
der the firm ot RANDALL BROS. 
J. F. RANDALL, 
JOHN RANDALL. 
J an 4—d3w 
W. JB. WOOD BUSY, 
LATE of the firm of Randall & Woodbury, is ad- mitted a member ot our firm from this date. 
Style ol firm hereafter to bo 
HARRIS, WOODBURY & ATWOOD. 
HARRIS, ATWOOD ft CO. 
January 1.1889. ja4d3w 
J. H. DRAPER, Auctioneer. 
United States Cotton Sale. 
JOIOf H. DRAPER & CO* 
WILL SELL 
On Tuesday, January 9lli, 1866, 
AT 1 O’CLOCK P. M.. 
At the Exchange Salesroom, 
111 BROADWAY, N. Y„ 
By order of 
SIMEON DRAPER, U. S. Cotton Agent, 
About 3500 Bales 
UPLAND and 
GULF COTTON 
The above Cotton has been classed and sampled 
by G. W. Amory, and may be seen In the bale at 
the Government Stores, Atlantic Deck and Conti- 
nental Stores, Brooklyn, and by sample at the office 
of the Auctioneers, No. 3C Pine St., New York, 
two days before the sale. 
Jan 4—sitd 
To Let, 
CtIHGLE and Suits ol Booms furnished or un- O Airoisbed to let, with or without board, a#j It 
Bespeomble^toansient boarders aeeommodsted. 
Entertainments. 
TO BE BE JPEATMK> / 
THE 
B. F. C. 
Will repeat the comedy o( the 
THE LITTLE TREASURE! 
This Thursday Eve’ng, Jan. 4, 
-AT- 
CUM MINOS’ HALL, 
No* 3 Free Street Block» 
And to complete the entertaiument will be presented 
the comic pantomine ot 
THE COOPERS! 
Tickets 25 eta. Doors open at 7J—Performance to 
commence at 8 o’clock. ja4dlt 
CITY HALL. 
ONE NIGHT ONLY I 
SATURDAY EVENING, Jan. 6th. 
Grand Matinee Saturday Afternoon 
At 3 o'clock. Doors open at 21 o'clock, at which 
Children will be admitted for 10 cts. each. 
SCOTT’S SPLENDID TABLEAUX 
—OF THE- 
STREETS OF BOSTON, 
By Daylight and Gaslight- 
Comprising Forty Tableaux Paintings, representing 
the Different Steps cf Crime, and the Mysteries and 
Miseries of the City. Painted from accurate Photo- 
graphic Views, by the celebrated artists Mosses. R. 
& W. Pearson, and presenting a grand Moral and 
Instructive Lesson to both old and young. 
Admission 30 cts; Children 13 cts. Reserved Seats 
50 cts. 
Doors open at 7—to commence at 7} o'clock. 
Jan 4—o3t 
Grand Festival and Fair 
FOB TWO NIGHTS/ 
Monday and Tuesday Evenings, 
January 8th and 8th, 
IN CITY HALL, 
The central church society wtn hold the Festival and Fair, for which they have been 
ftreparing for soige months past, on the above even ugPt—giving two entertainments of a new and high- 
ly pleasing character, and unsurpassed by anything 
Gt offered. No pains or expense have been spared their arrangement, and none will be in their pres- 
entation. Among the most prominent leatu es may 
be mentioned an “OLD FOLK'S CONCERT,” in 
“Ye ancient Costume,” by a large choir of the best 
musical talent: an ORATORIO, TABLEAUX, ani 
Instrumental Music. These entertainments are un- 
der the charge of ladios and gentlemen who have had 
large experience in matters of this kind. 
There will be an entile change in the entertain- ment of Tuesday evening, unless otherwise spec- ially requested. On Monday evening, the leading 
matters presented will be the “Old F. Ik’s Concert’* 
and Oratorio; on Tuesday evening, the Tableaux, 
&c. A more definite programme will be given here- 
after. 
THE FAIR.—Tables will be arranged In the 
hall for the sale of a large and choice variety of FAN- 
CY AND USEFUL ARTICLES. 
REFRESHMENTS.—Tables will be spread, at 
which all the edibles usually found on such occasions 
may be procured. 
AlinQUARIAN SUPPER.—At 0 o’clock, an An- 
tiquarian Supper Room will be thrown open, where 
the “Old Polks” will be pleased to furnish their fronds with a “hot Supper, consisting of all those 
good and substantial things of “Ye ancient days.” 
MUSIC BY CHANDLER’S BAND. 
TICKETS—Adults, 25 els; children 15cts; for sale 
at the stores of V. C. Hanson. Middle t., Elliot & 
McCallar, Market Square, Wilson & Millett, Con- 
gress St., an 1 G. A V. L. Gallison, Gray St. 
Jan 2—dtd. 
SOCIAL ASSEMBLIES 
Given under the direction of 
EX. AMERICA HOSE 1. 
As this is their fivst Coarse of Dances, no pains 
will be spared to make them pleasant and agreeable 
to all who a tend. These Dances will be given 
Every Tuesday Evening, 
-AT- 
MECHANICS’ HALL, 
Commencing Dec. Stli, 18GB, 
Continuing each Tuesday Evening *ix week*. 
Under the direction of the following 
COMMITTEE OF ARRANGEMENTS: 
Pres. Chan. E. Chase, Tr-aa. Claudia* Lane, 
Vice Pres. Geo. W. Pridhain,Edwin Rice, 
Sec. John W. Lane, Fred. A.Drinkwater, Jr. 
Tickets to the Course, $4.00 
Single Tickets, 75 
Gallery Tickets, 25 
To be had ot the Committee of Arrangement* and 
at the door. 
Clothing Checked Free. 
Suit By Chandler’, fill Quadrille Bui 
Dancing to commence at 8 o'clock. 
Nov. 28—Gwtt&B 
SEVENTH ANNUAL SALE! 
C. K. BABBS. 
ENTIRE STOCK OP 
WINTER GOODS 
TO BE SOLD 
CHEAP! 
_ t 
Poplins, Thibets, 
All Wool Delaines, 
Black and Colored Alpaccas, 
Bright Plaids, 
Shirting Flannels, 
4&C* , <0 Cm 
Look for Prices 
-AT- 
CYRUS K. BABB’S, 
9 Clapp’s Block. 
Jan3eodtt 
NOW FOR BARGAINS! 
Notwithstanding the Into rise in 
COTTON GOODS,' 
LEACH, BARTLETT k PARKER, 
Are offering, for a FEW DATS, 
Fine Bleached Cottons tor 27 cents. 
Best 4-4 Bleached Cottons for 32 
Best 9-8 Bleached Cottons Tor 40 “ 
Best 5-4 Bleached Cottons for 42 
Fine 4-4 Brown Cottons for 28 
Fine 9-8 Brown Cottons for 30 
Nice all Wool Grey Twilled Flannel 40 
Nice all Wool Bed Twilled Flannel 40 
Heavy Cotton Flannel 37$ « 
Heavy all Wool Casslmere 31.00 
Heavy all Wool Beaver 3.75 
Heavy Union Beaver 2.7# 
Plaid Dress Goods 25 cents. 
Good Style Cloaks from $7 to $12 
Good Kid Gloves 31.12}. 
All our 
WORSTED GOODS 
A T COST* 
And we have 
arked D own 
our entire Stock of 
DRESS GOODS, 
in tbe same proportion. 
The Price* are all Marked on the Goode, 
in Plata Figaro. 
Please Call 
and See for Yenroeiveo. 
They are really CHEAPER than the preient 
wholesale pricks. 
No. 5 Deering l?;lock. 
Congress Street. 
Dec 22—d2w 
Miscellaneous. 
Sound the Glad Tidings! 
CHRISTMAS IS COMING, 
-AND- 
DEY GOODS ARE TUMBLING I 
FANCY GOODS ARE TUMBLING 1 
SKIRT GOODS ARE TUMBLING! 
CLOAKS ARE TUMBLING I 
HOOP SKRITS ARE TUMBLING! 
EVERY THING MUST TUMBLE! 
Any assertions to the contrary are ground ! 
If yon have any doubta read the foUowing Price 
List and they wUlbe dispelled. 
We Commence the Slaughter 
-ON- 
HOSIERY. 
100 doz. all wool Hose, ladles, 20 gauge, 45o pr. 
100 doz. Childrens* Balmoral, 4 sizes, 1 Oc pr. 
HOOP SKIRTS ! 
Here ia Where we Put the Knife in. 
30 Hoops, 3 In. Tape, < tapes, heavy wire, 
tor 1.46 former price 2*00 
30 Hoops,3 in., Corset and Skirt combined, 
ibr 1.50 farmer price 2.25 
30 Hoops 1J, Corset and Skirt combined, 
for 1.25 former price 1.75 
Knit Goods, Knit Goods! 
Sentiment Keep Tear Teaiper 1 
The/ Hast be Sold Prior to Stook Taking! 
SHAWLS, 
SHAWLS. 
SO do* Shawls, large size, slightly damaged, 
for 1.70, worth 4.00 
SO doz Son tags, with Frluge, choice goods, 1.00 each. 
SO doz •• “ « 90c each 
SO doz hand made, German wool, 
choice goods, 1.50 each 
HOODS, 
HOODS, 
HOODS. 
60 4n. Heed., Woven, .lightly damaged, 
50c each, wcrth 1.00 
60 das. Heads, Nubias, choice goods, 
95c each, wcrth 1.50 
KID GLOVES, KID GLOVES. 
A few more left Emb. Backs, 76c pr. 
•Just Received ! 
A Splendid Assortment of hand-made Shawls 
Hoods Bad Santags* 
Sy Don't allow anything jealous neighbors can 
say to prevent yon from calling. Copy the number 
and call 11 for nothing more than to see the great dif- 
ference between our prices and others. 
FITZGESA1D & HU, 
148 & 150 Middle St, 
Maaafaetsrar. afHaap Skirts fc Carsate* 
Dec 19—dtf 
1865. 1866. 
CHRISTMAS 
The New Year. 
Ml. 
“flood bye the old ywr,” welcome the 
new. 
High prices are foiling, which is bad for 
the few who speculate on the wants at the 
many who need the riches at Crasus, 
or what is better, the oil of Petroleum’s 
vast cave, for under the soil, to pay the 
high prices which ruled the past year. 
But that ^ood times are coming, is yet 
very clear, tor ANDERSON still la found 
at 26 Harket Square. 
Good News for the Ladies 
< 
JttOOP SKIRTS, 
O O R B 3B T S ! 
^Marlied Down 
FORTY •PER CENT., 
— 
ANDERSON’S, 
Skirt and Corset Store! 
26 MARKET SQUARE. 
,.*U : \ i f !. 4r 
BARGAINS, BARGAINS, BARGAINS 
— nr- 
Skirts and Corsets t 
A GOOD HEAVY SPRING HOOP SKIRT 
FOR ONE DOLLAR! 
High Prices have Got a Dig in the Ribs! 
30 Spriag» extra wide Tape Skirt Mli 
f«rner price 9*25* 
Speculators and Monopolisers are feeling 
very queer. 
BO dozen Superior Colored Corsets 
One Dollar a pair. 
French Patters. Corsets 1.50 a pair. 
A GREAT BARGAIN! 
French Combination Corsets at 
Reduced Prices! 
DRESS ELEVATORS! 29 ct8. per Set 
No Indy should be without them. 
or THE TRADE SUPPLIED, fl 
Ladles, call and be convinced ; we sell nothing but 
the very beat quality of goods, and can and will sell 
them cheaper th an any house In the trade. 
ANDER80N>S 
Skirt and Corset Store, 
96 MARKET SQUARE, 
i GEO. ANDERSON, Agent. 
' Dee ab-disu 
_M iscelianeous. 
NEW~GOODS ! 
-FOR THE- ; 
HOLIDAYS. 
ELDEN&WHITMAN, 
5 Free Street Block, 5, 
Have juft received and are now opening a large as- 
sortment of Goods suitable for 
Holiday Gifts, 
Embracing many new and Choice Stylet in 
Lace Trimmed, Embroidered, 
And Fancy Handkfs., 
Ladies', Gents’, and Childrens’; Hemstitched and 
(Mured Bordered, together with plain Linen 
Cambric do. in all grades. An Elegant 
Assortment of 
Embroideries, 
Including Lroe, Cambric and Valence ones Sots, Col- 
lars and Sleeves, Plain and Embroidered Linen Sets, 
Collars and Colls. Also, a Adi assortment of 
Gloves and Hosiery, 
Black Lace Veils 
In all qualities, together with a carefully so- 
lected Stock of 
Soaps and Perfumery! 
For the Toilet, which we offfer at 
One Priee, and No Variation ! 
We are THIS DAT opening an inrolce ol those 
elegant and desirable 
Plaid Poplins, 
In Winter Colors. Also a full line of 
Poplins and Thibets! 
In Wine Colon, together with a complete atock of 
SILKS, 
SHAWLS, 
CLOAKS, 
Fancy Dress Goods, 
A.LPLACCA.S, 
And Mourning Goods 1 
We would call attention to oar stock oi 
BLANKETS, 
OP THE BEST QUALITIES, 
At the Lowest Prices; and a lull assortment of 
WOOLENS, 
FLANNELS, 
HOUSE-KEEPING GOODS I 
In all their varieties. 
QT* We confidently Invite the attention ol the 
Ladies to the above stock, which we offer strictly at 
One Price. 
ELDEN & WHITMAN, 
5 Free St. Block. 
December 19, IMS. dtt 
USEFUL AND ORNAMENTAL ! 
WHAT MORE APPROPRIATE FOB 
HOLIDAY (LEFTS 
JjvJrfflflUorlv JAfSU! I AX A 
THAR A SET OF 
SPLENDID FURS! 
OB BEAUTIFUL 
Fur Cap, Collar or Gloves 
SUCH AS ABB 
NOW OPENING 
AT 
SHAW BROTHERS’, 
136 and 138 Middle Street, 
PORTLAND, MAINE. 
December 21.1865, edJw 
Copartnership. 
rpHE undersigned have this day formed a Copart- X nership for the transaction at a 
General Commission Business, 
under the name and firm ot 
CHURCHILL, BROWNS k HINSON. 
J. B. BROWN la a special partner In the bouse, 
and has contributed Sevrnty-Fiyh Thousand 
Dollar* to its capital. 
Jas. M. Chubobill, 
Phillip Hhnby Brown, 
John Marshall Brown, 
B. T. Hanson. 
Portland, January 1,1866. Janldlm. 
Bradstreet’s Rubber moulding 
ASD 
Weather Stripe! 
ARE warranted when property applied to Doan and Windows to effectually exclude the Wind, 
Dust, Rain, Snow and damp. It Is to more desira- 
ble than doable windows, and afforded at one-fcms*h 
the cost. It has never In a single Instance failed to 
give satisfaction—and peifect satisfaction is guaran- 
teed or the money will bereftmdeJ. 
Persons who consult their interest will not tail to 
have it applied to their Dwellings not only aa regards 
health ana comfort, but as a matter of economy, foi 
in a room requiring to he constantly wanned it will 
in a single season save one-half tho ftiel that woul 
otherwise be required to make the appartmeat com- 
fortable. 
Every one interested arc invited to call at No. 
SO FEDERAL ST., INVENTOR’S EXCHANGE, 
and satisfy themselves of its practical utility. 
Orders for the Weather Strip* and Mouldings so- 
licited—wUI be fitted to ho twees if desired. 
Parties in the State desiring large or small quanti- 
ties of 
Weather Stripe sat M«Uia|i! 
Wffl please address the undersigned, through whom 
all orden will be filled for the State of Maine: 
when sent by Express Companies C. O. D. In all 
other oases the money must accompany the order. 
Agents Wanted throughout the State. Infor- 
mation will be given in regard to terms upon applica- 
tion by letter or In person. 
WHlTtnr t SHEPARD, 
80 Federal Street, Portland, Me., 
Gen. Agents Maine. 
Nov 28— :13th 
PRICE CURRENT 
India Rubber Boots and Shoes! 
-AT- 
HALL’S 
India Rubbsr Emporium, 
147 MIDDLE STREET. 
ALL FIRST QUALITY. 
Men's Rubber 0Ter-8hoes 81.40 per pair 
Women’s Rubb-r Over-Shoes 1,10 per pair 
Misses’ Rubber Over-Shees .80 per pair. 
Men’s Rubber Boots 5.50 per pair. 
Women’s Bubber Boots, 2 76 per pair. 
Misses’ Rubber Boots 2.25 per pair. 
Beys’ Rubber Boots 3 50 per pair. 
Youths' Rubber Boots 3.00 per pair. 
Alio, Rubber Good* repaired In a neat and eub. 
• tan tial manner, 
VT Don’t target the number of the new Rabbet 
Store, H7 Middle Street. decSOdSw 
Auction Sales 
E. M. PATTEN, Auctioneer, 16 Exchange Stre^^® 
Real Estate at Auction. 
ON MONDAY, 8th January, at 12 it., on th- erein men, No 1x3 Cbng.est, near W a. bluet n St will be so d the thr< e-storied woo n builui. g with ■tore in front, and brick basement, togeibfr with 
out-buildings and lan i. Lot about 37x39. House 
contains 18 finished rooms; plenty of water on the 
premises. For particulars call on the auc.ioueer. 
Ifi' Sale positive. JaA.ui 
KDW. M. PATTEN, Auctioneer, IS Exchange St. 
Household Furniture at Auction. 
ON WEDNESDAY, 10lh January, at 10 A. M., Vernon Court, ne r St. Lukes Church, w.II b« 
eni1/? fur*dlure of a larnily breaking up, *?“*}}**?•. °* Sof*» Bureaus, Tables, Chairs, Wash- 
‘w0™’ V*1**^! Bails, Be ding. Crockery and Oiaaa Wn. store-, klicben Furnhurc, Ac. 
octave in wioX° «■Sf’ ^ by J' dw"d*> * 13 
Jan 4—dtd 
E. M. PATTEN, AUCTIONEER, 18 Eacliaage St 
Remainder of a Grocer’s Stock at 
Auction. 
Ohi FRIDAY, Jan. 5th, at 10A M., Coffee?; Teas* Spices; Starch; Mustard; Molasses; beef; Soan: Herring; Onions; Pickles; Tobacco; Ka.ls; Boots- Tubs; Pans; Firkins; Platform and Counter Scales: 
De^k; Measures; Pumps; Stove, Ac.,—All prime articles. JanJkitd 
Brick Stores on Commercial Street 
at Auction. 
ON THURSDAY, Janua.y 18th. at 1? o'clock M., on the premises, the lour story brick stores num- 
bered 93 and SS, situated on tie nor.htrly side of Commercial Street, opposite Thomas' Block. Those 
stores ere substantially built, exceedingly well locat- 
ed fbr business purposes, and very desirable for In- 
vestment. 
They will be sold separately or together, either for 
eeut or upon favorable terms of payment. 
For particulars, apply to the Auctioneers, 
HENRY BAILEY <Se CO., Auctioneers. 
Jansdtd 
Pews at Auction. 
mHE auction sale of Pews in the Congress Square A “t‘nd adjourned to next SATURDAY EVENING at 7 o’clcci 
Par ties desiring to rent pews lor the current year, will make their selections from the unsold pews at the dose of the sale. 
Jan. 1.1866.—dtd 
Horses, Carriages, Sleighs, &c., 
AT AUCTION l 
WE shall sell Horses, Carriages, Sleighs, RoUa, HarDetect, &c., 
Every Saturday at 11 o’clock A. M., 
At Forest City Stable, eo’ner Federal and Lime Sts., where Carriages can be stored aud Horses boarded if 
desired, previous to or after the tale. 
These sales will be under cover, and bold without 
regard to weather. 
HEN RY BAILEY A Co., Auctioneers. 
Dee 14—dtf 
Valuable Beal Estate ut Auction. 
ON SATURDAY, January 6lh, at 3 o’cltck P. M, we shall sell the two-st ry brick House No. 23 
Cotton Street. Also the two-story wo> oden House No. 33 on the adjoining lo Three boutes are in good order, centrally located and desirable. Term- ne. 
half cash, balance in one and two years—interest 
semi-annually—secured by mortgage. Two hundred 
dollars purchase money will be required at time of •Ate* 
HENRY BAILEY A Co., Auctioneers. 
Dec 22—did 
Auction IVotice. 
AAA OF the Third Mortgage Bond* 
ol the An>lroecog^ n Italircad 
Company' wdl be eold at auction at the office of J. 
C. WOODMAN, In Portlai (1, on the Eleventh clay of 
January, 1666, at ten o'clock A. M. 
Dec Jo, 1 65. dc27td 
Valuable Real Estate at Auction. 
f\N SATURDAY, January 13, at 3 o'clock, P, M., 
on tbe premises, we shall sell the valuable 
THREE STORY U111CK HOUSE, No. 14 Blow at. 
This House ia finished throughout and Is in thor- 
ough repair. Oood cellar, good water, pleasantly 
and centrally located, and desirable a* a residence. 
At 3Jro’cloc kwe shall a 11 the two-story brlc k house 
No. 23 Fore sir et. This house is also well Mushed, 
convenient, nd In good tepair. It is near the Port- 
land Co.’s w orks, the Grand Trunk Depot, and the 
Boston boats, and most increase In value. 
dc27 ts HENRY BAILEY « CO., Auot’rs. 
AUCTION SALE 
—OF— 
• 
Valuable Dwelling House Property 
ON DANFORTH STREET. 
PURSUANT to a license from the Cour of Probat for Cumberland Countv, the subscriber, as trus- 
tee, under the will of Samuel Rider, deceased, will 
offer for sale, at Public Auction, on WEDNESDAY, 
the 31st dav of January, 1866, at 11 o’clock In tbe fore- 
noon, on the premises, the valuable bouse lot, with double dwelling house thereon, situaled on the south 
side of Danfbrth Street, In Portland, near Maple 
Street, owned and occupied by Samuel Elder in his 
Ule time. 
Tbia lot la about fifty-flvo leet wide on the street, and about cigbty-seven leet wide on tlie rear Une, and 
averages about one hundred twenty-four feet In depth, 
containing in all very near y 8.7( 0 square feet. Besides the dwelling house there Is a joiner’s shop 
on tbe premises, about 15 by 30 fee t, two stoil. • high. 
Tbe vacant land is lavorably arranged tor the site 
of additional buildings. 
A plan of the lot may be seen at tbe office of P, 
Barney, S4J Middle Street, and the houses may be ex- 
amined on any week day, between two and three 
o’clock P. M. 
The bu Id lugs are in good condition, roeseeslon 
may be hail aa soon as the sale is peructed. Title 
made satlslhctory. 
Terms—Cash, 
SABAH S. ELDER, Trustee, 
HENRY BAILEY & C% Auct’ra. 
December 28, 1865. dec30 2aw3w 
For Sale at Auction. 
THE convenient and commodious Hotel on Main Street.: ac», better known as the “Saco House 
will be sola at public auction, at ten o'clock A. M., 
an —- the — -day of January next, unless 
previously disposed of at private sale. 
The house hae been kept for the last few years by Buhls M. Lord. Possession given 16th July 1666. For particulars enquire of 
Dr. J E. h. KIMBALL, Saco, Or, ISAAC DYER, No. U Union Wharf. Portland, 
Dec 30—dtd 
A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF 
Painted Chamber Sets, 
At price* ranging irom f3S to 9«0; Just received and 
for sale by by 
BURROUGHS' St HUDSON, 
Jsddtl No. 4 Free St. Block. 
MEDICAL ELECTRICITY 
DR. W. N. DEM1NG, 
!M!edical Electrician, 
174 MIDDLE STREET, 
Vmmrly OffMiM tbs United Slate* Hotel/ 
WHERE he would rsspscttuUy announce to the eitixen* or Portland and vicinity, that he has 
penuanentiy located In thia city. During the two 
yean w* have been In this city, we have cured tonic 
ol the wont forms of disease In persons who have 
tried other Hums ot treatment In vain, and curing 
patients in so short a time that the question is often 
asked, do they Stay cured? To answer this question 
we will say that all that do not stay cured, we will 
doctor the second time without charge. 
Dr. D. has been a practical Electrician for twenty- 
on* yean, and It also a regular graduated phvsiclan. 
Electricity Is perfectly adapted to chronic diseases in 
the Arm of nervous or sick headache; neurai-ia m 
the bead, neek, or extremities; consumption 'when 
In the acute stages or where the lungs are not fully 
Involved; acute or el>ronic rheumatism, scrofula lilt 
diseases, white swMIngs. spinal diseases, curvature 
of th* spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs, 
palsy or paralysis, St. Vitas* Dance, deaftiess, stam- mering or hesitancy of speech, dyspepsia, indiges- 
tion, oonstipatlon and liver complaint, piles—we cure 
•very case that can be presented; asthme, bronchi- 
tis, strictures ol' the chest, and all Arms of fsmale 
complaints. 
Rv F'.leotvicMtv 
The Rheumatic, the gouty, the lame and the lair leap with joy, and move with the agility and elastic 
tty of youth; the heated graid is cooled; the frost- 
bitten limbs restored, the uncouth deformities re- 
moved; faintness converted to vigor, weakness to 
strength; the blind made to sec, the deaf to hear and 
the palsied form to move upright; the blemishes ol youth are obliterated; the accidents of mature liie 
prexented; the calamities of old age obviated and an 
active circulation maintained. 
LADIES 
Who have cold hancs ana feet: weak stomachs, lam 
and weak backs; nervous and sick headache; Uitd- 
ness and swimming in tho head, with Indigestion and constipation of tho bowels: pain in the side and back; 
leucorrhcea, (of whites); mlMng of the womb with in- 
tern&l cancers; tumors, polypus, and all that long 
train of diseases will dnd In Electricity a sure mean? 
of cure. For palnAU menstruation, too profuse 
menstruation, and aUiof those long line of trouble* 
with young ladies, Electricity is a certain specific, 
and will, in a short time, restore the sufierer to the 
vigor of health. 
TEETH I TEETH ! TEETHl 
Dr. D. still continues to Extract Teeth by Elec 
tbicitt without tain. Persons having de< eyed 
teeth °r stnrnps they wish to have removed for reset 
tint he would give a polite invitation to call. 
Superior Elect no Magnetic Ma-hines tor tale 
tor family use, with thorough instm* lions. 
Ds, D. rim acoomigpdatoE <ew patients with boerd and treatment at hffhouse. 
Ofllqe hours from 8 o’clock A. M to II M.; from 
to 6 P.%., and 7 to 0 in th# evening. Consultation free, novlti 
host. 
BETWEEN Jfo. 18 Alder Street and No. 18 Parle Street, about 8} P. M.,a Ladles’ S.tBLE COL- 
LAR, marked “Mr». C. J. Walker The finder will 
be suitably rewarded by leaving It at Xe. IS Faria 
Siren, ar No. 4S I'aion Street. 
Portland, Jan. 1, l1**- jangdSt* 
Copartnership Notice. 
The undersigned •>»« this day associated them- selves under the firm name of 
UOW A LIBBY, 
for the transaction ol a general 
FIBS AND MABINE INSURANCE BUSINESS. 
At DO Exchange Street, Portland. 
Portland, Jan. 1,1808, nSjr^w,’ Ubmy. 
_Miscellaneous. 
Limited Partnership. 
BE it known that the undersigned. James Umrchill, P idp H. Ilrown, John M. Br- j. ^enjamni T. Manson and J ohu'B. ferown, all Und, in the County ot Cumberland arV' 0(Pori- Maine, have this day entered Into and f- Sdat* ot 
rJrs,‘ip for the transaction o' e,| ft um. CO^MiSSIuN'BCStNKSS at sa' 'GENERAL 
MA\St?NT,.l”mt ,of “7rV:UCF' u Portland, under ON, under which *" V mtOWNS & business will be conduct** nufLthe nai\nersbh> James At. Churchill jaw0 tli Paitnei8mp 
^-1^!^,*“'' iddlt" n. Brown, John M. 
and 'said JohD^ -*r- Hanson are the general part- 
Seventv-fiv' Brown is the special partner: I 
xi. Brown has contributed the Bum of 
mont a® Thousand Dollars in actual cash pay- 
Sftl1 capital to the common stock. 
partncrsh:i» is to commence on the first day of 
.unary in the year ot our Lord eighteen hundred 
and sixty-six, and t > cease on the tbirtv-iirst day of 
Dccembor in t he year oi our Lord eighteen humlrod 
an t sixty-eight. 
Witness our hands this first day of January, A. D. 
eighteen hundred and sixty-six. 
JAMES M. CHURCHILL, * PHILIP HENRY BROWN, 
IStampI] JOHN MARSHALL BROWN, 
B. T. MANSON, 
J. B. BROWN. 
State of Maine. 
Cumberland, bs. 1 
January 1,1866. j 
Personally appeared James M. Churchill, Philip 
H. Brown, John M. Brown, BenjaminT.Manson and 
John B. Brown above name I, and acknowledged the 
above certitieate by them sigued to be their liee act. 
Before me, 
(Stamp.] JOHN RAND, 
Justice of the Peace. 
Cumberland, bs. Registry of JJeflJ*— 
January 1st. 1806, at 9 h. and **5 m. A. M., anu re- 
001 ■>0k “a'HoffiSWcOCK. Register. 
Jau 3— d2tiwGw 
__ 
Timekeepers for the million! 
THE PEOPLE’S IMPROVED 
POCKET TIMEKEEPER. 
PRICE 25 CENTS EACH. 
THE most novel and useful invention of the age. constructed on the most approved pinciplos, and 
warranted to denote solar time with greater accura- 
cy thau the most expensive watch ever yet invented, 
and can never get out of order. No family should be 
without it. 
P ice, with white enameled dial, gold or silver gilt, 
25 cents, and sent by mail to any part of this country 
or British Provinces. Address, with one red stamp,. 
I*. U. HOMKHi 
Janld&wlm Boston, Maes. 
OCCUPATION 
At your oivn Somes! 
THOUSANDS can realize a hundred dollars weekly No utensils required except those found in every 
household: profits 100 per cent.: demand staple as 
flour. Full particulars sent on receipt of two stamps 
tor return postage. Address 
HOPKINS & BROWN, 
janldlw&wSw 641 Broadway, New York. 
HUMPHREYS’ 
HOMCEOPATHIC SPECIFICS, 
HAYrE PROVED, from the most ample experi- ence. au entire success*, bimple—Prompt—Effi- 
cient, and Reliable. They are the only Medicines 
perfectly odup'ed to popular use—so simple that 
utIh Lakes cannot be made in using them; so harmless 
as to be free IVoui danger, and so efficient as to be al- 
ways reliable. They have raised the highest com- 
mendation from all, and will always render satisffce 
tion. 
No. 1 Cures Fevers, CongesUon, Inflainations, 25 
'* 2 Worms, Worm-Wver Worm-Colic, 26 
" 3 44 Crying-CoUo or Tee’liing of infants, 25 
44 4 *• JJiarr&a of children or adults 26 
“5 Dysentery, Uriping. Billious Colic, 25 
41 6 *' Cholera-Morbus, Nausea, Vomiting, 25 
44 7 Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis, 26 
44 8 Neuralgia Toothache, Face&che, 25 
44 9 44 Headaches. Sick-Headache, Vertigo, 25 
44 10 44 Dyspesia, Billions tttomacn, ^25 
44 ll Suppressed or painful Periods, 25 
“12 Whites, too profhse Periods, 25 
44 13 44 Croup. Cough, difficult Breathing, 26 
44 14 44 Salt Rheum Erysipelas Eruptions, 25 
15 44 Rheumatism, Rheumatic Pains. 26 
16 44 Fever and Ague, Chill Fever, Ague, 60 
44 J7 44 Piles, blind or bleeding, 50 
44 18 Ophthalmy, and sore or weak eyes, 50 
44 19 44 Catarrh acute or chronic, Influenza,* 50 
44 2 0 44 Whooping-Cough, violent Coughs, 50 
44 21 •* Asthma, oppressed Breathing, 50 44 22 44 Ear Discharges, impaired Hearing, GO 
44 23 44 Scrofula enlarged Glands, Swellings, 50 
44 24 44 General Debility Physical Weakness, 50 44 25 4* Dropsy, and scanty Secretions 50 
“26 *4 Sea-Sickness, sickness from riding, 60 “27 Kidney Disease, Gravel, 50 
41 28 44 nervous Debility Seminal Emissions, 
involuntary Discharges, 1 00 
29 44 Sere Mouth, Canker, 51) 
# 
44 30 44 Urinafa Incontinence, wetting bed, 60 
•4 31 44 Painful Periods, even with Spasms, 50 
44 32 44 Sufferings at Change of Life, t 00 
44 33 41 Epilepsy, Spasms, St. Vitus’ Dance, 1 00 
44 34 44 Diphtheria ulcerated Sore Throat, 60 
FAMILY CASES. 
35 Vials, Morocco Case, and Book, $10 00 
20 large Vials, in Morocco, and Book, 6 00 
20 large Vials, plain case, and Book, 5 00 
15 Boxes (Nos. 1 to 15) and Book, 3 00 
VETERINARY SPECIFICS. 
Mahogany Case 10 Vials, $10 00 
Single Vials, with directions, 1 U0 
J3^"Tliose Remedies, by the Case or single Box, 
are sent to any part of the country, by Mail or Ex- 
press, free of charge on reoeiptof the price. Address, 
HUMPHREY'S SPECIFIC 
HOMCEOP4TIIIC MEDICINE COMPANY. 
Office and Depot, No. 562 Broadway, New York. 
Dr Humphreys is consulted daily at bis office, 
personally or by letter, as above, for all forms of 
disouse. 
H. li. HAY, Agent, Portland. jul.v26’65eodiy 
PORTLAND C T? LAUNDRY, 
No. 36 Hanover St. 
LINEN of all kinds WASHED and CLEANSED without injury to the finest fabrics. 
GENTS’ LINEN 
Got up in the Best Possible manner, 
At Short IVotioe, 
Aid SatUlaction Guaranteed in nil Ca«i, 
C. PARKER. 
N. B.—Special attention paid to cleasing Bed and 
Mattress licks. 
Nov 4—dtf 
Christmas Presents. 
T1HF.RE is no article more useftil to a person witli 
A a family, or more appropriate for a Christmas 
present, than one of those neat pocket or family caMs of 
Homoeopathic Medicines, 
To he obtained at No. 92 Exchange Street. 
M, SEAVEY. 
Dec 1—d6w 
Jiaf/s Flour and Meal / 
1.0 t-l, and 1.8 BAGS EXTKA FLQHB. —s« Superior Yellow Meal lor Table Use, fin- 
ale by CHASE BBOTHERS, 
_ ., 
Head Long Wharf Pec 14—that t< 
s O UTHFRN PINE! 
BRADFORD it REMCK, 
COMMISSION MERCHANTS. Tt Broadway, New York, execute orders tor Southern Timber of any required dimension with despatch, and on the most 
lavorabie terms. Shipments made dlroctly to all do- 
mestic and foreign porta. They are also prepared to furn! h Oak and Northern Pine Timber, hewn or 
sawn to order. oc!2d3m 
PIANO FORTES. 
The undersigned begs leave to an- 
nounce that they are manufacturing and 
•keep constantly on hand 
Piano Fortes, 
with all the modern improvements, which they can sell as LOW as can be purchased elsewhere, of the same quality. We have made arrangements, also, to keep an assortment of New York and Boston Piano 
Fortes, among which are 
Steinway & Sons, of New York. 
AH instruments sold by us are warranted to give satisfaction. • 
Pianos to be let, and tuning done by experienced 
M^chS-l&wtt CALV1^WAR„’r&eo. 
DRY GOODS! 
New Lot Just Heceived l 
-DRESS GOODS ! 
Cloaks, Shawls, Cassocks, 
ALL WOOL BLANKETS, 
BALMORAL SKIRTS, 
Gents’ Under-Shirts and Drawers, 
Plain and Fancy Flannels, 
CHINCHILLA AND BEAVER CLOTHS, 
Very Cheap I 
AT EASTMAN ft It OX IIICHS, 
129 Middle Street. 
EASTMAN BROTIIkdc I 
Dec 14—dtt “ers. 
PROF. LIEBIG’S FOOD FOR CHILDREN 
AND INVALIDS. 
THIS highly nutricious and pleasant tood. so pop- ular in Germany and England, was devised the 
Past year by the celebrated chemist, Baron Liebig oi Berlin. Infants who are deprived of the mother’s 
milk, can be made healthy and strong by the con- stant use ot this food. And invalids, those who re 
consumptive, dyspeptic or feeble from any cause, will nnd it moat excellent and strength-imparting. Messrs. JA8. R. NICHOLS & CO., Manufacturing 
Chemists, 16.) Congress Street, have made arrange- ments to prepare this food perfectly pure and fresh, in large quantities. * * 
For sale bviOUhe Apothecaries. W. F. PHJL- MFB At Co., Wholesale Agents, >ov irt—dtf -a***-.
For oale an(^ Let. 
\r -— :- 
valuable Hotel Property 
FOR SALE! 
THAT SPLENDID UNFINISHED 
'marble hotel, 
J lOn Middle, Willow andSil verfcla., 
in the City ot Portland, Maine, belonging in part to 
the Estate of Hon JOHN M. WOOD, and in part to 
the undersigned, is offered lor sale and can be pur- 
chased at a GREAT BARGAIN. 
It occupies about nineteen thousand square feet ot 
land, with an aggregate frontage of live hundred ami 
seventy-tive feet. It is Five Stories High* and con- 
tains about two hundred ana fijtcen apartments jor 
tttt use of guests, besides lour capacious stores, and an 
the most approved modern conveniences tor a J? 
CLASS HOTEL. 
It was designed by Wm. Washbukn, Esq., Arc 
^Iti arrangements for Hotel purposes are proiiouno- 
ed by competent judges .o be tully “J 
any Hotel In the country. Its construction i> most 
thorough in all respects; the‘jjjj4 
stories hfliTig quite iire-i>rooi, and aii other part 
Ueite original estimated cost was $177,000, exclusive 
ot the land: ot this sum about $110,000 have been 
expended to bring it to its present stage of progress, 
and it is believed that notwithstanding the present 
enhanced prices, it can be completed tor occupancy 
for $75,000, according to the original plans. 
For price, terms of sale and other particulars, en- 
quire of 
JOS. ILSLEY. 
November 11,1865.—dtf 
Real Estate l'or Sale, 
In Cape Elizabeth. 
AVERY desirable residence in (’ape Elizabeth, one mile from Portland Bridge. The house is 
two stories, containing 13 rooms, closets, &c., all in 
complete order. Also well arranged Stable and out- 
buildings. The lot contains 50.01m foot, and for beau- 
ty of location is unsurpassed in this vici#ty. 
Term easy. For particulars enquire at 
*49S ConyrtHM Sr,, 
July25dtf Portland, Me. 
House Lots for Sale. 
SEVERAL finely located House Lota in Cape Eliz- abeth, three minutes' walk from the Cape Bridge. 
Inquire ol E. N. PERRY, at the ShemTs Ofiice, Poit- 
land, where a plan of Cape Elizabeth lota mav be 
seen,, may 13 tt 
For Sale. 
7T1HE Two-story Brick House and Lot, No. 2 Deer 
X Street, at a gbeat bargaht. 
For particulars, enquire of 
BENJ. KNIGHT, 
octl8dtt Atlantic Wharf. 1 
, Store to Let. 
THE Brick Store corner Commercial and Franklin Streets, at present occupied by Messrs. Jeffer- 
son Coolidge & Co. Possession given Oct. 1st. 
A. * S. E. SPRING. 
Sept 27—dtf 
For Sale. 
ONE second-liand Engine and Boiler (15 horse power) all comnlata. i. 
Second-hand Shafting and Pullies. 
Out new horizontal Engine (6 in. cylinder.) One new Oscillating Engine, (6 in. cylinder.) 
One small 3 horse power Engine and Boiler. 
Also, second-hand Mill dealing and Shafting. 
IT All kinds oi Machinery promptly inane and I 
repaired. 
IKA WINN, Agent, No. 11 Union St, Dec 8—d2m Portland, Me. 
For Sale. 
H f^AA TONS square Hackmetack Timber. ItlV/U Also, Ship Knees; Oak, Hackmctack and Hardwood Plank, for sale by 
L. TAYLOR, 61 Commercial St. 
Oct 24-dtf 
T 
House for Sale. 
HE three-story Brick House No. 70, comer of Danforth and Tate Streets. It lias all the mod- 
*m Improvements and is In excellent condition. 
The nouse can be examined any day. For terms, &c., apply to 
&UFUS E. WOOD, 
No. 10 Central Wharf. 
Portland, Not. 8,1886 —istf 
For Sale. 
fpHE UNITED STATES PATENT BIGHT for X MARSHALL’S IMPROVED ANCHOR. 
For further .particulars enquire of, or address 
GEO. L. KIMBALL, Firm of Stevens. Freeman & Co. 
Nov. 11—dtf 
jFOR"SALE l 
THE Schooners Allen Lewis and H. S. Rowe, baht Jn 1861, 96 tong, old measurement. 
For particulars apply to Or address 
ALLEN LEWIS, Boothbay Harbor. Dec 23, 1866—d&w2w 
'_. ^Hoase Lots ior Sale. TTOUSE LOTS on Melbouvn, Adams, Washington, XX and Poplar Streets, for sale at reduced prices for Cash. Inquire of 
^ oo in 
JOHN C. PROCTER. 
Dec 23—d2w 
$100.00 Reward / 
Three tihds. Cienftiegos Molasses, 
No. 65, Gauge, 149. No. 31, Gauge, 145. No. 104, Gauge, 143. Whoever will give information where the property 
can be iound, wfll receive the above reward by ad- 
THOS. LYNCH, or 
_ BEIGGS efc CEESSEY. Dec 14—dtf 
ST-A-TElVlE JSTT 
Of the condition of the 
NATIONAL INSURANCE CO., 
OF BOSTON, MASS., 
0« {he First day of Voretubt r, 18C3. 
Incorporated June IS, 1865. 
Amount of Capital,.8300,000 Amountof Capital actually paid in. 300,000 Number of Shares and par value, 10,000—830 iU "OiBUO ASSETS. 
Amount of Cash on hand, 1 033 09 
Amount of Cash deposited in Hamilton 
Bank, 20 583 93 Amount „f Cash in hands of Agents, l’.m 54 
Amount ofloans on Heal Estate secured by Mortgage, 66 000 00 
2142 Shares Hamilton Bank, Boston, par $100,’ 
market value, 113, 242 046 00 
170 Shares Shoe and Leather Dealers Bank, 
1°6.V1»rket value 130, 22,100 00 287 Shares state Bank, Boston,"par 100, mar- ket value 103J, 24 559 12 184 ShareB Webster Bank, Boston, par 100, market value 101, 19 439 99 
150 Shares Bay State Bank, Lawrence, par 
75, market value 73, 10 99999 
80 Shares Atlas Bank, Boston, par 100, mar- 
ket value 103, g 210 00 
70 Shares Market Bank of Boston, par 100, 
market value 103, 7 210 00 
6» Shares Shawimnt Bank, Boston, par 100, 
market value 100, g 999 99 187 Shares Boeton and Maine Railroad, par 100, 
market value 116, 21 992 09 160 Shares Boston and Providence Railroad, 
„l*r v«Jue 100, market value 125, 20,000 00 70 Shares Boston and Worcester Railroad 
„„ 
Par 100. market value 128, 8,960 00 30 Shares Port. Saco and Porte. Railroad 
par 100, market valne 96, 2.86000 $15,000 U. S. 6s 81. Registered Bonds, par 
are g“rk*f 15,900 00 $16,0i8) U. S. 6s 81, Coupons, par 10,000, mar- 
ket value 10,C62 50, 10 662 5 0 
$15,000 U. S: 5-20 Bonds, par 15,000, market 
valne 15,150, 15 150 00 
$11,200 U.S.7 3 10 Bonds, par 11,200, mar- ket valuo 10,867, 10,867 00 $j0,000 City of Boston, par 10,000 market value 10.600, loooooo $100 Bond, iown of Brunswick, par 100, * market value 100, 100 00 
Amount loaned on collateral securities, 27,300 00 Amount Premium Notes on hand for Marine 
a ri8*V 27,99164 Amount Loan to Suffolk Bank, Boston, 4,753 20 Amount Premium Notes due and unpaid, 744 25 Amount Loaned on personal security, 57,300 00 
Total Assets. $007,201 64 
LIABILITIES. 
Ain't of Losses which have not been settled, 33,000 00 Amount Dividends declared due and unpaid, 2,466 00 Amount Premiums undetermined, 102.630 60 
$138,096 GO 
_ 
A. II. BEAN, President, GEO. W. KUHN, Secretary. 
State of Massachusetts, I „„ 
County ol Suflolk. (S8- 
[Stamp.] Dec. 14, a. d. 1865. 
Then personally appeared Aaron H. Bean, Presi- dent and George W. Kuhn, Secretary, of the Nation- al Insurance Company ot Boston, and severally mado oath that the foregoing statement by them subscribed is true. Before me, 
CHAS. B. F. ADAMS, 
Justice of the Peace. 
JOHN HOW, Agent, 
96 and 98 Exchanxe Sl«, 
Dec. IS—d3». Portland. 
DR-nP. D. BUNNELL, 
Keating Physician, 
IS takerTroornfat"1 the "Ck °‘ Port,an“ °‘at * »•“ 
Kingsbary'8 Hotel, 203 Congress Street, 
Where he will exercise his unrivaled powers of heal- iim (not |<mly acute but chronic disease) for those who will give him a call. 
Dr BUNNELL is no professional humbug from New York, or some other remote* place, where noth- 
ing Is known of him, (although he has been a pupil of the celebrated magnetic Physician, Dr. Schulliof, of New York)but a man from your own State, and who is well known. 
Dr. B. cures Rheumatism in all its forms. Do not 
suffer Jrom this disease when reliei is so easy and 
I *ure. Lameness, Deaftiess, Neuralgy, Catarrh with 
its attendant evils, Female Weaknesses and Cora- 
I P'aints, Lung Dia ase, all Liver and Kidney Affec- tions, Weak Eyes, Loss of Voice, Asthma, Scrofula, lntlammation ofthe Brain,Lungs and Stomach, Ery- 
Disease, &c. 
1 ***• gives no medicine. 
♦rm.rlLv•«Kt- opportunity of getting rid of your 
Euiineli 
ach°8 a“ paln*j by I ailing to call on Dr. 
^-.Consultation iv^t0^. 
#25 BESK3S S- <— 
mmt '■"■ES,a».sl 
Clothing, 
_ 
LOOK AT THIS 1 
GREAT PRICES GIVEN 
-FOB- 
Second-Hand Clothing, 
Of all descriptions, by 
WM. BROWN, No. 91 Federal Street. 
Clothing of all binds Cleansed and Repaired in 
good style, and at short notice. Second-hand Cloth 
fag bought and sold. sept20dtl 
SEW STORE, NEW STORE! 
W. F. CHISAM, 
Merchant Tailor*, 
HAS opened a FIRST CLASS CLOTHING STOKE, at 
No. 96 Exchange Street, 
recently occupied by Messrs. MCCARTHY & HER 
RY, where may be found all the LATEST STYLES 
of 
Woolens, Foreign & Domestic, 
which will be manufactured into Garments which 
cannot be surpassed for style and mahe in the city. 
Also a Fine assortment of 
Gents’ Furnishing Goods. 
Particular at ention paid to BOYS* CLOTHING— 
Cutting done to go out of the Store. 
By strict attention to wants ofeustomersand prices 
reasonable, a share of patronage is solicited. 
Remember the place 
No* 00 Exchange Street, 
Nearly opposite Pest Office. 
Portland, Nov. 9th, 18G5._ nol5tl 
Shirt Patterns, 
CUT FROM MEASURE, 
eahn 
By CHARLES CUSTIS & CO. 
May 3—dtl Morton Block. 
rr\HE BEST OF FRENCH, ENGLISH AND 1 AMERICAN- 
P A N T flOODS, 
At A. D. REEVES’,Tailor, 
Not 4—dtf No. 98 Exchange SJ^. 
A FINE ASSORTMENT of VELVET, SILK, CASSIMERE, and 
FANCY VESTliNGS, 
At A. D. REEVES’, Tailor, 
Not 4—dtf 98 Exchange St. 
-——I—h—*—f r;-- 
QENTLEMEN; get your 
* 
OVERCOATS 
At A. US REEVES’, Tailor, 
Not 4—dtl 9» Exchange St. 
, aai 
Congress 
St, 
Portland, 
Maine. 
L. B. FOLLETTE, 
HOSIERY AND GLOVES, 
HOOF SKIBTS AND GOBBETS, 
Ladies’ & Children’s Underflannels, 
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL. 
Dec l—dim 
Wants, Lost and Found. 
Boarders Wanted. 
A GENTLEMAN and his wife; also six or eight single gentlemen can be accommodated with 
pleasant rooms and good board at No. 14 Mayo St. 
Dec 30—dlw* •oil 
Agents Wanted, 
EITHER Ladies or Gentleman. Remember that WM. GRACE A CO., offer better inducements 
to returned Soldiers, and others, than any other 
house in the Eastern States, to sell fine Steel Engrav- 
ings and Books by suliscription. 
Address at once, with stamp, WM..GRACE & CO.. 
Ifil Middle St., Portland, Me. P. O. Box >1732. 
Oct 11—d&w3in 
Business Wanted. 
ALIGHT, respectable business wanted—one that would give out oi door exercise preferred. Those 
answering will please state kind of business, profits, amount oi capital necessary, and all other needful in- 
formation. Address WILLIAM GARDNER, 
decl9 d4w* Box 368 P. O. 
Lost! 
A CHECK drawn by Mathews & Thomas, on Canal National Bank, dated Oct. mb or 27tb, for One Thousand Dollars. Payment has been 
stopped. All persons are cautioned ‘against receiving the same. The finder shall be suitably rewarded by 
returning it to 
W. W. THOMAS, 
At Canal National Bank. 
Nov 23-dtf 
Wanted. 
AN Agent in every town in the State of Maine to eell a new, convenient and useful patented arti- 
cle. Ladies or Gentlemen wishing foi a rare chance 
to make money should call on, 01 addresss, 
J. HANKERSON & 00., 
130 Middle Street, *5, 
Ncv 23—dtf Portlyul, MalnW ; 
Tenement Wanted. 
WANT L D a tenement suitable lor one or two small families, with good water privileges. 
Please address Tenement, Box 1503. 
oct io—m 
Wanted. 
Vessels to load deals at St. John, N. 
B., for English and Irish Ports, at high- est rates of freight. * Also, 
-—— To load lumber at same place for Galves- 
ton, Philadelphia and Richmond. 
LITTLEJOHN & CHASE, No. 4 Central Wharl. 
Aug. 29—dti 
Copartnership Notice ! 
We, the undersigned, having formed 
a copartnership, are prepared torepaiT 
every description of FAIRBANKS 
SCALES, in the neatest manner, and 
kwith dispatch. We also put in com- plete order Skates, Scissors, Knives. &c. “Give us a Call.’* 
TUKEY & WATSON, 
5$ Union St., cor. Middle. 
Nov 29—dti 
Stone- Cutter8 Wanted. 
WANTED Immediately, twelve good Stone-Cut- ters to cut abutment and pier stone. 
Apply to JAMES ANDREWS, 
,Doc 37-dtf ^ Blddefcrd. 
—,—— 
WhiT i Lead. 
Atlantic V lite Lead 
and Linseed* Oil Co.rit 
; of New Y V 
44 <• r 
Manufacturers of PU .E WHITE 
Lituyd TilHaAlf jj 
LEAD, Dry and in Oil, '.ED LEAD, 
LITHARGE, Glass-m.-. crs’ Red ci/iiiCT tQrli*Ax.*n.&.CL j 
Lead, etc.- 
Also, LINSEED OIL, Rav, Boiled 
and Refined. 
For sale by Druggists Sc Dealers 
genially, and by 
ROBERT COLGATE Sc Co., 
General Agents, 
287 Pearl St., NEW YORK. 
8 CIO 
Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam! 
For Coughs, Colds nnd Consumption ! 
1718TABLISHED In 1832, and still the best known 
XJ remedy for all affections (iff the Lungs, Throat and Chest. Be careful to pet tbe genuine. 
REED. CUTLER & CO., Boston, Proprietors. 
Large Bottles,#1.00. Smalt, 50 cents. 
Pure Cod TAver Oil 
Bottled expressly for Medicinal use by REED. 
CUTLER & CO., ttho have facilities for obtainingoil 
of the most reliable quality. Large Bottles, $1,00. Nov 10—d&wGm 
XT IP TOWN 
Boot, Shoe & Rubber Store, 
-No. 353 Cong res 8 Street. 
A.T SAMUEL HELL'S 
C^tRn?vr«",«n9ffioof the 1,6,1 Be'e,ct«l sticks IWOTS SHoES an.l RUBBERS that can be 
■&nTh,ch W,U ^ soW at t,le lowest cash price, at 3M Congress Street, near lireen St. 
OctM-dtf SAMUEL BELL. 
__ 
Christmas and New Year. 
IF you want Hood articles for Presents, call and look at the Italian, Turkish and other Chairs Fancy Tables, Camp Stools, and a host oi Brackets, &c' 
Jtc., at BURROUGHS & HUDSON. 
dc21dtf 4 FweSt. Bfock, 
_ JMedical. 
iStdford’s Medicated Tonic! 
And Life Invigor ator, 
I* the only reliable and sure cure lor 
Consumption, Bronchitis, Sore 
Throat, Coughs and Colds. 
Ill the above cases the Medicated Tonic and Liiu 
Invigorator should be taken together. For an adult 
a wine glass full of the Medicated Touic three or four 
times a day; if the patient is much reduced, a large 
spoonful once in two or three hours. 
The Life Invigorator is a very powerful Tonic, and 
should be taken with more care. A half teaspoonfhll 
should be taken three times a day, in a lit tic water, 
after eating. It is purely vegetable and is sure to add 
tone and vigor to tbe whole system. O.'C botttle of 
the Lite Invigorator, accompanied according to di- 
rections, with the Medicated Tonic, is warranted to 
cure in most cases. It is certain to restore vitality 
and vigor to the system which will conquer and 
throw oft the disease, restoring the patient to perfect 
health and strength. 
In offering the so medicines to the public I am not 
speaking too highly of their merits, when I say that 
there is nothing in the whole catalogue of remedies 
for the cure of Consumption, that will any where 
near approach it in efficacy or real merit. 
I Having sutiered for two year? with tho terrible dis- 
oaso—Bronchial Consumption—in its worst form,and 
having exhausted the iul est resources of the medical 
department for that special disease, employing the 
best Doctors In the city, a'id my case given up by 
them as being perfectly hopeless, I then resorted to 
the trial of patent medicines; having tried them 
thoroughly and receiving no benefit whatever from 
them, I became disheartened and discouraged, antic- 
ipating that the ftillest expectation ? of my Doctors 
and friends would bo realized. 
Through my whole sickness I have studied fully the 
working of this terrible disease through all its vari* 
ous changes, and am prepared tp say that no one, 
unless having the experience and chance of study 
that I have had, is as well prepared to manage and 
cure the disease. Therefore having merited the po- 
sition I take, through actual experience, I announce 
to the public my competency to warrant cure of Con- 
sumption in all its various forms. Tliis terrible <lis- 
easo is considered tho greatest seourge to health in 
the New England Btatep, because it has pot been 
treated in a proper way. This I hove learned by sub- 
mitting to a general treatment for the disea-e and 
realizing no benefit whatever, but continued to grow 
worse, until my case was considered hopeless. 
I therclore,in consideration of my returning health 
and oi the agencies that have been the cause of it# 
restoration, do announce to the public that I am j>r*5f 
pared to supply medicines to order, to any part of the oountry,and also hold myself in readiness to examine 
and treat personally or by letter any case of a con- 
sumptive tendency,that proves obstinate and uny eld- 
ing under other modes of treatment. 
M. A. BRADFORD, 
Portland.. .Malue.| 
OFFICE—13 DOW STREET, 
Where all letters lor advice or business should be 
directed. 
I may be found there every day to examine pro- 
fessionally cases of consumption, Bronchitis, or dis- 
eases of a consumptive nature. 
Advice free.l. 
>d, with treatment, if desired, at $2.80 per day; horse and carriage furnished daily in fair weather 
for out-door exercise, tree of charge. 
I would invite patients from ubr >ad Hng afllicted 
with this disease to visit me, where they can find a 
home, and oil the care and attention will ho paid 
them to make them at once realize that they axe rapid- 
ly regaining their ioat strength and health. 
I will warrant a cure in most cases. Call and let 
me examine your case, or write by letter, enclosing 
two postage stamjpB, and I will inform you at once.— I would also call the attention of th public to 
Bradford’s Diphtheria Remedy! 
Warranted a sure cure in all cases. Directions given with every package. The only sure remedy used by 
army surgeons during the war. and am safe hi war- 
ranting every case if the directions are iblfowed. 
Every family should have it on hand, as this dis- 
ease is most terrible, and sudden in its effect, and this 
is the only remedy now known that gives immediate 
and substantial re'ief. 
try it: try it:: try it::: 
Orders received from any part of the cjurwtry will 
be promptly attended to. Every article is put up and 
packed in the best manner. 
Address all letters to 
M. A. BRADFORD, 
Porlluurf, Maine* 
No. 13 Dow Street. 
These medicines are kept constantly on liand at 
H. H. HAY & Co.’s, Wholesale I>ruggistea Portland; 
and .Druggists* generally throughout the countv. 
Nov lO—iawtl’ 
Iky I'uum! hdu bo convinced of iheir superiori* 
tv over every thing e'sn of the kird ever ofl-rcd to 
the public tor Bronchitis, Coughs. Colds, Hoarse- 
ness Sore Throat, Catarrh and influenza Numer- 
ous Testimonials >rom tne Clergy, and others, ac- 
companying ’aeh box. For Hale by *h»* prmo pal 
Dreggiafc* Throughout the city. maj27eOdt 
FjEASANT to the palate, cause no pain, act promptly, never require increase oi dose, do not 
exhaust, and for elderly pcrsoro, females and child- 
ren, are just the thing. Two taken at night mov- 
the bowels oaice the next morning. Warranted 
in all cases of Piles and Falling of the Rectum. We ! 
promise a cure for all symptoms of the Dyspepsia, 
such as Oppression alter eating, Four Stomach, Spit- 
ting or lood, Palpitations; also, Headache, Dizziness, 
Pain in the Back and Loins, Yellowness of tlie Skin 
and Eyes, Sick Headache, Coated Tongue, Bilious- 
ness, Liver Coinplnint. Loss of Appetite, Debility, 
Monthly Pains, and all Irregularities, Neuralgia, 
Faintness, &c. Travelers find the Lozenyes just 
what they need, as they are so oompact and inodorous 
tfiat they may oh carried in the vest pocket. Price GO 
cents per box; small boxes 30 cents. For sale by J. 
S. HARRISON & CO., Proprietors, No 1 Trcmont 
Temple, Boston, Will be mailed to any address on enclosing 80 cents. julyidly 
CmigliMnie 
DR. STRICKLAND’S MELLIFLUOUS COUGR 
BALSAM is waranted to cure Coughs,Colds* Hoarse- 
new, Asthma, Whooping Cough, Sore Throat, Con- 
sumption, ami and all affections oi the throat and 
Lungs. 
For sale by Druggists. 50 rants per bottle. 
GEO C. GOODWIN A CO., 8f Ugnoyev Street, 
Boston, Sole Agents lor New England, 
DR. STRICKLAND’S PILE REMEDY has cured 
thousands ol tho worst cases of Blind and Bleeding 
Piles. It gives immediate relief, and effects a per- manent cure. Try it directly. It is warranted to 
cure. For sale by all Druggists. 50 cts. tier bottle. 
QrEO. C.. GOODWIN A CO., 38 Hanover Street, 
Boston, Sole Agents for Now England. novlOdGm 
Now for a Sleigh Hide. 
* Vdn The subscriber would take this oppor- 
jt&SIxk— 1 unity to remind his friends anil the pub- «Prl lie that he is ready with his beautUhl -kVcw*V SLEIGH-BARGE 
“THE BELLE." 
Also, Single and Doublo Teams to accommodate 
Sleighing Parties—large or small—in good style, and 
on the most reasonable terms. 
SEB^Call and examine for yourselves. 
J. W. BOBINSON, 
South Street Riding and Liven- Stable. 
Dee 23—dim 
Portland Frecdmen’s Aid Associa- 
tion. 
ARRANGEMENTS have been made with GEO, R. DAVIS, Esq., whereby contributions *of 
Clothtng for the use of destitnte Preedmen aro to bo 
received by him at the Bookstoraot Messrs. DAVIS 
BROTHERS. No. 53 Exchange Street, and forward, 
ed to such points as may be reported most in need of 
such supplies. Contributions of Clothing and Money are respect* Ailly solicited; the former to be sent as above, the 
latter to JAMES T. McCOBB, Esq., Treasurer ol 
the Association. 
Doc SO. 1865—d}wd&w*E P‘ TALJi0T‘ *«■*“*■ 
hoods, hoodsT hood! 
Ladies Attention. 
BEFORE purchasing, please call at No. 27 Free Street and examine our beautiful Rigalette Hoods. 
NUBIAS' AND CHILDRENS’S HOODS, Selling at verv low prices, 
WOOLEN GLOVES AND SONTAGS, at coat. 
Hats ,-All Styles : 
The DERBY HAT, 
DROOPING DERBY, 
and ROLLING DERBY. 
TURBANS,—Plain and Puffed! 
The ARNO HATS, and 
CZARINE SKATING CAPS ! All can be found at 
®To< J4.7 Free Street, 
dec27dtf Mils. M. HUTCHINS & CO. 
Special Steamboat Notice. 
j*»^lESAi The Steamer NEW BRUNSWICK make ber last trip tor the season January 4tli, 
Dec 37—Jtd_ 
C- ^ EATON. 
CSO ("W'lfVA YEAR made by any one with v^LIVflKV—Stencil Toole. JJo experience 
necessary. 1 he Presidents. Cashiers, and Treasur- 
ers of three Banks indorse the circular. Sent free with samples. Address the American Stencil Tool 
Works, Springfield, Vermont, ocSd3m 
_ 
Medical. 
T H K 
Great New England Remedy! 
DR. J. W. POLAND’S 
WHITE PINE COMPOUND! 
“It was early in the spring of 1855 that tins com- 
pound was originated. A membci of my family was 
afflicted with an irritation of the throat, attended 
with a disagreeable eougb. I had for some months 
previous thought that u preparation having for its 
basis the inside bark of white pine might be so com- 
pounded as to be very useful in he case of the throat 
and lungs. To test the value of it in the case alluded 
to, I compounded a small quantitv of the medicine 
that I had been planning, and gave it in teaspoon!’ A 
doses. The result was exceedingly gratifying. With- 
in two days the irritation of the throat was removed, 
the cougli subsided, and a speedy cure was effected. 
Soon alter this, 1 sent some to a lady in Londonderry, 
N. H., who had been suffering for some weeks from a 
bad eougb, occasioned by a sudden cold, and had raised mucus ttreaked with blood. She soon found 
relief, and sent for more. She took about ten ounces 
of it and got well. J. H. Clark, Ksq., editor of the Manchester Daily Mirror, made a trial of the same 
preparation in tiie ca*o of a Severe cold, and was 
cured immediately, lie was so highly, pleased with 
the results, aud so confident of success attending its 
sa es if placed before he public, that he finally per- 
suaded uie to give it a name and send it abroad to 
benefl the suffering. InNovember, 1855, 1 first ad- 
vertised i' under the name of White Pine Compound In two \ ears Irom that time there bad beeu whole- 
saled in Manchester alone one hundred dollar's worth, 
where it ook the lead of all the tough remedies in 
the market, and itstill maintains that position. There 
is good reason for ail this; it is very soothing and 
healing in its nature, is warming to the stomach, aud 
pleusaut withal to the taste, and is exceedingly cheap. 
As a remedy for kidney complaints, the White Pine 
Compound stands unrivalled It was not originated 
for th .t purpose; but a person in using it for a cough, 
was not only cured of the cough, but was also cured 
of a kidney difficulty oi ten years’standing. Since 
that accidental discovery many thousands have used 
it for the same complaint, and have been completely 
cured.” 
The above was writton by Dr. Poland in I860.— 
Since*hen,as in Manchester, the White Pine Com- 
pound has a en the lead of al cough remedies, a< 
wen as preparations for the cure of kidney dillieul 
ties, in every city, town, village and hamlet, through- 
out the New England States 
The past year has given great opportunity to test 
the virtue of the Whitt Pine Compound. It lias been an unusual time lor Colds and Coughs, and very 
largo quantities of the IVki e Pine Compound have 
been sold and used witli the happiest effects It 
speaks we 1 for the Medicine, and the people where it 
is pr pared are high in its praise. 
One bottle of this Compouml is generally sufficient 
to remove a had cough, and frequently I have known 
persons to have a cold entirely removed in two days, 
by using e;S than half a bottle. Prom one to two teaipoonfalsua large dose. 1 sometimes put a little 
white sugar and hot water with it, when taken on go- 
ing to bed. 
a be limits to which I purposely confine myself in this circular will not allow of that full expression which I would like to give in favor of the White Pine 
Compound His universally admired by all who use it.—ft has attaiued to such a popularity among those whose opinion is valuable indeed, that vanity may 
possibly in part prompt me to record more here than hurried peup e will have patience to read; so I will 
stop, by merely recommending o all who need a 
cough or kidney remedy to test the virtue of the 
White Pine Compound. 
TESTIMONIALS 
A very ’ar»e number of important testimonial 
have already been received from Physicians, Clergy- 
men, Apothecaries, and indeed, from all classes in so- 
ciety, speaking in the most flattering terms of the 
White Pine Compound. 
Dr Nichols of Northfleld, Vt ,says-. 
“1 find the White Pine Compound to be very effica- 
cious not on y in coughs and other pulmonic affections 
but also in affections of the kidneys, debility of the 
stomach and other kindred organs.” 
Ilev J K Chraeof Humney,N.H write*: 
“1 have for years regarded your White Pino Com- 
round as an inva uablu remedy. 1 can truly say that regard it as oven more efficacious and valuable’ than 
ever. 1 have just taken the Compound for a cold, and 
it works charmingly.” 
Hon. P H ISweetser of South Reading, writes: 
“Having lougj kn wn something of the valuable medieal properties of the White Pine, I was prepared 
on seeingan advertisement of your White Pine Cow- 
Itouud, to give the medicine a trial It has been used >y members of my family, for several years, for colds 
and coughs, and in some cases of serious kidney diffi- 
culties, with excel lent results Several of our friends 
have also received rnueh benefit from the Compound. 
We intend to keep it always on hand 
REV. h. D. HODGE. 
of West Randolph, Vt., who is a practicing physi- 
cian, as woll as a preacher, in a letter to Dr. P dated 
Way 21, 863, says: “1 And it an excellent medicine 
in kidney disease.” 
FROM A BOSTON PASTOR 
Boston, Jaa .a ry*6t36 2. 
Rev. J. W Poland M D 
Dear Sir.—Your White Pine Compound has been 
used in my family, and I know of ethers who have used 
it, always with a good effect, and I feel ftilly justilied, 
and it is with pleasure that 1 say that I regard it (ua 
like most preparations of thodav,) as wholly desorv- 
ingof the entire confidence of the public. Net only 
do 1 consider it a sale, but an efficient remedy for all 
diseases of the throat. 
LETTER FROM REV. L. C. STFVENS, 
Pastor of Baptist Church, Goffstown Centre, AT- // 
Dr. J- W Poland—My Dear Sir:—You asked me 
what 1 think of your White Pino Compound. 1 never 
before put pen to paper to tell any man what I 
thought of a patent medicine. My lather, a physi- 
cian of the o d school, ear>y led me to serious suspi- 
cions of aL nostrums of whatever kind not bearing 
the stamp of that fraternity But these suspicions! 
have parted with by degrees, as I have carefully ac- 
quainted m3 self with the leading principles of hy- 
dropathy, Homoeopathy, Thompsoma ism, Eclec- 
ticism, und other s> stems which have claimed public 
favor within the last twenty-live years •, so that I 
leel at liberty on this ground to speak my convic- 
tions. 
Then * ne sympathy which I feel for you, as a former Baptist pastor obliged t-0 relinquish the ministry 
merely on account of ill health, but still cherishing 
all he ardor of your early years for this blessed 
work, and laboring to your utmost, in other ways to 
proclaim the g onous Gospel—inc ined me, as a mat- 
ter of duty, to comply with your request. 
In 18(33 1 necamo acquainted with Deacon Holmes 
Boardman, of Maine, t>ro her of the late George Da- 
na Boardman, formerly missionary in Buiman. and 
Bom faiui lor the first time learned the wonderful 
medicinal qua ities of white pine hark t.e had a 
few years • efore been brought to the borders of the 
grave by what the lies of physicians pronounced 
pulmonary consumption, and was *iven up to die, hut was nevertheless eutirel3' cured by a preparation made by his ow hands Irom this bark, fcince that 
'time, unti 1 became acquainted with your ar icle, I 
have been surprised tha no phi osophical mind was 
found to undertake a cough preparation from white 
pine. 
As soon as your article was brought to my notice, it 
therefore secured my attention and I have not foiled 
to acquaint m3 self w*tha sufficient number of facts 
toproduoo a sottledjurigmentastoi a va ue Some 
of my owu family have tried it with signal benefit.— 
I believe it one of the best cough medicines ever pre- 
paid. Besides its value as a Cough Medicine, 1 have 
good reason t believe it to be all it claims, os a reme- 
dy for kidney diseases and diabetes 
Yours truly, L C. 8TEVENS 
(Several other Clergymen and physicians have al- 
so written oDr P., high y approving of his White 
Pine Compound ] 
FROM ELERY E. CAHOON. 
Brewster, Maas., *1 arch 19, 1863. 
Pr. Polard,—X fee it my duty to inform you of 
the very g. eat benefit which lhave received from the 
use of your White Pint Compound. In August, 1861, 
lto k a veiy severe co d, which continued to ailiict 
me, increasing in severity, attended with a very se- 
vere Gough, ni ht sweats and some heeding, proba 
b y from the throat. Through the tall and winter my 
cough was very distressing7 reducing my flesii and 
strength, and rendering me unfit for labor I tried 
medicines of various kinds, but none of them, how- 
ever valuable, gave me any re lef. In March, 186.J, 
as y’ou may remember, I wrote to you stating my dn 
cliulties and asking advice. You sent me some of the 
White Pine Compound I commenced taking it, and 
Immediately began to amend. At the time of writ- 
ing to you my weight was only 135 pounds. In flye weeksI was out in active Rbor, and ip 4 few months 
gfiinod *ip fc > 165 pounds. I know t1 at it was the 
White Pine Compound which did all this for me. X 
su<>u began to have persons app v to me for the medi- 
cine, and as 3 op ► now, I ordered it for sale. In eight 
mouths, thonjdi without much exertion. I disposed of 54 1 bottles of the CqinpoMnd here on the Cape, 
I would add that several persons of my acquaint 
ance, whose condition was os hopeless as my own, have been eured by the White Pine compound, The White»ineoompound, advertised at length In 
our 00 urnus, is not only as to its name inviting, but is 
a highly apuuivedmedioine, Dr, J. « Poland, the inven or, fifflhe confidence of *he many' who know 
him, a confidence which ho enjoyed while laboring 
usefully many years as a Baptist minister. Ills expe- 
rience as a sutferer led him to make experiments 
which issued in his medical discovery. [Bostou 
Watchman vnd Reflector. 
The editor of the Manchester Daily and Weekly Mirror, iualeader of the Dal y, thus speaks of the 
Compound; 
“The W hite Pine Compound la advertised at much longth in our co umns, and wo are happy to learn 
that the demand for it is increasing beyond all previ- 
ous expectations. It is the very best medicine for 
ooug e and colds we know of, and no fami'y that has 
once need i wid ever bo without it, We speak from 
our own know edge, it is sure to kih a cold, and p cas* 
ant as sure. The greatest inventions come by acci- 
dent, and it is singular that the Wlii 0 ine Com- 
pound, made for Colds and Coughs, should prove to be he greatest remedy for kidney difficulties known. 
Butsoitis. We cannot-doubt it, so many testimo 
nials come 1 e us from wel' known men Besides, the 
character of Dr. Po andissu h that we know he will 
pot countenance what is wrong. For years a Bap- tist ale#gym&n. studying medicine to find remedies for hi aliments, with a donate comsumptive look, 
standing with one foot upon the g>ave, ho made thp 
discovery which has saved Uiin elf and ca' ed out 
from hundreds of others the strongest testimonials 
pOWb e, We have know Dr. Po'and for years, and I 
never knpjy a more Conscientious, honest, upright 
man, and we are g ad to state that lye hedeye \yhaU 
over he say* abouthig White Pino Compound, 
The White Pine Compound* 
GEORGE W SWETT, M. D., Proprietor, 
Will ho manufactured In ftitureat the 
New England Botanic Depot. 
106 Hanover Street, JBoston, 
Under the supervision of 
REV. J. W. POLAND, M- D. 
I)R. SWETT will attend to the business department, 
to whom alt orders should be addressed. 
Sold by Wholesale and Retail Dealers in 
Medicine everywhere. * 
PERKINS, W F, PHILLIPS, and H. H HAY Uoueral Agents for the State of Maine. 
N ovZ7—eod it eo w3m. 
j. W. SVKKS, 
PURCHASER FOR EASTERN ACCOUNT, 
OF 
FLOUR, GRAIN, SHEDS, PROVISIONS, LARD, BUT- TER, and WESTERN PRODUCE generally. 
Particular attention driven to shipping l»y quickest and oheapeat route*. >r©. South Water St., 
Chicago, Illinois. P. O. Box 4T1. 7 
Heaare. 8. G. Bawdlear ft Co; May.. fc Bona; H. ft w. Chiokeriar; C. H. Cammiua 
ft CojChaa. H. Stone; Hallott, Darla ft Co; Boaton! J. N. Bacon, Esq, President Newton National Bank. 
Newton,Mas*; O. B. Coffin,Esq, N.T.City, febttdly 
Railroads. 
PORTLAND 
SACO & PORTSMOUTH R. R. 
On and after Nov. C 1865, Prssenger 
rains leave as follows 
Leave Portland for Boston at 8 45 A. M. and 2 20 p. 
if. 
Leave Boston for Portland at 7 30 A. if. and 230 p. 
u 
Freight trains leave Portland and Boston daily. 
J 
FRANCIS CHASE, Supt. Portland, Nov. 6,1865—dtf 
PORTLAND ^ ROCHESTER R.R. 
WINTER ARRANGEMENT. 
On anil after Monday. Oct 30. 1863. 
»ay*?*Nr*'rami will leave as follows jintil further 
Ijeave Saco River for Portland at 0 30 and 9 40 A. M. ami 3 40 p. m 
Leave Portland for Saco River at 800 a. M.and 200 anao.lOp m. 
The 940 a m and 200 p m. trains will be freight trains, with passenger cars attached. 
rar^Stagesconijieet at Gorham for West Gorham, Standisli, Steep Falls, Baldwin, Denmark, Sebago, Bridgton, Lovell, Hiram, Brownfield, Fryeburg, Conway, Bartlett, Jackson Limington, Cornish ,1’or- ter. Freedom, Mad son and Eaton. N. tl 
At Buxton Center for West Buxton, Bonny-Eagle. South Limington Limington, Limerick, Newfield, Parsonsheld and CDsipee 
At Saccarappa for South Windham, Windham Hill, and North Windham, daily 
A 
DAN CARPENTER, Supt, Portland, Oct 26.1865—dtf F 
GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY, 
Ot Canadai 
WINTER ARRANGEMENT. 
On and alter Monday, Nov. 6IA.1865, liaHFTTffffgtrainB will run as follows — 
Morning Train for South Paris, Lewiston and Auburn at 733 a m. 
Mail Train for Waterville, Bangor, Gorham Island oml, Montro il and Quobi c at 110 p m 
This train connects with Exp-ess train for Toronto, etroi t aiid Chicago. S eeping Cars attached from laa d Pond to Quebec and Montreal. 
No Baggage can be received or checked after the 
m e above stated. 
Trains will arrive as follows:— 
From So. Paris, Lewiston and Auburn, 810am From Montreal, Quebec Ac. 145 p, m. 
The Company arc not responsible for baggage to 
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that person- al) unless uotice is given and paid for at the rate of 
one paasengt-r tor every $50 additional value. 
U..T 
c- J BUY UGES, Managing Director. H BAILEY, Local Superintendent. Portland, Nov. 1,1865 nov2dtl 
PORTLAND A KENNEBEC R. R. 
Portland to Skowhcgan via Watcrville 
and Kendall’s Mills* 
WINTER ARRANGEMENT, 18G5-CC. 
Commencing December, 11,1SG5. 
CgHBBD Trains leave Portland daily (Sundays 
igjg#i'iiii^^eXCeDte(l) for Bath, Lewiston via An- droscoggin R. R.), Augusta, Waterville, Kendall's Mill', Skowhegan, and intermediate Stations, at 
1.00 P. M. 
Portland for Bath daily (Sundays excepted) at 5.15 P.M. (Mixed Train.) 
Leave Skowln-gan for Portland and Boston at 8.30 
A. M., Augusta 10.86 and Bath at 11.56. 
This is the only route east without break of gauge 
at Portland. Through tickets fer all Stations on this 
line, also on the Maine Central R. R., can l>e pur- 
chased in Boston at Eastern or Boston and Maine 
Depots. Passengers with through tickets going east 
will change cars at the first depot they arrive at in Portland, where ample time is there allowed to dine 
(45 ndnutes) at a first class eating house. Superior and well ventilated cars are run with the through trains. 
Fare as Low by this Route as any other. 
Stages for Rockland connect at Bath; and for Bel- 
fast at Augusta, and for Solon, Ansou, Norridge- 
wock, Athens and Moose Head Lake at Skywhegan, and for China, East and North Vassalboro*^ at Vas- 
salboro’, and for Unity at Kendall’s MiM's. 
W. HATCH* Train Mauager* 
Dec. 11,1866—dtf 
MAINE CENTRAL R. R. 
WINTER ARRANGEMENT. 
Trains leave Portland daily (Grand 
rank Depot) Sundays excepted,lor Au- burn and Lewiston at 7 30 A. M., and for Bangor and 
all intermediate Stations, at 1.15 P. M. Returning, 
trains Irom Auburn and Lewiston are due at 8.30 A. 
M., and from Bangor and all intermediate stations, 
at a P. M., to connect trains for Boston. 
GST" Freight trains leave daily at 8 A.M. 
EDWIN NOYES, Sunt. 
Dec 15,1865. dc22tf 
Grand Trunk Railway. 
For Tickets to all points West & South West, 
APPLY TO THE 
General Western Ticket Office, 
90 Exchange Street. 
C3P" Fares from $4 to $7 lower via. the Grand 
Trunk Railway, than any other route to the West. 
15. P. BEACH, Gen. A"t. I WM. FLOWERS. 
276 Broadway, New York. | Eastern Agt., Bangor. 
A AS. E. PRINI?LE, Agent, 
90 Exchange Street, 
August 10—dCm PORTLAND. 
Important to Travelers 
TO Tint 
West, South, North-West and the Oanadas. 
W. D. LITTLE 
13 Agent for all the great Loading Routes to Chica- go, Cincinnati,*"Cleveland Detroit, Milwaukee, Galena, Oshkosh, St. Paul, Lacrosse, Green Bay, Quincy, 8t, Louis, Louisville, Indianapolis, Cairo, fko. and is prepared to furnish Through Tickets 
from Portland te ah the principal Cities and Towns 
In the loyal States and the Canadas, at the 
LOWEST RATES OF FARE, 
And all noelfhl Information ohoerfuily furnished. 
Tn A VKr.mafl wiil find it greatly to their advantage to promne Through Tickets at the 
PorDwkl Railway Ticket Office. 31 Ex- 
change Street, (up stairs.) 
W. D. LITTLE, Agent. 
Passage Tickets for California, by the Old Line Mail Steamers and Panama Railroad way be scoured by early application at this offloo. 
Maroh 110, 1866._mar80dfcwtf 
RETURN OP THE 
Providence Washington Ins. Co., 
OF PROVIDENCE R. I., 
On the First Day of November, 1885. 
Bate oe Organization, A. D., 1799. * 
Amount of Capital, all paid In, 8880,000. 
Number of Shares 6250, par value ol each 838. Amount of Fire risks out-standing, $11,915.36. Amount of Marine risks out-standing, A'one, 
ASSETS. 
Amount Stocks and Bonds owned by the Company, 
_ par val, mkt, val. 
United States 6-20 Bonds, 20,(KM 20,6(Mt Ditto, 6s, 1881, 20,000 21,350 City of Providence 6 per cent. 
100,000 110,000 
600 Shares Exchange Bank, 
Providence, 30,900 33,600 Real Estate owned by the Co. 
City Assessors valuation, 157,850 Amount Cash on hand, 2,335 03 Amount Cash in hands of Agts, 7,200 
-352,935 03 
LIABILITIES. 
Amount of borrowed money, 20,000 
Amount of losses claimed and unpaid, HL353 75 
Amount ot losses reported upon which the 
liability oftlic company Is not determined, 13,250 00 Amount of all other claims against the Co., 1 600 00 Ain't required to reinsure all out-standim' 
risks, 50 per cent, G3 083 84 
,-, JOHN KINGSBURY. 
1 L's' — President. 1 "-<«> WabrenS. Greene, Secretary. 
The State of Rhode Island, ) 
And Providence Plantation,! ns. Providence County, ) 
Bo It known, That in the city of Prov.dence, in the County and State aforesaid, on the twentv-thfrd day of December, in the Year of our Lord One Thousand Eight Hundred and Sixty-Five, before me, Henry Martin, a Commissioner of Deeds of the State of Maine tor the State of Rhode Island, personally appeared John Kingsbury and Warren S. Greene, and the said John Kingsbury as President and War- 
ren S. Greene as Secretary oi the “Provldenoe Wash- 
ington Insurance Company,” severally made oath that the toregqing statement by them signed, is 
wholly qnd striotiy true, 
Witmass, my Signature and Official Seal. 
[L.S.] (Stamp.) HENRY MARTIN, A Commissioner ol the State of Maine for the State 
of Rheode Island. 
LOlttlTS, STAOKPOLE & 00,, Agents, 
»■« Vo. 117 Commercial Si., 
Dec. 29,1895.—eot!3w PORTLAND. 
Copartnership. 
THE undersigned have formed a copartnership un- der the name and Arm of 
KINO & DEXTER, 
And having purchased the stock of Chase, Lltilefleld 
« Co., will continue the general HARDWARE BC- S INK'S at the old stand, 175Middle and US Federal Streets, 
-JOSEPH At. KINO, 
_ 
J. D. DEXTER. 
Portland, Sept. 22,1865. 
1*r- D- T>. Chase, so long and favorablv known to the Hardware trade of Portland, will remain wit), 
the now Hrm sep29 ’65 tf 
w. C. COBB, 
TTAVING purchased the Betail Business of 
BAKING BUSINESS ! 
At No. 12 Willotr Sirwt, 
Where he hopes that by strict attention he may be favo ed with the patronage of tbeir former Custom- 
ers. 
He would also respectAilly invite all others wish- 
ing Bread to (five hhn a call, as no pains wi’l be 
spared to till all orders for Bread with neatnets and 
dispatch. 
Portland, Deo 12, I860, dcHtf 
_Steamboats. 
Montreal Ocean Steamship Co, 
Carrying the Canadian and U. S. Mails. 
Passenger; Booked to 
.Londonderry and Liverpool. 
I 
Return Tickets Granted at Reduced Rates. 
Steamship PERUVIAN, Capt. BaTlantlne, will 
T..n»n!U MS p°rt for Liverpool, SATURDAY, 6tb 
immediately alter the arrival ol tho train ot the previous day from Montreal. 
To be followed by the Belgian on .Tan. 13. 
Passage to Iamdondery and Liverpool: 
Cabin (according to accommodations) $>70 to $8rt Steerage, v S25 
A 
Payable ln Gold or Its equivalent. For freight or passage apply to 
6 o. 
Portland, Dec. 11th, 1865. "declldtf 
FREIGHT FOR THE SOUTH AND WEST. 
Boston and Philadelphia 
Steamship Line. 
The Steamer* NORMAN, SAXON, anil ARIES 
now form the line, and a steamer leaves each port 
EVE It Y FIVE DAYS. 
From Long Wliar Boston,.at 12 M. 
From Pine St. Wharf, Philadelphia,.at.lOA.M. Freight for the West forwarded bv the Pennsylva- 
nia Railroad, and to Baltimore ana Washington by 
Canal or Railroad, free of commissions. 
For freight, apply to 
SPRAGUE, SOULE & CO., Nov 22—dlyr 9 T Wharf, Boston. 
PORTLAND AND BOSTON LINE I 
Summer Arrangements 
THE STEAMERS 
Forest City, Lewiston and Montreal, 
Will, until further notice, run os 
follows:— 
Le&vo Atlantic Wharf, Portlandr 
every Monday. Tuesday Wednes- 
day, Thursday, Friday and Satur- day, at 7 o’clock P. M ; and India Wharf, Boston, 
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,Thursday, Fri- 
day and Saturday, at 5 o’clock P. M, 
Fare in Cabin ... $2.00. 
HP Freight taken as usual 
Tne Company are not responsible for baggage to 
any amount exceeding $50in value and that person- al, unless notice is given and paid for at the rate of 
one passenger for every $300 additional value. 
L. BILLINGS, Agent. 
Aug 5, 1865. fob.13,1863 —dtf 
Now England Screw Steamship Co 
SKMI-WEEKLY LINE. 
The splendid and fast Steamship# 
CHESAPEAKE,'Cant W. W. Sher- 
wood and FRANCONIA, Capt. H. 3 hurwood will nntil farther notioe, 
run as follows: 
Leave Brown's Wharf, Portland, every WEDNES- 
DAY and SATURDAY, at 4 F. II., and leave Pier 
38 E st Elver, New York, every WEDNESDAY 
ana SATURDAY, at 4 o'clock P. If 
These vessels are fitted up with line accommoda- 
tions for passengers, making this the most speedy, 
safe and oomiortahls route for travellers between 
New York and Maine Passage, m State Room, 
*6.00. Cabin passage *5.00. Mtnls extra. 
Goods forwitdod by this line to and from Mon- 
treal, Quebeo, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport and 
St.John. 
Shippers ore requested to send their freight to the 
steaman, os early as 8 P. M. on the day that they 
leave Portland. 
For freight or passage apply to 
EMERY A FOX, Brown's Wharf, Portland. 
B. B. CROMWELL A CO., Mu. 86 West Street, 
New York. 
Mav 29. 1866. dtf 
The Eye, Ear, Catarrh 
-AND- 
THROAT! 
MRS. MANCHESTER, 
THE INDEPENDENT 
CLAIRVOYANT! 
-AND- 
Electric Physician ! 
From 018 Broadway, New York, has returned to 
Portland, and can bo consulted at her office, No, 11 
Clapp’s block. 
A Clear Case of Clairvoyant Sight. 
Dear Madam:—Permit me to tender you my sin- 
core thanks for the cure you have effected on my 
child. My daughter, ten years old, was taken sick 
last January in a very singular manner. We called 
In si* of the best Physicians in the city; they said the 
case was a very singular one—they never saw one like 
it—and came to the conclusion they could not tell 
what the disease was. Some friends advised that we 
should call on a Clairvoyant; there being none in 
Providence that we could rely on, we wrote to Mrs. 
MANCHESTER, in Portland, describing her symp- 
toms. She immediately examined her case and told 
that she had a Snake in her stomach, told where she 
drank it, and that it lias been growing, and from the 
best of her judgement she should think it ten or 
twelve inches long. 1 gave the child her prescription 
and in a few hours the child ejected the snake alive 
trom the stomach; it was measured and found to be 
eleven and a half inches long. We have it preserved, 
that all may sec for themselves that this statement Is 
really so. I am confident that the child could not 
have lived, had it not been for Mrs. Manchester, and 
we feel as though she never could be refiaid for her 
skill. MARY RAY, 
GEORGE W. RAY. 
Providence, R. I., Nov. 10,1865. dcl2tf 
“There Is no such Word as Fail*99 
T ARRAN T’S 
COMPOUND MX TRACT OP 
Cubebs and Copaiba, 
IS a Sure, Certain, and Speedy Cure for all diseas- es of the Rladder, Kidneys and Urinary Organs, either in the male or female, frequently perfortnlnt 
a perieet cure in the short space of three or torn 
days, aud always in leas time than any other prana- ration. Intheuseof 
Tarrants Compound Extract of Cubebs and 
Copaibs 
thereis no need of eonlnement or obange of diet In its approved form of a paste, it i- entirely taste- 
less, and causes no unpleas nt sensation to the pa- tlent. and no exposure It is now acknowledged bv the most learned In the profession that In the above elass of diseases, Cubebs and Copaiba are the only two remedies known that can be relied upon with 
any oortalnty or suocess. 
Tarrant’s Compound Extract of Cubebs and 
Copaiba JVE VER FAILS. 
Manufactured only by 
TAR RANT At CO.. 
979 Greenwioh 8t., New York. 
Sold by Druggists all over the World. 
mavftftfidl* 
BUCKLEY &_ BANCROFT. 
SINCE the recent Are at nnr old stand, over tlic " orcester Passenger Station, we have taken the 
large and beautiiUl Halle over the 
Boston and Maine Passenger Station 
Hayusarket Sgaare, 
where wo have opened with a new and fresh stock o{ 
«,°lr “anufactnred by ourselves, In tnc most faithful manner, of the Latent Design* rnm. 
bs»!s«sm?* a»®5r®ias 
Furniture ! 
^11 varlet-’, cannot fhil to command theiavor ol all m want of Furniture whether in regard to Qual- ity, Style or Price. ^ 
4 Ejwy Mjicle warranted as recommended. Grate- iul for the liberal patronage of the last Twenty years 
we hope lor the continuance ol the favors ol our old friends and the public. a
Boston, September 30, 1865. ocl8d3mos 
For Sale. 
A LOT In Evergreen Cemetery on the main Aw- -x\. nue. Saul lot is composed of twi. ini (» and is very handsomely laidq^t, pjj mirttoiurS’ address Box 51MJ P. O, * Pwilouiarn, 
Nov 4—d£f 
For S^lc* 
fpip: Stock and Fixtures oi a Urocerv and Provis. A Ion Store, with a good run of mostly cash trade. Location one of the best best In the city, It being a corner store, 
• For l>artlculars enquire at this office. Dec 25, 1866—d*wtf 
MECHANICS’ HALL. 
WELL arranged for Concerts, Lectures, Exhibit tlons, Levees- &e., may be obtained on applica- 
tion to felCHARD COLE, Superintendent, lunolSdtl Nd.STolmon Place. 
3000 Yds. Poplins and Thibets 
"Vf ARKEI) down and to be sold at bargains. 
noT» dls«<~_No.»C6fo&AB&V 
BETTER HURRY UP 
And get a supply of those 
XT nder-Plaimels, 
Selling so LOW by 
P. MORRELL & CO., 
113 Exchange St, 
Medical. 
Di:. A It. HUGHES 
CAN BE FOUND AT HIS 
PRIVATE MEDICAL ROOMS, 
No. [> Temple Street, 
TI7HERE he can bo consulted privately, and with 
▼ v the utmost confidence by the a hue ted, at all hours oily, and from 8A.M. to 9 P.M. 
Dr. H. addresses those who are sulfering under the 
atiiiciion oi private diseases, whether arising from impure connection or the terrible vice of sclt-abme. 
Devoting ids entire time to that particular branch ol 
the medical pioiession. ho leeis warranted in Cuaii- 
KANTEE1NG A C U R K IN ALL CASES, Whether of long 
standing or recently contracted, entirely removing 
the dregs of disease from the system, and making a 
perfect and PERM AN EN T CURE. 
He would call the attention oi the adUctcd to the 
faet of his long standing and well-earned, reputation 
furnishing sulncicnt assurance of his tf.ill and suc- 
cess. 
CAUTION TO THE PUELIC. 
Every intelligent and thinking person must know 
that remedies handed out for general use should have 
their efficacy established by well tested experience in 
the hands of a regularly educated physician, whose 
preparatory studies tits him for all the duties he must 
tulttll; yet the country is Hooded with poor nostrums and cure-alls, purporting to l»e the best in the world, 
arenotonly useless, but always injurieus. The uu- tortunate should be particular in selecting his phvsicmn, as it is a lamentable yet incontrovert- abie fact, that many syphilitic patients are made miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment Iroin inexperienced physicians in general ractice; 
lor it is a point generally conceded by the best sypbil- ographers, that the study and management of tbwo complaints should engross the whole time oi tliofo 
who W'ould be competent and successful in their treat- 
ment and cure. The Inexperienced general practit- 
ioner, having neither opportunity nor time to makes 
himsell acquainted with tlieir pathology. cummmiK 
pursues one system of treatment, in most cases mak- ing an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and dan- 
gerous weapon, the Mercury. 
HAVE CONFIDENCE. 
Ail who have committed an excess oi any kind, 
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the sting- 
ing rebuke of misplaced confidence in malur^* years, 
SEEK FOR AN ANTIDOTE IN SEASON. 
The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous 
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition, are 
the Barometer to the whole system. 
Do not wail tor the consummation that is sure to fol- 
low: do not wait tor Unsightly Ulcers, tor 
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty 
and Complexion. 
HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO 
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE! ^ 
Young men troubled with emissions hi sleep,—a 
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in 
youth,—treated scientifically, and a perfect cure war- 
ranted or no charge made. 
Hardly a day passes but we are consulted by one 
or more young man with the above disease, some of 
whom are as weak, and emaciuted as though they kml 
the consumption, and by their friends supposed to 
have it. All such cases yield to the proper ami only correct course oi treatment, and in a short time are 
made to rejoice i n perfect health. 
MIDDLE-AGED MEM. 
There are many men at the age of thirty who are 
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the blad- 
der, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burn- 
ing sensation, and weakening the system in a mannei 
the patient cannot account lor. On examining the urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be found, 
and sometimes smpll particles of semen or albumen 
will appear, or the color will be of a thin milklsh hue, again changing to a dark and turbid appearance. 
There are many men who die oi this difficulty, ignor- 
ant of the cause, which is the 
SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL AVEAKNESS. 
I can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and a lull and healthy restoration ot the urinary organs. 
Persona, who cannot personally consult the Dr 
can do so >y writing, in a plain manner, a descrir.tion 
of their diseases, and the appropriate remedi'ss will 
be forwarded immediately. 
All correspondence strictly confidential, and will be 
returned, U desired. 
Address: Da. J. B. HUGHES, No. 5 Temple Street tcorner of Middle 
Street], Portland. Mo 
{3F” Send a Stamp for Circular. 
Electic Medical Infirmary, 
TO THE LADIES. 
DR. HUGHES particularly nrltcu all Udifw, whc 
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms. So. 5 Temple Street, which they will hud arranged for theli 
especial accommodation. 
Dr. H.’s Electic Renovating Medicines are unrival- 
led in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating air Female Irregularities. Their action is specific ami 
certain of producing relief in a short time. 
LADIES will find it invaluable in all cases of ob atructlons alter all other remedies havo been tried in 
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing notliing in the least injurious to the health, and may be taken, with perfect safety at all times. Sent to any part of the country, with ftill directions by addressing DR. HUtiHES, No. 5 Temple Street (corner of Middle), Portland, 
N. B.— Ladles desiring may consult one of theit 
own sex. A lady of experience In constant Htend 
anec. Janl.188tkUt.wiy 
Half Million Doliars Worth 
TO BE DTBP08ED OF AT 
ONE DOLLAR EA CH, 
Without Ttrgard to \'mtue. tiott*, paid 
for until you know what rJUU aTe 
to receive, 
SPLENDID LIST OP ARTICLES! 
All ta be Said far DUG DOLLAR Eirh ! 
300 Musical Boxes 820 to «130 each 150 « n with Bella and 
snnen ..?*t0’. 200 to 600 « 600 Snver reapouaira Coffee Uma, 20 to 50 
loon x V ^ xx4 P ialies, 30 to 100 srloft « lCe P1*’«‘. 20 to Oil SIS ! ?.JT’?Iy('ul)8'with Salvera,20 to 50 “ 
>< 
& Drinking Cups, 5 to 50 0000 •« Canters, 15 to 20 
2n,“ t.Card &CakeBoskets2U to 6> 
looen 
” 8i,er.'re“ Spoons, io to 20 doz. 
Mn.ni.-n CahlpSiw)nii4:Forka2u to 40 5? t E nU .^“WHnntV-CaaeWatchesW to 100 each 280 Ladles (*«ld & Enameled Iiunt- 
inr'-Case Watches, 35 to 70 44 500 Hunting-Case Silver 
Watches, 35 to 7n <i 200 Diamond Kings, 30 to too 
Toon ri°|1<i a °S! nD'^ ^ock Chains, 4 to 30 3000 Gold Oval Band Bracelets. 4 to 8 *t % 
8000 Jet and Gold Bracelets, (to lo 44 
Chains* GuardCbohorS to 20 44 7000 Solitaire an,l Gold Bro^theV #to 10 44 5000 Opal and Emerald Brooch**. 4 to s 44 wXK) MoRaie, Jet, Lava flore atone 
Eardrop, 4 to 8 44 
Eardrop*, 4*to 6 44 
DUunondBrca8t-pim2.50 to lo 44 22? * Ohand Vest Watch-ke vs2.50 to 8 44 **5 FP1‘ **** e9t Ribbon-slides, 3 to 10 4C 8000 Seta Solitaire Sleeve-buttons, Studs, dec., 3 fcv • (» 3000 Gold Thimbles, Fencils, &c., 4 lev r. « 
IWOOMInature Lockets, 2 JS jS x 4000 44 44 magic sprirur 10 to s*n 44 3000 Gold Toothpicks, Crosses, 4&c, 2 to 8 44 8000 Plain Gold Kings, * 4 to 10 44 
lS!2&seGt^idil;tKlD8,- 2-®S£ }?:: 
1J?!SSaJlf0,rn^ Dla,nan«l Kings, 2 to 10 04 4 500 Sets Lad Us, Jewelry-^et and 
Gold, 5 to 1R 44 
600(1 Sets Ladies’ Jewelry—Cameo, 
• n/w. „pf?rl> <(pol and other stones, 4 to 15 « 10000 Gold Pens, Silver Extension 
___ 
Holders and Pencils, 4 to 10 10000 Gold Pens, and Gold Mounted 
Holden, a to in >. 
5000 Gold Pens and Gold Ext'nslon 
Holders, 15 to 95 *• 
6000 Ladles' Gilt and Jet Buckles, 6 to 13 8000 
XT, “•** Bars and Bulls, g to I0 1. Certificates of the various articles at e first put in- to envelopes, seal tsl up and mixed; and when order- 
s'* ""‘’“tout regard to choice, and sent nL^!i«hU? lfiTl'1« *!},“ fiur chnnee. on receipt ol the certificate, you will see what you are to have, and then It u at your option to send the Tiollnr ami 
riei 1 w- ,xr no,‘ Burehaaen may thus obtain a Gold ’W atch. Diamond Ring, or any net of Jewelry on our list for One Dollar, 9 
Send n C*m« tor Certiorate. 
Tn all transactions by mail, we shall charge for ior- 
thf Cortl««'atos. paying toe pottage and do- business, 35 cents each, which must be encloe- eil when the t.erttiloata Is sent. Five Cert Idea tea 
w4f**»"***»1i 12 lur $2; 30for»5; 100 for $15. ACJEJiTS—-We want Agents in every Regiment* ana lit every Town ami County in the Country, ana 
^8 «nch will be allowed 10cents oneyctj certificate ordered by them, thutr remit- 
tance amounts to One I>ollar. Agents wfll c ollect 2.% cents lor every eertiticate. and remit 15 ceuts to us either in Cash or Postage S amps. 1 
BRYAN BROS. <f CO., 
Nov*-43»5? »•" City. 
LIFE, GROWTH AND BEAUTY. 
Mrs. S. A. Allen’s World’s 
Hair liestorer and Dress- 
ing invigorate, strengthen 
and lengthen the hair. They 
act directly upon the roots 
of the hair, supplying re- 
quired nourishment, and 
natural color and beauty returns. Grey hair disap- 
pears, bald spots are cov- 
ered, hair stops falling, and. luxuriant growth is the re- 
sult. Ladies and Children 
mill appreciate the delight- 
ful fragrance and rich, 
glossy appearance impart- 
ed to the hair, and no fear 
of soiling the skin, scalp, or 
most elegant head-dress. 
Said by all Sru|,iiu, »' 
Depot 198 & 200 Greenwich St. N v 
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Ueucral •. Maine 9 Agent* lor 
Sept 27, 1865—<l&w6m 
at cost. 
-K sj&j Krssr *"awn*» 
